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Preface
This book was designed for a three-week lecturing module on the principles of
geographic information systems, to be taught to students in all education pro-
grammes at ITC as the second module in their course.
A geographic information system is a computer-based system that allows to
study natural and man-made phenomena with an explicit bearing in space. To
this end, the GIS allows to enter data, manipulate the data, and produce inter-
pretable output that may teach us lessons about the phenomena.
There are many uses for GIS technology, and ITC, with all its different do-
mains of scientific applications, is the living proof of this statement. Fields we
have in mind are, for instance, soil science, management of agricultural, forest
andwater resources, urban planning, geology, mineral exploration, cadastre and
environmental monitoring. It is likely that the student reader of this textbook is
already a domain expert in one of these fields; the intention of the book is to lay
the foundation to also become an expert user of GIS technology.
With so many different fields of application, it is impossible to single out the
specific techniques of GIS usage for all of them in a single book. Rather, the book
focuses on a number of common and important topics that any GIS user should
be aware of to be called an expert user. We further believe that GIS is going to
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be used differently in the future, and that our students should now be provided
with a broad foundation, so as to be effective in their use of GIS technology then
as well.
The book is also meant to define a common understanding and terminology
for follow-up modules, which the student may elect later in the programme.
The textbook does not stands by itself, but was developed in synchrony with the
textbook on Principles of Remote Sensing [30].
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Structure of the book
The chapters of the book have been arranged in a rather classical set-up. Chap-
ter 1 to 3 provide a generic introduction to the field, discussing the geographic
phenomena that interest us (Chapter 1), the ways these phenomena can be rep-
resented in a computer system (Chapter 2), and the data processing systems that
are used to this end (Chapter 3).
Chapter 4 to 6 subsequently focus on the process of using a GIS environ-
ment. We discuss how spatial data can be obtained, entered and prepared for
use (Chapter 4), how data can be manipulated to improve our understanding
of the phenomena that they represent (Chapter 5), and how the results of such
manipulations can be visualized (Chapter 6). Special attention throughout these
chapters is devoted to the specific characteristics of spatial data. In the last chap-
ter, we direct our attention to the issue of the quality of data and data manipu-
lations, as a lesson of what we can and cannot read in GIS output (Chapter 7).
Each chapter contains sections, a summary and some exercises. The exercises
are meant to be a test of understanding of the chapter’s contents; they are not
practical exercises. They may not be typical exam questions either!
Besides the regular chapters, the back part of the book contains a bibliog-
raphy, a glossary, an index, and an appendix that lists a number of important
internet sites.
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Electronic version of the book
The book is also made available as an electronic document, with hyperlinks to
pages, references, figures, tables and websites. The purpose of this electronic
version is twofold: it can be used as an on-line aid in studying the material;
in the future, it allows the authors to use the document as a ‘coat rack’ to add
answers to existing questions, add new questions (and their answers), provide
errata to the original text, new websites and other information that may become
available. The electronic version of the book can be browsed but not be printed.
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How to read the book
This book is the intended study material of a three week module, but it is not
the only material to help the student master the topics covered. In each edu-
cation programme, lectures and practicals have been developed to also aid in
bringing the knowledge across. The best advice for the student is to read the
book in synchrony with the lectures offered during the module. This will ease
the understanding and allow to timely pose the questions that may arise.
For some students, some chapters or parts of chapters will be easier to study
single-handedly than for others. Differences in professional and training back-
grounds are more prominent in ITC’s student population than possibly any-
where else. It is important to understand one’s strengths and weaknesses and
to take appropriate action by seeking help where needed. The book contains
important material as it provides a foundation of a number of other teaching
modules, later in the curriculum.
Throughout, a number of textual conventions have been applied, most of
them in line with [34], [41] and [59]. Chapters are arranged in sections, and these
possibly in subsections. The table of contents provides an overview. Important
terms are italicized, and many of these can be found in the index, some of them
even in the glossary.
Not all the text in this book is compulsory study material for all students!

Sections with a caution traffic sign in the margin, as the one found on the left,
indicate that this part of the book is optional.1 The lecturer will indicate whether
these parts must be studied in your programme.
1The idea of such a signpost comes from [34].
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1.1 The purpose of GIS
Students from all over the world visit ITC to attend courses. They often stay
for half a year, but many of them stay longer, perhaps up to 18 months. Some
eventually find a position as Ph.D. student—usually after successfully finishing
a regular M.Sc. course. If we attempt to define what is the common factor in
the interests of all these people, we might say that they are involved in studies
of their environment, in the hope of a better understanding of that environment.
By environment, we mean the geographic space of their study area and the events
that take place there.
For instance
• an urban planner might like to find out about the urban fringe growth in
her/his city, and quantify the population growth that some suburbs are
witnessing. S/he might also like to understand why it is these suburbs and
not others;
• a biologistmight be interested in the impact of slash-and-burn practices on
the populations of amphibian species in the forests of a mountain range to
obtain a better understanding of the involved long-term threats to those
populations;
• a natural hazard analyst might like to identify the high-risk areas of annual
monsoon-related flooding by looking at rainfall patterns and terrain char-
acteristics;
• a geological engineermight want to identify the best localities for construct-
ing buildings in an area with regular earthquakes by looking at rock for-
mation characteristics;
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• amining engineer could be interested in determiningwhich prospect copper
mines are best fit for future exploration, taking into account parameters
such as extent, depth and quality of the ore body, amongst others;
• a geoinformatics engineer hired by a telecommunication company may want
to determine the best sites for the company’s relay stations, taking into
account various cost factors such as land prices, undulation of the terrain
et cetera;
• a forest manager might want to optimize timber production using data on
soil and current tree stand distributions, in the presence of a number of
operational constraints, such as the requirement to preserve tree diversity;
• a hydrological engineer might want to study a number of water quality pa-
rameters of different sites in a freshwater lake to improve her/his under-
standing of the current distribution of Typha reed beds, and why it differs
so much from that of a decade ago.
All the above professionals work with data that relates to space, typically
involving positional data. Positional data determines where things are, or per-
haps, where they were or will be. More precisely, these professionals deal with
questions related to geographic space, which we might informally characterize as
having positional data relative to the Earth’s surface.
Positional data of a non-geographic nature is not of our interest in this book.
A car driver might want to know where is the head light switch; a surgeon must
know where is the appendix to be removed; NASA must know where to send
its spaceships to Mars. All of this involves positional information, but to use the
Earth’s surface as a reference for these purposes is not a good idea.
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The acronym GIS stands for geographic information system. A GIS is a comput-
erized system that helps in maintaining data about geographic space. This is its
primary purpose. We provide a more elaborate definition in Section 1.1.2. But
first, let us try to make some clear observations about our points of departure.
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1.1.1 Some fundamental observations
Our world is constantly changing, and not all changes are for the better. Some
changes seem to have natural causes (volcano eruptions, meteorite impacts)
while others are caused by man (for instance, land use changes or land recla-
mation from the sea, a favourite pastime of the Dutch). There is also a large
number of global changes for which the cause is unclear: think of the green-
house effect and global warming, the El Nin˜o/La Nin˜a events, or, at smaller
scales, landslides and soil erosion.
For background information on El Nin˜o, take a look at Figure 1.1. It presents
information related to a study area (the equatorial Pacific Ocean), with positional
data taking a prominent role. We will use the study of El Nin˜o as an example of
using GIS for the rest of this chapter.
In summary, we can say that changes to the Earth’s geography can have nat-
ural or man-made causes, or a mix of both. If it is a mix of causes, we usually do
not quite understand the changes fully.
We, humans, are an inquisitive breed. We want to understand what is going
on in our world, and this is why we study the phenomena of geographic change.
In many cases, we want to deepen our understanding, so that there will be no
more unpleasant surprises; so that we can take action when we feel that action
must be taken. For instance, if we understand El Nin˜o better, and can forecast
that another event will be in the year 2004, we can devise an action plan to reduce
the expected losses in the fishing industry, to lower the risks of landslides caused
by heavy rains or to build up water supplies in areas of expected droughts.
The fundamental problem that we face in many uses of GIS is that of under-
standing phenomena that have (a) a geographic dimension, as well as (b) a temporal
dimension. We are facing ‘spatio-temporal’ problems. This means that our object
of study has different characteristics for different locations (the geographic di-
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El Nin˜o is an aberrant pattern in weather and sea water temperature that occurs with some frequency (every
4–9 nine years) in the Pacific Ocean along the Equator. It is characterized by less strong western winds
across the ocean, less upwelling of cold, nutrient-rich, deep-sea water near the South American coast, and
therefore by substantially higher sea surface temperatures (see figures below). It is generally believed that
El Nin˜o has a considerable impact on global weather systems, and that it is the main cause for droughts in
Wallacea and Australia, as well as for excessive rains in Peru and the southern U.S.A.
El Nin˜o means ‘little boy’ because it manifests itself usually around Christmas. There exists also another—
less pronounced–pattern of colder temperatures, that is known as La Nin˜a. La Nin˜a occurs less frequently
than El Nin˜o. The figures below left illustrate an extreme El Nin˜o year (1997; considered to be the most
extreme of the twentieth century) and a subsequent La Nin˜a year (1998).
Left figures are from December 1997, and extreme El Nin˜o event; right figures are of the subsequent year,
indicating a La Nin˜a event. In all figures, colour is used to indicate sea water temperature, while arrow
lengths indicate wind speeds. The top figures provide information about absolute values, the bottom figures
about values relative to the average situation for the month of December. The bottom figures also give an
indication of wind speed and direction. See also Figure 1.3 for an indication of the area covered by the array
of buoys.
At the moment of writing, August 2001, another El Nin˜o event, not so extreme as the 1997 event, is forecasted
to occur at the end of the year 2001.
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Figure 1.1: The El Nin˜o
event of 1997 compared
with a more normal year
1998. The top figures
indicate average Sea Sur-
face Temperature (SST, in
colour) and average Wind
Speed (WS, in arrows)
for the month of Decem-
ber. The bottom figures
illustrate the anomalies
(differences from a normal
situation) in both SST
and WS. The island in
the lower left corner is
(Papua) New Guinea with
the Bismarck Archipelago.
Latitude has been scaled
by a factor two. Data
source: National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration, Pacific
Marine Environmental
Laboratory, Tropical At-
mosphere Ocean project
(NOAA/PMEL/TAO).
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mension) and that it has different characteristics for different moments in time
(the temporal dimension).
The El Nin˜o event is a good example of such a phenomenon, because (a) sea
surface temperatures differ between locations, and (b) sea surface temperatures
change from one week to the next.
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1.1.2 A first definition of GIS
Let us take a closer look at the El Nin˜o example. Many professionals study that
phenomenon closely, most notably meteorologists and oceanographers. They
prepare all sorts of products, such as the maps of Figure 1.1, to improve their
understanding. To do so, they need to obtain data about the phenomenon,
which obviously here will include measurements about sea water temperature
and wind speed in many locations. Next, they must process the data to enable
its analysis, and allow interpretation. This interpretation will benefit if the pro-
cessed data is presented in an easy to interpret way.
Wemay distinguish three important stages of working with geographic data:
Data preparation and entry The early stage in which data about the study phe-
nomenon is collected and prepared to be entered into the system.
Data analysis The middle stage in which collected data is carefully reviewed,
and, for instance, attempts are made to discover patterns.
Data presentation The final stage in which the results of earlier analysis are pre-
sented in an appropriate way.
We have numbered the three phases, and thereby indicated the most natural
order in which they take place. But such an order is only a sketch of an ideal
situation, and more often we find that a first attempt of data analysis suggests
that we need more data. It may also be that the data representation leads to
follow-up questions for which we need to do more analysis, for which we may
be needing more data. This shows that the three phases may be iterated over
a number of times before we are happy with our work. We look into the three
phases more below, in the context of the El Nin˜o project.
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Data preparation and entry
In the El Nin˜o case, our data acquisition means that the project collects sea wa-
ter temperatures and wind speed measurements. This is achieved by mooring
buoys with measuring equipment in the ocean. Each buoy measures a num-
ber of things: wind speed and direction, air temperature and humidity, sea wa-
ter temperature at the surface and at various depths down to 500 metres. Our
discussion focuses on sea surface temperature (SST) and wind speed (WS). A
typical buoy is illustrated in Figure 1.2, which shows the placement of various
sensors on the buoy.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic
overview of an ATLAS
type buoy for monitoring
sea water temperatures in
the El Nin˜o project
For monitoring purposes, some 70 buoys were deployed at strategic places
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Figure 1.3: The array
of positions of sea sur-
face temperature and wind
speed measuring buoys
in the equatorial Pacific
Ocean
within 10◦ of the Equator, between the Galapagos Islands and New Guinea. Fig-
ure 1.3 provides a map that illustrates the positions of these buoys. The buoys
have been anchored, so they are stationary. Occasional malfunctioning is caused
sometimes by high seas and bad weather or by getting entangled in long-line
fishing nets. As Figure 1.3 shows, there happen to be three types of buoy, but we
will not discuss their differences.
All the data that a buoy obtains through thermometers and other sensors
with which it is equipped, as well as the buoy’s geographic position is transmit-
ted by satellite communication daily. This data is stored in a computer system.
We will from here on assume that acquired data has been put in digital form,
that is, it has been converted into computer-readable format.
In the textbook on Principles of Remote Sensing [30], many other ways of ac-
quiring geographic data will be discussed. During the current module, we will
assume the data has been obtained and we can start to work with it.
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Data analysis
Once the data has been collected in a computer system, we can start analysing
it. Here, let us look at what processes were probably involved in the eventual
production of the maps of Figure 1.1.1 Observe that the production of maps
belongs to the phase of data presentation that we discuss below.
Here, we look at how data generated at the buoys was processed before map
production. A closer look at Figure 1.1 reveals that the data being presented are
based on the monthly averages for SST and WS (for two months), not on single
measurements for a specific date. Moreover, the two lower figures provide com-
parisons with ‘the normal situation’, which probably means that a comparison
was made with the December averages for a long series of years.
Another process performed on the initial (buoy) data is that they have been
generalized from 70 point measurements (one for each buoy) to cover the com-
plete study area. Clearly, for positions in the study area for which no data was
available, some type of interpolation took place, probably using data of nearby
buoys. This is a typical GIS function: deriving the value of a property for some
location where we have not measured.
It seems likely that the following steps took place for the upper two figures.
We look at SST computations only—WS analysis will have been similarly con-
ducted:
1. For each buoy, using the daily SST measurements for the month, the aver-
age SST for that month was computed. This is a simple computation.
2. For each buoy, the monthly average SST was taken together with the geo-
1We say ‘probably’ because we are not participating in the project, and we can only make an
educated guess at how the data was actually operated upon.
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Buoy Geographic position Dec. 1997 avg. SST
B0789 (165◦ E, 5◦ N) 28.02 ◦C
B7504 (180◦ E, 0◦ N) 27.34 ◦C
B1882 (110◦ W, 7◦30′ S) 25.28 ◦C
. . . . . . . . .
Table 1.1: The georefer-
enced list (in part) of av-
erage sea surface tem-
peratures obtained for the
month December 1997.
graphic location, to obtain a georeferenced list of averages, as illustrated in
Table 1.1.
3. From this georeferenced list, through a method of spatial interpolation, the
estimated SST of other positions in the study are were computed. This
step was performed as often as needed, to obtain a fine mesh of positions
with measured or estimated SSTs from which the maps of Figure 1.1 were
eventually derived.
4. We assume that previously to the above steps we had obtained data about
average SST for the month of December for a long series of years. This too
may have been spatially interpolated to obtain a ‘normal situation’ Decem-
ber data set of a fine granularity.
Let us clarify what is meant by a ‘georeferenced’ list first. Data is georeferenced
(or spatially referenced) if it is associated with some position using a spatial ref-
erence system. This can be by using (longitude, latitude) coordinates, or by other
means that we come to speak of in Chapter 4. The important thing is to have
an agreed upon coordinate system as a reference. In our list, we have associated
average sea surface temperatures with positions, and thereby we have georefer-
enced them.
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In step 3 above, wementioned spatial interpolation. To understand this issue,
first observe that sea surface temperature is a property that occurs everywhere in
the ocean, and not only at buoys. The buoys only provide a finite sample of the
property of sea surface temperature. Spatial interpolation is a technique that al-
lows us to estimate the value of a property (SST in our case) also in places where
we have not measured it. To do so, it uses measurements of nearby buoys.2
The theory of spatial interpolation is extensive, but this is not the place to
discuss it. It is however a typical example of data manipulation that a GIS can
perform on user data.
2There are in fact many different spatial interpolation techniques, not just one.
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Data presentation
After the data manipulations discussed above, our data is prepared for produc-
ing the maps of Figure 1.1. The data representation phase deals with putting all
together into a format that communicates the result of data analysis in the best
possible way.
Many issues come up when we want to have an optimal presentation. We
must consider what is the message wewant to bring across, who is the audience,
what is the presentationmedium, which rules of aesthetics apply, andwhat tech-
niques are available for representation. This may sound a little abstract, so let us
clarify with the El Nin˜o case.
For Figure 1.1, we made the following observations:
• The messagewe wanted to bring across is to illustrate what are the El Nin˜o
and La Nin˜a events, both in absolute figures and in relative figures, i.e., as
differences from a normal situation.
• The audience for this data presentation clearly were the readers of this text
book, i.e., students of ITC who want to obtain a better understanding of
GIS.
• The mediumwas this book, so, printed matter of A4 size, and possibly also
a website. The book’s typesetting imposes certain restrictions, like maxi-
mum size, font style and font size.
• The rules of aesthetics demanded many things: the maps should be printed
with north up, west left; with clear georeference; with intuitive use of
symbols et cetera. We actually also violated some rules of aesthetics, for
instance, by applying a different scaling factor in latitude compared to lon-
gitude.
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• The techniques that we used included use of a colour scheme, use of iso-
lines,3 some of which were tagged with their temperature value, plus a
number of other techniques.
3Isolines are discussed in Chapter 2.
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GIS defined
So, what is a GIS? In a nutshell, we can define a geographic information system as a
computerized system that facilitates the phases of data entry, data analysis and
data presentation especially in cases when we are dealing with georeferenced
data.
This means that a GIS user will expect support from the system to enter (geo-
referenced) data, to analyse it in various ways, and to produce presentations
(maps and other) from the data. Many kinds of functionality should come with
this: support for various kinds of coordinate systems and transformations be-
tween them, many different ways of ‘computing’ with the georeferenced data,
and obviously a large degree of freedom of choice in presentation parameters
such as colour scheme, symbol set, medium et cetera.
We will later make the subtle distinction between a GIS and a GIS applica-
tion. For now it suffices to give an example of this often missed subtlety. We
discussed above a GIS application: determining sea water temperatures of the
El Nin˜o event in two subsequent December months. The same software pack-
age that we used to do this analysis could tomorrow be used to analyse forest
plots in northern Thailand, for instance. That would mean another GIS appli-
cation, but using the same GIS. Hence, a GIS is the software package that can
(generically) be applied to many different applications. When there is no risk of
ambiguity, people sometimes do not make the distinction between a ‘GIS’ and a
‘GIS application’.
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1.1.3 Spatial data and geoinformation
Another subtle difference exists between the terms data and information. Most of
the time, we use the two terms almost interchangeably, and without the risk of
being ambiguous. Occasionally, however, we need to be precise and then their
distinction matters.
By data, we mean representations that can be operated upon by a computer.
More specifically, by spatial data we mean data that contains positional values.
Occasionally one will find in the literature the more precise phrase geospatial
data as a further refinement, which thenmeans spatial data that is georeferenced.
(Strictly speaking, spatial data that is not georeferenced can have positional data
unrelated to the Earth’s surface. Examples can be found in molecular chemistry,
in which the position of atoms in molecules are defined relative to each other,
and in industrial design engineering, in which the parts of a car engine are de-
fined relative to each other.) In this book, we will use ‘spatial data’ as a synonym
for ‘georeferenced data’.
By information, we mean data that has been interpreted by a human being.
Humans work with and act upon information, not data. Human perception
and mental processing leads to information, and hopefully understanding and
knowledge. One cannot expect a machine like a computer to ‘understand’ or
‘have knowledge’. Geoinformation is a specific type of information that involves
the interpretation of spatial data.
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1.1.4 Applications of GIS
There are many different uses of GIS, as may have become clear from our list of
professionals on page 27 who deal with geoinformation. Throughout this book,
we will provide examples of different types of GIS use, hopefully by the end
having covered a fair number of scientific areas in which ITC is active.
An important distinction betweenGIS applications is whether the geographic
phenomena studied are man-made or natural. Clearly, setting up a cadastral in-
formation system, or using GIS for urban planning purposes involves a study of
man-made things mostly: the parcels, roads, sidewalks, and at larger scale, sub-
urbs and transportation routes are all man-made. These entities often have—or
are assumed to have—clear-cut boundaries: we know, for instance, where one
parcel ends and another begins.
On the other hand, geomorphologists, ecologists and soil scientists often
have natural phenomena as their study objects. They may be looking at rock
formations, plate tectonics, distribution of natural vegetation or soil units. Of-
ten, these entities do not have clear-cut boundaries, and there exist transition
zones where one vegetation type, for instance, is gradually replaced by another.
It is not uncommon, of course, to find GIS applications that do a bit of both,
i.e., they involve both natural and man-made entities. Examples are common
in areas where we study the effect of human activity on the environment. Rail-
road construction is such an area: it may involve parcels to be reclaimed by
government, it deals with environmental impact assessment and will usually be
influenced by many restrictions, such as not crossing seasonally flooded lands,
and staying within inclination extremes in hilly terrain.
A second distinction in applications of GIS stems from the overall purposes
of use of the system. A prototypical use of GIS is that of a research project with an
explicitly defined project objective. Such projects usually have an a priori defined
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duration. Feasibility studies like site suitability, but also simulation studies, for
instance in erosion modelling, are examples. We call all of these project-basedGIS
applications.
In contrast to these are what we call institutional GIS applications. They can
be characterized in various ways. The life time (duration) of these applications is
either indefinite, or at least not a priori defined. Their goal is usually to provide
base data to others, not to address a single research issue. Good examples of
this category are monitoring systems like early warning systems for food/water
scarcity, or systems that keep track of weather patterns. Indeed, our El Nin˜o
example is best qualified under this heading, because the SST and WS measure-
ments continue. Another class of examples is found in governmental agencies
like national topographic surveys, cadastral organizations and national census
bureaus. They see it as their task to administer (geographic) changes, and their
main business is to stay up-to-date, and provide data to others, either (more his-
torically) in the form of printed material such as maps or (more recently) in the
form of digital data.
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1.2 The real world and representations of it
When dealing with data and information we usually are trying to represent
some part of the real world as it is, as it was, or perhaps as we think it will be.
A computerized system can help to store such representations. We restrict our-
selves to ‘some part’ of the real world simply because it cannot be represented
completely. The question which part must be represented should be entirely
answered through the notion of relevance to the purpose of the computerized
system.
The El Nin˜o system discussed earlier in this chapter has as its purpose the
administration of SST and WS in various places in the equatorial Pacific Ocean,
and to generate georeferenced, monthly overviews from these. If this is its com-
plete purpose, the system should not store data about the ships that moored the
buoys, the manufacture date of the buoys et cetera. All this data is irrelevant for
the purpose of the system.
The fact that we represent the real world only in part teaches us to be humble
about the expectations that we can have about the system: all the data it can
possibly generate for us in the future must in some way be made available to it
first.
In general, a computer representation of some part of the real world, if set-
up in a good way, will allow us to enter and store data, analyse the data and
transfer it to humans or to other systems. We will now look at setting up real
world representations.
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1.2.1 Modelling
‘Modelling’ is a buzzword, used in many different ways and many different
meanings. A representation of some part of the real world can be considered a
model of that part. We call it such because the representation will have certain
characteristics in common with the real world. This allows us to study the rep-
resentation, i.e., the model, instead of the real world. The advantage of this is
that we can ‘play around’ with the model and look at different scenarios, for in-
stance, to answer ‘what if’ questions. We can change the data in the model, and
see what are the effects of the changes.
Models—as representations—come in many different flavours. In the GIS
environment, the most familiar model is that of a map. A map is a miniature
representation of some part of the real world. Paper maps are the best known,
but digital maps also exist, as we shall see in Chapter 6. We look more closely at
maps below.
Another important class of models are databases. A database stores a usually
considerable amount of data, and provides various functions to operate on the
stored data. Obviously, we will be especially interested in databases that store
spatial data.
The phrase ‘data modelling’ is the common name for the design effort of
structuring a database. This process involves the identification of the kinds of
data that the database will store, as well as the relationships between these data
kinds. In data modelling, the most important tool is the data model, and we
come back to it in Section 1.2.3. ‘Spatial data modelling’ is a specific type of data
modelling that we will also discuss there.
Maps and databases can be considered static models. At any point in time,
they represent a single state of affairs. Usually, developments or changes in the
real world are not easily recognized in these models. Dynamic models or process
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models address precisely this issue. They emphasize changes that have taken
place, are taking place or may take place. Dynamic models are inherently more
complicated than static models, and usually require much more computation to
obtain an intuitive presentation of the underlying processes. Simulation mod-
els are an important class of dynamic models that allow to simulate real world
processes.
Observe that our El Nin˜o system can be called a static model as it stores state-
of-affairs data such as the average December 1997 temperatures. But at the same
time, it can also be considered a simple dynamic model, because it allows us to
compare different states of affairs, as Figure 1.1 demonstrates. This is perhaps
the simplest dynamic model: a series of ‘static snapshots’ allows us to infer some
information about the behaviour of the system.
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1.2.2 Maps
The best known (conventional) models of the real world are maps. Maps have
been used for thousands of years to represent information about the real world.
Their conception and design has developed into a science with a high degree of
sophistication. Maps have proven to be extremely useful for many applications
in various domains.
A disadvantage of maps is that they are restricted to two-dimensional static
representations, and that they always are displayed in a given scale. The map
scale determines the spatial resolution of the graphic feature representation. The
smaller the scale, the less detail a map can show. The accuracy of the base data,
on the other hand, puts limits to the scale in which a map can be sensibly drawn.
The selection of a proper map scale is one of the first and most important steps
in map design.
A map is always a graphic representation at a certain level of detail, which
is determined by the scale. Map sheets have physical boundaries, and features
spanning two map sheets have to be cut into pieces.
Cartography as the science and art of mapmaking functions as an interpreter
translating real world phenomena (primary data) into correct, clear and under-
standable representations for our use. Maps also become a data source for other
maps.
With the advent of computer systems, analogue cartography became digital
cartography. It is important to note that whenever we speak about cartography
today, we implicitly assume digital cartography. The use of computers in map
making is an integral part of modern cartography. The role of the map changed
accordingly. Increasingly, maps lose their role as data storage. This role is taken
over by (spatial) databases. What remains is the visualization function of maps.
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1.2.3 Databases
A database is a repository capable of storing large amounts of data. It comes with
a number of useful functions:
1. the database can be used by multiple users at the same time—i.e., it allows
concurrent use,
2. the database offers a number of techniques for storing data and allows to
use the most efficient one—i.e., it supports storage optimization,
3. the database allows to impose rules on the stored data, which will be au-
tomatically checked after each update to the data—i.e., it supports data
integrity,
4. the database offers an easy to use data manipulation language, which al-
lows to perform all sorts of data extraction and data updates—i.e., it has a
query facility,
5. the database will try to execute each query in the data manipulation lan-
guage in the most efficient way—i.e., it offers query optimization.
Databases can store almost any sort of data. Modern database systems, as
we shall see in Section 3.3, organize the stored data in tabular format, not unlike
that of Table 1.1. A database may have many such tables, each of which stores
data of a certain kind. It is not uncommon that a table has many thousands of
data rows, sometimes even hundreds of thousands.
For the El Nin˜o project, one may assume that the buoys report their measure-
ments on a daily basis and that these measurements are stored in a single, large
table.
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DAYMEASUREMENTS
Buoy Date SST WS Humid Temp10 . . .
B0749 1997/12/03 28.2 ◦C NNW 4.2 72% 22.2 ◦C . . .
B9204 1997/12/03 26.5 ◦C NW 4.6 63% 20.8 ◦C . . .
B1686 1997/12/03 27.8 ◦C NNW 3.8 78% 22.8 ◦C . . .
B0988 1997/12/03 27.4 ◦C N 1.6 82% 23.8 ◦C . . .
B3821 1997/12/03 27.5 ◦C W 3.2 51% 20.8 ◦C . . .
B6202 1997/12/03 26.5 ◦C SW 4.3 67% 20.5 ◦C . . .
B1536 1997/12/03 27.7 ◦C SSW 4.8 58% 21.4 ◦C . . .
B0138 1997/12/03 26.2 ◦C W 1.9 62% 21.8 ◦C . . .
B6823 1997/12/03 23.2 ◦C S 3.6 61% 22.2 ◦C . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Table 1.2: A stored ta-
ble (in part) of daily buoy
measurements. Illustrated
are only measurements
for December 3rd, 1997,
though measurements for
other dates are in the ta-
ble as well. Humid is
the air humidity just above
the sea, Temp10 is the
measured water tempera-
ture at 10 metres depth.
Other measurements are
not shown.
The El Nin˜o buoy measurements database likely has more tables than the
one illustrated. There may be data available about the buoys’ maintenance and
service schedules; there may be data about the gauging of the sensors on the
buoys, possibly including expected error levels. There will almost certainly be a
table that stores the geographic location of each buoy.
Table 1.1 was obtained from table DAYMEASUREMENTS through the use of
the data manipulation language. A query was defined that computes themonth-
ly average SST from the daily measurements, for each buoy. A discussion of the
data manipulation language that was used is beyond the purpose of this book,
but we should mention that the query was a simple, four-line program.
A database design determines which tables will be present and what sort
of columns (attributes) each table will have. A completed database design is
known as the database schema. To define the database schema, we use a language,
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commonly known as a data model. Confusingly perhaps, a data model is not a
model in the sense of what we discussed before. It is not a model of any kind,
but rather a language that can be used to define models. It is the use of this
language, and hence the definition of a model that we call data modelling, and
which results in a database schema.
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1.2.4 Spatial databases
Spatial databases are a specific type of database. They store representations of
geographic phenomena in the real world to be used in a GIS. They are special
in the sense that they use other techniques than tables to store these represen-
tations. This is because it is not easy to represent geographic phenomena using
tables. We will not discuss these more appropriate techniques in this book.
A spatial database is not the same thing as a GIS, though they have a num-
ber of common characteristics. A spatial database focuses on the functions we
listed above for databases in general: concurrency, storage, integrity, and query-
ing, especially, but not only, spatial data. A GIS, on the other hand, focuses
on operating on spatial data with what we might call a ‘deeper understanding’
of geographic space. It knows about spatial reference systems, and functional-
ity like distance and area computations, spatial interpolations, digital elevation
models et cetera. Obviously, a GIS must also store its data, and for this it pro-
vided relatively rudimentary facilities. More and more, we see GIS applications
that use the GIS for the spatial analysis, and a separate spatial database for the
data storage.
The assumption for the design of a spatial database schema is that the rel-
evant spatial phenomena exist in a two- or three-dimensional Euclidean space.
Euclidean space can be informally defined as a model of space in which loca-
tions are represented as coordinates—(x, y) in 2D; (x, y, z) in 3D—and notions
like distance and direction have been defined, with the usual formulas. In 2D, we
also talk about the Euclidean plane.
The phenomena that we want to store representations for in a spatial data-
base may have point, line, area or image characteristics. Different storage tech-
niques exist for each of them. An important choice in the design of a spatial
database application is whether some geographic phenomenon is better repre-
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sented as a point, as a line or as an area. Currently, the support for image data
exists but is not impressive. Some GIS applications may even be more demand-
ing and require point representations in certain cases, and area representation in
other cases. Cities on a map may have to be represented as points or as areas,
depending on the scale of the map.
To support this, the database must store representations of geographic phe-
nomena (spatial features) in a scaleless and seamless manner. Scaleless means
that all coordinates are world coordinates given in units that are normally used
to reference features in the real world (using a spatial reference system). From
such values, calculations can be easily performed and any (useful) scale can be
chosen for visualization. A seamless database does not show map sheet bound-
aries or other partitions of the geographic space other than imposed by the spa-
tial features themselves. This may seem a trivial remark, but early GIS appli-
cations had map production as their prime purpose, and considered map sheet
boundaries as important spatial features.
All geographic phenomena have various relationships among each other and
possess spatial (geometric), thematic and temporal attributes (they exist in space
and time). Phenomena are classified into thematic data layers depending on
the purpose of the database. This is usually described by a qualification of the
database as, for example, a cadastral, topographic, land use, or soil database. A
spatial database not only serves to store the data and manipulate it, as it should
also allow the users to carry out simple forms of spatial analysis.
Spatial analysis involves questions about the data that relate topological and
other relationships. Such questionsmay involve neighbourhood, distance, direc-
tion, incidence, disjointness and a fewmore characteristics that may exist among
geographic phenomena. In the El Nin˜o case, for example, we may want to find
out where is epicentre of warm water or where is the steepest gradient in water
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temperature.
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GIS and databases
Adatabase, like a GIS, is a software package capable of storing andmanipulating
data. This begs the question when to use which, or possibly when to use both.
Historically, these systems have different strengths, and the distinction remains
until this day.
Databases are good at storing large quantities of data, they can deal with
multiple users at the same time, they support data integrity and system crash
recovery, and they have a high-level, easy to use data manipulation language.
GISs are not very good at any of this.
GIS, however, is tailored to operate on spatial data, and allows all sorts of
analysis that are inherently geographic in nature. This is probably GIS’s main
stronghold: combining in various ways the representations of geographic phe-
nomena. GIS packages, moreover, nowadays have wonderful, highly flexible
tools for map production, of the paper and the digital type. GIS have an em-
bedded ‘understanding’ of geographic space. Databases mostly lack this type of
understanding.
The two, however, are growing towards each other. All good GIS pack-
ages allow to store the base data in a database, and to extract it from there
when needed for GIS operation. This can be achieved with some simple settings
and/or program statements inside the GIS. Databases, likewise, have moved
towards GIS and many of them nowadays allow to store spatial data also in dif-
ferent ways. Previously, they in principle were capable of storing such data, but
the techniques were fairly inefficient.
In summary, one might conclude that small research projects can probably
be carried out without the use of a real database. GIS have rudimentary data-
base facilities on board; the user should be aware they are really rudimentary.
Mid-sized projects use a database/GIS tandem for data storage and manipula-
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tion. Larger projects, long-term projects and institutional projects organize their
spatial data processing around a spatial database, not around a GIS. They use
the GIS mostly for spatial analysis and output presentation. We will look more
closely at these data processing systems in Chapter 3.
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1.3 An overview of upcoming chapters
In this chapter, we provided an introduction to the area of GIS, by means of an
example study of the El Nin˜o phenomenon.
In Chapter 2, we will focus the discussion on different kinds of geographic
phenomena and their representation in spatial data, and try to build more in-
tuition for these different phenomena and data, also in terms of when to use
which.
Chapter 3 is devoted to a much more in-depth study of the two data pro-
cessing systems for spatial data, namely, GIS and databases. We will discuss
backgrounds and typical types of use of these systems.
The Chapter 4 and 5 focus on actual use of a GIS. The first especially looks
at the phase of data entry and preparation: how to ensure that the (spatial) data
is correctly entered into the GIS, such that it can be used in subsequent analysis.
The most important forms of spatial data analysis are discussed in the latter
chapter.
The phase of data presentation, also known as visualization, is the topic of
Chapter 6. It involves a discussion of cartographic principles: what to put on a
map, where to put it, and what techniques to use. Sooner or later, each serious
GIS user will be involved also in output presentation (usually of maps), so it is
important to understand the underlying principles.
The final Chapter 7 addresses the rather general and important issues of spa-
tial data quality. As will become clear in discussions of the Principles of Remote
Sensing, spatial data never has infinite precision, and usually has some error.
Errors may cause certain manipulations to become meaningless, so awareness
of the GIS user on this subject is important.
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Summary
This chapter provides an elementary discussion of what is GIS. Technical de-
tails have been mostly left out, as building some sound intuition was the main
purpose.
We looked at the purposes of GIS and identified understanding our geo-
graphic space as the main thread amongst all GIS applications. We saw that spa-
tial data and spatial data processing are important factors in that understanding,
and that GIS are built to do this. A simple example of a study of the EL Nin˜o
effect provided an illustration, although again we skipped the technical details.
The use of GIS commonly takes place in three phases: data entry, data analy-
sis and data presentation.
Representations are models of real world phenomena. In areas close to ge-
ography, we saw that maps have been in use for a long time. More recently,
databases were used as digital models of real world phenomena. GIS are specif-
ically created to define geographic models of the real world.
Digital models (as in a database or GIS) have enormous advantages over pa-
per models (such as maps). They are more flexible, and therefore much easier
changed for the purposes at hand. They, in principle, allow automatic anima-
tions and simulations, carried out by the computer system on which the soft-
ware runs. This has opened up an important toolbox that may help to improve
our understanding of the world.
The attentive reader will have noted our threefold use of the word ‘model’.
This, perhaps, may be confusing. Except as a verb, where is means ‘to describe’
or ‘to represent’, it is also used as a noun. A ‘real world model’ is a representa-
tion of a number of phenomena in the real world, usually to enable some type
of administration, computation and/or simulation. It is the result of the activity
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of ‘modelling’. A ‘data model’, on the other hand, is a database language used
as a tool in database design, in an activity called ‘data modelling’. The result of
that activity is not a data model, but a database schema, an abstract definition
of the contents of the (future) database. A database schema can be viewed as a
special kind of real world model, but it is abstract because it identifies only types
of things in that real world, and not the things itself. Therefore, we might say
that a database schema is an occurrence-independent real world model.
Project-based GIS applications usually have a clear-cut purpose, for instance,
to improve the understanding of some spatial phenomenon. These applications
can be short-lived: the research is carried out by collecting data, entering in the
GIS, analysing the data, and producing informative maps. An example is rapid
earthquake damage assessment.
Institutional GIS applications, on the other hand, usually have as their goal
the continued administration of spatial change and the sustained availability
of spatial base data. Their needs for advanced data analysis are usually less,
and the complexity of these applications lies more in the continued provision of
trustworthy data to others. They are thus long-lived applications. An obvious
example are automated cadastral systems.
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Questions
1. Take another look at the list of professions provided on page 27. Give
two more examples of professions that people are trained in at ITC, and
describe a possible relevant problem in their ‘geographic space’.
2. In Section 1.1.1, some examples are given of changes to the Earth’s ge-
ography. They were categorized in three types: natural changes, man-made
changes and somewhere-in-between. Provide additional examples of each cat-
egory.
3. What kind of professionals, do you think, were involved in the Tropical
Atmosphere Ocean project of Figure 1.1? Hypothesize about how they
obtained the data to prepare the illustrations of that figure. How do you
think they came up with the nice colour maps?
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4. Use arguments obtained from Figure 1.1 to explain why 1997 was an El
Nin˜o year, and why 1998 was not. Also explain why 1998 was in fact a La
Nin˜a year, and not an ordinary year.
5. On page 35, we made the observation that we would assume the data that
we talk about to have been put into a digital format, so that computers
can operate on them. However, much useful data has not been converted
in this way. Provide examples from your own experience of data sources
in non-digital format. (You may even consider the question how these
sources could be made digital, but strictly speaking this is a topic we will
only discuss in Chapter 4.)
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Figure 1.4: Just four mea-
suring buoys
6. Assume the El Nin˜o project is operating with just four buoys, and not 70,
and their location is as in Figure 1.4. We have already computed the av-
erage SSTs for the month December 1997, which are provided in the table
below. Answer the following questions:
• What is the expected average SST of the illustrated location that is
precisely in the middle of the four buoys?
• What can be said about the expected SST of the illustrated location
that is closer to buoy B0341? Make an educated guess at the tempera-
ture that could have been observed there.
Buoy Position SST
B0341 (160◦ W, 6◦ N) 30.18 ◦C
B0871 (180◦ W, 6◦ N) 28.34 ◦C
B8391 (180◦ W, 6◦ S) 25.28 ◦C
B9033 (160◦ W, 6◦ S) 28.12 ◦C
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7. The categorization of GIS applications in Section 1.1.4 provides two im-
portant distinctions that are independent of each other. This leads to four
types of GIS application. What are they? Give a good example of each.
8. Argue why scale is not important in spatial data storage, whether in the
GIS or in a separate spatial database. Provide (exceptional) cases of ap-
plications or spatial data use, in which scale may matter in spatial data
storage.
9. In Table 1.2, we illustrated some stored measurements data. The table uses
one row of data for each day that a buoy reports its measurements. How
many rows do you think the table will store after a full year of project
execution?
The table does not store the geographic location of the buoy involved. Why
do you think it doesn’t do that? How do you think are these locations
stored?
10. On page 52, we discussed Euclidean space and the Euclidean plane. We
simply mentioned that distance and direction are defined with the usual
formulas, without mentioning them. Provide the usual formula for the
distance between two locations, (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), in the Euclidean plane.
Under what condition(s) can we say that the first location lies north of the
second location? Under what condition can we say that it lies west of it?
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Geographic information and Spatial
data types
In the previous chapter, we identified geographic phenomena as the study ob-
jects of the field of GIS. GIS supports such study because it represents phenom-
ena digitally in a computer. GIS also allows to visualize these representations in
various ways. Figure 2.1 provides a summary sketch.
Geographic phenomena exist in the real world: for true examples, one has to
look outside the window. In using GIS software, we first obtain some computer
representations of these phenomena—stored in memory, in bits and bytes—as
faithfully as possible. This is where we speak of spatial data. We continue to
manipulate the data with techniques usually specific to the application domain,
for instance, in geology, to obtain a geological classification. This may result in
additional computer representations, again stored in bits and bytes. For true ex-
amples of these representations, one would have to look into the files in which
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Figure 2.1: The three
ways in which we can look
at the objects of study in a
GIS application.
they are stored. One would see the bits and bytes, but very exciting this would
not be. Therefore, we can also use the GIS to create visualizations from the com-
puter representation, either on-screen, printed on paper, or otherwise.
It is crucial to understand the fundamental differences between these three
notions. The real world, after all, is a completely different domain than the
GIS/computer world, in which we simulate the real world. Our simulations,
we know for sure, will never be perfect, so some facts may not be found.
Crossing the barrier between the real world and a computer representation of
it is a domain of expertise by itself. Mostly, it is done by direct observations using
sensors and digitizing the sensor output for computer usage. This is the domain
of remote sensing, the topic of Principles of Remote Sensing [30] in a next module.
Other techniques for obtaining computer representations are more indirect: we
can take a visualization result of a previous project, for instance a paper map,
and re-digitize it.
This chapter studies (types of) geographic phenomenamore deeply, and looks
into the different types of computer representations for them. Any geographic
phenomenon can be represented in various ways; the choice which representa-
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tion is best depends mostly on two issues:
• what original, raw data (from sensors or otherwise) is available, and
• what sort of data manipulation does the application want to perform.
Finally, we mention that illustrations in this chapter—by nature—are visualiza-
tions themselves, although some of them are intended to illustrate a geographic
phenomenon or a computer representation. This might, but should not, confuse
the reader.1 This chapter does not deal with visualizations.
1To this end, map-like illustrations in this chapter purposely do not have a legend or text tags.
They are intended not to be maps.
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2.1 Geographic phenomena
In the previous chapter, we discussed the reasons for taking GIS as a topic of
study: they are the software packages that allow us to analyse geographic phe-
nomena and understand them better. Now it is time to make a more prolonged
excursion along these geographic phenomena and to look at how a GIS can be
used to represent each of them.
There is of course a wide range of geographic phenomena as a short walk
through the ITC building easily demonstrates. In the corridors, one will find
poster presentations of many different uses of GIS. All of them are based on one
or more notions of geographic phenomenon.
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2.1.1 Geographic phenomenon defined
We might define a geographic phenomenon as something of interest that
• can be named or described,
• can be georeferenced, and
• can be assigned a time (interval) at which it is/was present.
What the relevant phenomena are for one’s current use of GIS depends entirely
on the objectives that one has.
For instance, in water management, the objects of study can be river basins,
agro-ecologic units, measurements of actual evapotranspiration, meteorological
data, ground water levels, irrigation levels, water budgets and measurements of
total water use. Observe that all of these can be named/described, georeferenced
and provided with a time interval at which each exists.
In multipurpose cadastral administration, the objects of study are different:
houses, barns, parcels, streets of various types, land use forms, sewage canals
and other forms of urban infrastructure may all play a role. Again, these can be
named or described, georeferenced and assigned a time interval of existence.
Observe that we do not claim that all relevant phenomena come as triplets
(description, georeference, time interval), though many do. If the georeference is
missing, we seem to have something of interest that is not positioned in space:
an example is a legal document in a cadastral system. It is obviously somewhere,
but its position in space is considered irrelevant.
If the time interval is missing, we seem to have a phenomenon of interest that
is considered to be always there, i.e., the time interval is (likely to be considered)
infinite. If the description is missing, . . . , we have something funny that exists
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in space and time, yet cannot be described. (We do not think such things can be
interesting in GIS usage.)
Referring back to the El Nin˜o example discussed in Chapter 1, one could say
that there are at least three geographic phenomena of interest there. One is the
Sea Surface Temperature, and another is the Wind Speed in various places. Both
are phenomena that we would like to understand better. A third geographic
phenomenon in that application is the array of monitoring buoys.
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2.1.2 Different types of geographic phenomena
Our discussion above of what are geographic phenomena was necessarily ab-
stract, and therefore perhaps somewhat difficult to grasp. The main reason for
this is that geographic phenomena come in so many different ‘flavours’. We will
now try to categorize the different ‘flavours’ of geographic phenomena.
To this end, first make the observation that the representation of a phenomenon
in a GIS requires us to state what it is, and where it is. We must provide a
description—or at least a name—on the one hand, and a georeference on the
other hand. We will skip over the time part for now, and come back to that issue
in Section 2.4. The reason why we ignore temporal issues is that current GIS do
not provide much automatic support for time-dependent data, and that it must
be considered an issue of advanced GIS use.
A second fundamental observation is that some phenomena manifest them-
selves essentially everywhere in the study area, while others only occur in cer-
tain localities. If we define our study area as the equatorial Pacific Ocean, for
instance, we can say that Sea Surface Temperature can be measured anywhere
in the study area. Therefore, it is a typical example of a (geographic) field.
A (geographic) field is a geographic phenomenon for which, for every point
in the study area, a value can be determined.
The usual examples of geographic fields are temperature, barometric pressure
and elevation. These fields are actually continuous in nature. Examples of dis-
crete fields are land use and soil classifications. Again, any location is attributed
a single land use class or soil class. We discuss fields further in Section 2.1.3.
Many other phenomena do not manifest themselves everywhere in the study
area, but only in certain localities. The array of buoys of the previous chapter is
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a good example: there is a fixed number of buoys, and for each we know exactly
where it is located. The buoys are typical examples of (geographic) objects.
(Geographic) objects populate the study area, and are usually well-
distinguishable, discrete, bounded entities. The space between them is po-
tentially empty.
A general rule-of-thumb is that natural geographic phenomena are more of-
ten fields, and man-made phenomena are more often objects. Many exceptions
to this rule actually exist, so onemust be careful in applying it. We look at objects
in more detail in Section 2.1.4.
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Elevation in the Falset study area, Tarragona province, Spain. The area is approximately 25 × 20 km. The
illustration has been aesthetically improved by a technique known as ‘hillshading’. In this case, it is as if the
sun shines from the north-west, giving a shadow effect towards the south-east. Thus, colour alone is not a
good indicator of elevation; observe that elevation is a continuous function over the space.
Figure 2.2: A continu-
ous field example, namely
the elevation in the study
area. Data source: Divi-
sion of Engineering Geol-
ogy (ITC)
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2.1.3 Geographic fields
A field is a geographic phenomenon that has a value ‘everywhere’ in the study
space. We can therefore think of a field f as a function from any position in the
study space to the domain of values of the field. If (x, y) is a position in the study
area then f(x, y) stands for the value of the field f at locality (x, y).
Fields can be discrete or continuous, and if they are continuous, they can even
be differentiable.
In a continuous field, the underlying function is assumed to be continuous,
such as is the case for temperature, barometric pressure or elevation. Continuity
means that all changes in field values are gradual. A continuous field can even
be differentiable. In a differentiable field we can determine a measure of change
(in the field value) per unit of distance anywhere and in any direction. If the
field is elevation, this measure would be slope, i.e., the change of elevation per
metre distance; if the field is soil salinity, it would be salinity gradient, i.e., the
change of salinity per metre distance.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the variation in elevation in a study area in Spain. A
colour scheme has been chosen to depict that variation. This is a typical example
of a continuous field.
There are many variations of non-continuous fields, the simplest example
being elevation in a study area with perfectly vertical cliffs. At the cliffs there is a
sudden change in elevation values. An important class of non-continuous fields
are the discrete fields. Discrete fields cut up the study space inmutually exclusive,
bounded parts, with all locations in one part having the same field value. Typical
examples are land classifications, for instance, using either geological classes,
soil type, land use type, crop type or natural vegetation type. An example of a
discrete field—in this case identifying geological units in the Falset study area—
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is provided in Figure 2.3. Observe that locations on the boundary between two
parts can be assigned the field value of the ‘left’ or ‘right’ part of that boundary.
One may note that discrete fields are a step from continuous fields towards
geographic objects: discrete fields as well as objects make use of ‘bounded’ fea-
tures. Observe, however, that a discrete field still assigns a value to every location
in the study area, something that is not typical of geographic objects.
A field-based model consists of a finite collection of geographic fields: we may
be interested in elevation, barometric pressure, mean annual rainfall, and maxi-
mum daily evapotranspiration, and thus use four different fields.
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pale yellows (mostly lower left): Miocene and Quaternary dark greens (left): Oligocene
dark greens (right): Cretaceous pale oranges: Eocene
violets: Lias purples: Keuper and Muschelkalk
dark orange: Bundsandstein
greys: intrusive and sedimentary areas
Observe that—typical for fields—with any location only a single geological unit is associated. As this is a
discrete field, value changes are discontinuous, and therefore locations on the boundary between two units
are not associated with a particular value (geological unit).
Figure 2.3: A discrete
field indicating geological
units, used in a foundation
engineering study for con-
structing buildings. The
same study area as in Fig-
ure 2.2. Data source: Di-
vision of Engineering Ge-
ology (ITC)
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Kinds of data values
Since we have now discriminated between continuous and discrete fields, we
may also look at different kinds of data values. Nominal data values are values
that provide a name or identifier so that we can discriminate between different
values, but that is about all we can do. Specifically, we cannot do true compu-
tations with these values. An example are the names of geological units. This
kind of data value is sometimes also called categorical data.
Ordinal data values are data values that can be put in some natural sequence
but that do not allow any other type of computation. Household income, for
instance, could be classified as being either ‘low’, ‘average’ or ‘high’. Clearly
this is their natural sequence, but this is all we can say—we can not say that a
high income is twice as high as an average income.
Interval data values and ratio data values do allow computation. The first differs
from the second in that it knows no arithmetic zero value, and does not support
multiplication or division. For instance, a temperature of 20 ◦C is not twice as
warm as 10 ◦C, and thus centigrade temperatures are interval data values, not
ratio data values. Rational data have a natural zero value, and multiplication
and division of values are sensible operators: distances measured in metres are
an example.
Observe that continuous fields can be expected to have ratio data values,
simply because we must be able to interpolate them.
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2.1.4 Geographic objects
When the geographic phenomenon is not present everywhere in the study area,
but somehow ‘sparsely’ populates it, we look at it in terms of geographic objects.
Such objects are usually easily distinguished and named. Their position in space
is determined by a combination of one or more of the following parameters:
• location (where is it?),
• shape (what form is it?),
• size (how big is it?), and
• orientation (in which direction is it facing?).
Several attempts have been made to define a taxonomy of geographic object
types. Dimension is an important aspect of the shape parameter. It answers
the question whether an object is perceived as a point feature, a linear, area or
volume feature.
How we want to use the information about a geographic object determines
which of the four above parameters is required to represent it. For instance, in a
car navigation system, all that matters about geographic objects like petrol sta-
tions is where they are, and thus, location suffices. Shape, size and orientation
seem to be irrelevant. In the same system, however, roads are important objects,
and for these some notion of location (where does it begin and end), shape (how
many lanes does it have), size (how far can one travel on it) and orientation (in
which direction can one travel on it) seem to be relevant information compo-
nents.
Shape is usually important because one of its factors is dimension: are the
objects inherently considered to be zero-, one-, two- or three-dimensional? The
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petrol stations mentioned above apparently are zero-dimensional, i.e., they are
perceived as points in space; roads are one-dimensional, as they are considered
to be lines in space. In another use of road information—for instance, in multi-
purpose cadastre systems where precise location of sewers and manhole covers
matters—roads might well be considered to be two-dimensional entities, i.e.,
areas within which a manhole cover may fall.
Figure 2.4 illustrates geological faults in the Falset study area, a typical ex-
ample of a geographic phenomenon that exists of objects and that is not a field.
Each of the faults has a location, and apparently for this study it is best to view
a fault shaped as a one-dimensional object. The size, which is length in case of
one-dimensional objects, is also indicated. Orientation does not play a role in
this case.
We usually do not study geographic objects in isolation, but whole collections
of objects viewed as a unit. These object collections may also have specific geo-
graphic characteristics.
Most of the more interesting collections of geographic objects obey certain
natural laws. The most common (and obvious) of these is that different objects
do not occupy the same location. This, for instance, holds for
• the collection of petrol stations in a car navigation system,
• the collection of roads in that system,
• the collection of parcels in a cadastral system,
and in many more cases. We will see in Section 2.2 that this natural law of ‘mu-
tual non-overlap’ has been a guiding principle in the design of computer repre-
sentations for geographic phenomena.
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Observe that collections of geographic objects can be interesting phenomena
at the higher aggregation level: forest plots form forests, parcels form suburbs,
streams, brooks and rivers form a river drainage system, roads form a road net-
work, SST buoys form an SSTmonitoring system, et cetera. It is sometimes useful
to view the geographic phenomena also at this aggregated level and look at char-
acteristics like coverage, connectedness, capacity and so on. Typical questions
are:
Figure 2.4: A number of
geological faults in the
same study area as in Fig-
ure 2.2. Faults are indi-
cated in blue; the study
area, with the main geo-
logical era’s is set in grey
in the background only as
a reference. Data
source: Division of Engi-
neering Geology (ITC)
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• Which part of the road network is within 5 km of a petrol station? (A
coverage question)
• What is the shortest route between two cities via the road network? (A
connectedness question)
• How many cars can optimally travel from one city to another in an hour?
(A capacity question)
It is in this context that studies of multi-scale approaches are also conducted.
Multi-scale approaches look at the problem of how to maintain and operate on
multiple representations of the same geographic phenomenon.
Other spatial relationships between the members of a geographic object col-
lection may exist and can be relevant in GIS usage. Many of them fall in the
category of topological relationships, which is what we discuss in Section 2.2.4.
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2.1.5 Boundaries
Where shape and/or size of contiguous areas matter, the notion of boundary
comes into play. This is true for geographic objects but also for the constituents
of a discrete geographic field, as will be clear from another look at Figure 2.3.
Location, shape and size are fully determined if we know an area’s boundary,
so the boundary is a good candidate for representing it. This is especially true
for areas that have naturally crisp boundaries. A crisp boundary is one that
can be determined with almost arbitrary precision, dependent only on the data
acquisition technique applied. Fuzzy boundaries contrast with crisp boundaries
in that the boundary is not a precise line, but rather itself an area of transition.
As a general rule-of-thumb—again—crisp boundaries are more common in
man-made phenomena, whereas fuzzy boundaries are more common with nat-
ural phenomena. In recent years, various research efforts have addressed the
issue of explicit treatment of fuzzy boundaries, but in day-to-day GIS use these
techniques are neither often supported, nor often needed. The areas identified in
a geological classification, like that of Figure 2.3, for instance, are surely vaguely
bounded, but applications of this type of information probably do not require
high positional accuracy of the boundaries involved, and thus, an assumption
that they are actually crisp boundaries does not influence the usefulness of the
data too much.
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2.2 Computer representations of geographic informa-
tion
Up to this point, we have not discussed at all how geoinformation, like fields and
objects, is represented in a computer. One needs to understand at least a little bit
about the computer representations to understand better what the system does
with the data, and also what it cannot do with it.
In the above, we have seen that various geographic phenomena have the
characteristics of continuous functions over geometrically bounded, yet infinite
domains of space. Elevation, for instance, can be measured at arbitrarily many
locations, even within one’s backyard, and each location may give a different
value.
Whenwewant to represent such a phenomenon faithfully in computer mem-
ory, we could either:
• try to store as many (location, elevation) pairs as possible, or
• try to find a symbolic representation of the elevation function, as a formula
in x and y—like (3.0678x2 + 20.08x − 7.34y) or so—which after evaluation
will give us the elevation value at a given (x, y).
Both approaches have their drawbacks. The first suffers from the fact that we
will never be able to store all elevation values for all locations; after all, there
are infinitely many locations. The second approach suffers from the fact that we
have no clue what such a function should be, or how to derive it, and it is likely
that for larger areas it will be an extremely complicated function.
In GISs, typically a combination of both approaches is taken. We store a fi-
nite, but intelligently chosen set of locations with their elevation. This gives us
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the elevation for those stored locations, but not for others. Therefore, the stored
values are paired with an interpolation function that allows to infer a reason-
able elevation value for locations that are not stored. The underlying principle
is called spatial autocorrelation: locations that are close are more likely to have
similar values than locations that are far apart.
The simplest interpolation function—and one that is in common use—simply
takes the elevation value of the nearest location that is stored! But smarter in-
terpolation functions, involving more than a single stored value, can be used as
well, as may be understood from the SST interpolations of Figure 1.1.
Line objects, either by themselves or in their role of region object boundaries,
are another common example of continuous phenomena that must be finitely
represented. In real life, these objects are usually not straight, and often errati-
cally curved. A famous paradoxical question is whether one can actually mea-
sure the length of Great Britain’s coastline . . . can one measure around rocks,
pebbles or even grains of sand?2 In a computer, such random, curvilinear fea-
tures can never be fully represented.
One must, thus, observe that phenomena with intrinsic continuous and/or
infinite characteristics have to be represented with finite means (computer mem-
ory) for computer manipulation, and that any finite representation scheme that
forces a discrete look on the continuum that it represents is open to errors of
interpretation.
In GIS, fields are usually implemented with a tessellation approach, and ob-
jects with a (topological) vector approach. This, however, is not a hard and fast
rule, as practice sometimes demands otherwise.
2Making the assumption that we can decide where precisely the coastline is . . . it may not be
so crisp as we think.
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In the following sections we discuss tessellations, vector-based representa-
tions and how these can be applied to represent geographic fields and objects.
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2.2.1 Regular tessellations
A tessellation (or tiling) is a partition of space into mutually exclusive cells that
together make up the complete study space. With each cell, some (thematic)
value is associated to characterize that part of space. Three regular tessellation
types are illustrated in Figure 2.5. In a regular tessellation, the cells are the same
shape and size. The simplest example is a rectangular raster of unit squares,
represented in a computer in the 2D case as an array of n × m elements (see
Figure 2.5–left).
Figure 2.5: The three
most common regular tes-
sellation types: square
cells, hexagonal cells, and
triangular cells.
All regular tessellations have in common that the cells are of the same shape
and size, and that the field attribute value assigned to a cell is associated with
the entire area occupied by the cell.
The square cell tessellation is by far the most commonly used, mainly be-
cause georeferencing a cell is so straightforward. Square, regular tessellations
are known under various names in different GIS packages: raster or raster map.
The size of the area that a raster cell represents is called the raster’s resolution.
Sometimes, the word grid is also used, but strictly speaking, a grid is an equally
spaced collection of points, which all have some attribute value assigned. They
are often used for discrete measurements that occur at regular intervals. Grid
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points are often considered synonymous with raster cells. (See also pages 475
and 478.)
Our finite approximation of the study space leads to some forms of interpola-
tion that must be dealt with. The field value of a cell can be interpreted as one for
the complete tessellation cell, in which case the field is discrete, not continuous
or even differentiable. Some convention is needed to state which value prevails
on cell boundaries; with square cells, this convention often says that lower and
left boundaries belong to the cell. To improve on this continuity issue, we can
do two things:
• make the cell size smaller, so as to make the ‘continuity gaps’ between the
cells smaller, and/or
• assume that a cell value only represents elevation for one specific location
in the cell, and to provide a good interpolation function for all other loca-
tions that has the continuity characteristic.
Usually, if one wants to use rasters for continuous field representation, one does
the first but not the second. The second technique is usually considered too
computationally costly for large rasters.
The location associated with a raster cell is fixed by convention, and may
be the cell centroid (mid-point) or, for instance, its left lower corner. Values for
other positions than these must be computed through some form of interpola-
tion function, which will use one or more nearby field values to compute the
value at the requested position. This allows to represent continuous, even dif-
ferentiable, functions.
An important advantage of regular tessellations is that we a priori know how
they partition space, and we can make our computations specific to this parti-
tioning. This leads to fast algorithms. An obvious disadvantage is that they are
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not adaptive to the spatial phenomenon we want to represent. The cell bound-
aries are both artificial and fixed: they may or may not coincide with the bound-
aries of the phenomenon of interest.
Adaptivity to the phenomenon to represent can pay off. Suppose we use any
of the above regular tessellations to represent elevation in a perfectly flat area.
Then, clearly we need as many cells as in a strongly undulating terrain: the data
structure does not adapt to the lack of relief. We would, for instance, still use the
m×n cells for the raster, although the elevation might be 1500 m above sea level
everywhere.
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2.2.2 Irregular tessellations
Above, we discussed that regular tessellations provide simple structures with
straightforward algorithms, which are, however, not adaptive to the phenom-
ena they represent. This is why substantial effort has also been put into irregular
tessellations. Again, these are partitions of space into mutually disjoint cells, but
now the cells may vary in size and shape, allowing them to adapt to the spatial
phenomena that they represent. We discuss here only one type, namely the re-
gion quadtree, but we point out that many more structures have been proposed
in the literature and have been implemented as well.
Irregular tessellations are more complex than the regular ones, but they are
also more adaptive, which typically leads to a reduction in the amount of mem-
ory used to store the data.
A well-known data structure in this family—upon which many more varia-
tions have been based—is the region quadtree. It is based on a regular tessellation
of square cells, but takes advantage of cases where neighbouring cells have the
same field value, so that they can together be represented as one bigger cell. A
simple illustration is provided in Figure 2.6. It shows a small 8 × 8 raster with
three possible field values: white, green and blue. The quadtree that represents
this raster is constructed by repeatedly splitting up the area into four quadrants,
which are called NW, NE, SE, SW for obvious reasons. This procedure stops
when all the cells in a quadrant have the same field value. The procedure pro-
duces an upside-down, tree-like structure, known as a quadtree. In main mem-
ory, the nodes of a quadtree (both circles and squares in the figure below) are
represented as records. The links between them are pointers, a programming
technique to address (i.e., to point to) other records.
Quadtrees are adaptive because they apply the spatial autocorrelation principle:
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Figure 2.6: An 8 × 8,
three-valued raster (here:
colours) and its repre-
sentation as a region
quadtree. To construct
the quadtree, the field
is successively split in
four quadrants until parts
have only a single field
value. After the first split,
the southeast quadrant is
entirely green, and this
is indicated by a green
square at level two of the
tree. Other quadrants had
to be split further.
locations that are near in space are likely to have similar field values. When a
conglomerate of cells has the same value, they are represented together in the
quadtree, provided boundaries coincide with the predefined quadrant bound-
aries. This is whywe can also state that a quadtree provides a nested tessellation:
quadrants are only split if they have two or more values (colours).
Quadtrees have various interesting characteristics. One of them is that the
square nodes at the same level represent equal area sizes. This allows to quickly
compute the area covered by some field value. The top node of the tree repre-
sents the complete raster.
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2.2.3 Vector representations
In summary of the above, we can say that tessellations cut up the study space
into cells, and assign a value to each cell. A raster is a regular tessellation with
square cells, and this is by far the most commonly used. How the study space is
cut up is (to some degree) arbitrary, and this means that cell boundaries usually
have no bearing to the real world phenomena that are represented.
In vector representations, an attempt is made to associate georeferences with
the geographic phenomena explicitly. A georeference is a coordinate pair from
some geographic space, and is also known as a vector. This explains the name.
We will see a number of examples below.
Observe that tessellations do not explicitly store georeferences of the phe-
nomena they represent. Instead, they might provide a georeference of the lower
left corner of the raster, for instance, plus an indicator of the raster’s resolution,
thereby implicitly providing georeferences for all cells in the raster.
Below, we discuss various vector representations. We start with our discus-
sion with the TIN, a representation for geographic fields that can be considered
a hybrid between tessellations and vector representations.
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Figure 2.7: Input locations
and their (elevation) val-
ues for a TIN construc-
tion. The location P is
an arbitrary location that
has no associated ele-
vation measurement and
that is only included for ex-
planation purposes.
Triangulated Irregular Networks
A commonly used data structure in GIS software is the triangulated irregular net-
work, or TIN. It is one of the standard implementation techniques for digital
terrain models, but it can be used to represent any continuous field.
The principles behind a TIN are simple. It is built from a set of locations for
which we have a measurement, for instance an elevation. The locations can be
arbitrarily scattered in space, and are usually not on a nice regular grid. Any
location together with its elevation value can be viewed as a point in three-
dimensional space. This is illustrated in Figure 2.7. From these 3D points, we
can construct an irregular tessellation made of triangles. Two such tessellations
are illustrated in Figure 2.8.
Observe that in three-dimensional space, three points uniquely determine a
plane, as long as they are not collinear, i.e., they must not be positioned on the
same line. A plane fitted through these points has a fixed aspect and gradient,
and can be used to compute an approximation of elevation of other locations.3
3The slope in a location is usually defined to consist of two parts: the gradient and the aspect.
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(b)
Figure 2.8: Two trian-
gulations based on the
input locations of Fig-
ure 2.7. (a) one with
many ‘stretched’ trian-
gles; (b) the triangles are
more equilateral; this is a
Delaunay triangulation.
Since we can pick many triples of points, we can construct many such planes,
and therefore we can have many elevation approximations for a single location,
such as P . So, it is wise to restrict the use of a plane to the triangular area ‘be-
tween’ the three points.
If we restrict the use of a plane to the area between its three anchor points,
we obtain a triangular tessellation of the complete study space. Unfortunately,
there are many different tessellations for a given input set of anchor points, as
Figure 2.8 demonstrates with two of them. Some tessellations are better than
others, in the sense that they make smaller errors of elevation approximation.
For instance, if we base our elevation computation for location P on the left
hand shaded triangle, wewill get another value than from the right hand shaded
triangle. The second will provide a better approximation because the average
distance from P to the three triangle anchors is smaller.
The triangulation of Figure 2.8(b) happens to be a Delaunay triangulation,
The gradient is a steepness measure indicating the maximum rate of elevation change, indicated
as a percentage or angle. The aspect is an indication of which way the slope is facing; it can be
defined as the compass direction of the gradient. More can be found in Section 4.5.3.
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which in a sense is an optimal triangulation. There are multiple ways of defin-
ing what such a triangulation is [53], but we suffice here to state two important
properties. The first is that the triangles are as equilateral (‘equal-sided’) as they
can be, given the set of anchor points. The second property is that for each trian-
gle, the circumcircle through its three anchor points does not contain any other
anchor point. One such circumcircle is depicted on the right.
A TIN clearly is a vector representation: each anchor point has a stored geo-
reference. Yet, we might also call it an irregular tessellation, as the chosen tri-
angulation provides a tiling of the entire study space. The cells of this tiling,
however, do not have an associated stored value as is typical of tessellations, but
rather a simple interpolation function that uses the elevation values of the three
anchor points.
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Point representations
Points are defined as single coordinate pairs (x, y)when we work in 2D or coor-
dinate triplets (x, y, z) when we work in 3D. The choice of coordinate system is
another matter, and we will come back to it in Chapter 4.
Points are used to represent objects that are best described as shape- and
sizeless, single-locality features. Whether this is the case really depends on the
purposes of the spatial application and also on the spatial extent of the objects
compared to the scale applied in the application. For a tourist city map, parks
will not usually be considered as point features, but perhaps museums will be,
and certainly public phone booths could be represented as point features.
Besides the georeference, usually extra data is stored for each point object.
This so-called administrative or thematic data, can capture anything that is con-
sidered relevant about the object. For phone booth objects, this may include the
owning telephone company, the phone number, the data last serviced et cetera.
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Line representations
Line data are used to represent one-dimensional objects such as roads, railroads,
canals, rivers and power lines. Again, there is an issue of relevance for the appli-
cation and the scale that the application requires. For the example application of
mapping tourist information, bus, subway and streetcar routes are likely to be
relevant line features. Some cadastral systems, on the other hand, may consider
roads to be two-dimensional features, i.e., having a width as well.
At the beginning of Section 2.2, we saw that arbitrary, continuous curvilinear
features are equally difficult to represent as continuous fields. GISs therefore ap-
proximate such features (finitely!) as lists of nodes. The two end nodes and zero
or more internal nodes define a line. Another word for internal node is vertex
(plural: vertices); another phrase for line that is used in some GISs is polyline,
arc or edge. A node or vertex is like a point (as discussed above) but it only
serves to define the line; it has no special meaning to the application other than
that.
The vertices of a line help to shape it, and to obtain a better approximation of
the actual feature. The straight parts of a line between two consecutive vertices
or end nodes are called line segments. ManyGISs store a line as a simple sequence
of coordinates of its end nodes and vertices, assuming that all its segments are
straight. This is usually good enough, as cases in which a single straight line seg-
ment is considered an unsatisfactory representation can be dealt with by using
multiple (smaller) line segments instead of only one.
Still, there are cases in which we would like to have the opportunity to use
arbitrary curvilinear features as representation of real-world phenomena. Think
of garden design with perfect circular or elliptical lawns, or of detailed topo-
graphic maps representing roundabouts and the annex sidewalks. All of this
can be had in GIS in principle, but many systems do not at present accommo-
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Figure 2.9: A line is de-
fined by its two end nodes
and zero or more internal
nodes, also known as ver-
tices. This line represen-
tation has three vertices,
and therefore four line seg-
ments.
date such shapes. If a GIS supports some of these curvilinear features, it does so
using parameterized mathematical descriptions. But a discussion of these more
advanced techniques is beyond the purpose of this text book.
Collections of (connected) linesmay represent phenomena that are best viewed
as networks. With networks, specific type of interesting questions arise, that
have to do with connectivity and network capacity. Such issues come up in
trafficmonitoring, watershedmanagement and other application domains. With
network elements—i.e., the lines that make up the network—extra values are
commonly associated like distance, quality of the link, or carrying capacity.
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Area representations
When area objects are stored using a vector approach, the usual technique is
to apply a boundary model. This means that each area feature is represented
by some arc/node structure that determines a polygon as the area’s bound-
ary. Common sense dictates that area features of the same kind are best stored
in a single data layer, represented by mutually non-overlapping polygons. In
essence, what we then get is an application-determined (i.e., adaptive) partition
of space, similar to, but not quite like an irregular tessellation of the raster ap-
proach.
Observe that a polygon representation for an area object is yet another ex-
ample of a finite approximation of a phenomenon that inherently may have a
curvilinear boundary. In the case that the object can be perceived as having a
fuzzy boundary, a polygon is an even worse approximation, though potentially
the only one possible.
An example is provided in Figure 2.10. It illustrates a simple studywith three
area objects, represented by polygon boundaries. Clearly, we expect additional
data to accompany the area data. Such information could be stored in database
tables.
A simple but naı¨ve representation of area features would be to list for each
polygon simply the list of lines that describes its boundary. Each line in the
list would, as before, be a sequence that starts with a node and ends with one,
possibly with vertices in between. But this is far from optimal.
To understand why this is the case, take a closer look at the shared boundary
between the bottom left and right polygons in Figure 2.10. The line that makes
up the boundary between them is the same, which means that under the above
representation it would be stored twice, namely once for each polygon. This is
a form of data duplication—known as data redundancy—which turns out to be
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Figure 2.10: Areas as
they are represented by
their boundaries. Each
boundary is a cyclic se-
quence of line features;
each line—as before—is
a sequence of two end
nodes, with in between,
zero or more vertices.
awkward in data maintenance.
There is another disadvantage to such polygon-by-polygon representations.
If we want to find out which polygons border the bottom left polygon, we have
to do a rather complicated and time-consuming analysis comparing the vertex
lists of all boundary lines with that of the bottom left polygon. In the case of
Figure 2.10, with just three polygons, this is fine, but when our data set has
5,000 polygons, with perhaps a total of 25,000 boundary lines, even the fastest
computers will take their time in finding neighbour polygons.
The boundary model is an improved representation that deals with these
disadvantages. It stores parts of a polygon’s boundary as non-looping arcs and
indicates which polygon is on the left and which is on the right of each arc. A
simple example of the boundary model is provided in Figure 2.11. It illustrates
which additional information is stored about spatial relationships between lines
and polygons, for instance. Obviously, real coordinates for nodes (and vertices)
will also be stored, albeit in another table.
The boundary model is sometimes also called the topological data model
as it captures some topological information, such as polygon neighbourhood.
Observe that it is a simple query to find all the polygons that are the neighbour
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line from to left right vertexlist
b1 4 1 W A . . .
b2 1 2 B A . . .
b3 1 3 W B . . .
b4 2 4 C A . . .
b5 3 4 W C . . .
b6 3 2 C B . . .













Figure 2.11: A simple
boundary model for the
polygons A, B and C. For
each arc, we store the
start and end node (as
well as a vertex list, but
these have been omitted
from the table), its left and
right polygon. The ‘poly-
gon’ W denotes the out-
side world polygon.
of some given polygon, unlike the case we discussed above. We look at some of
the topological issues in the next section.
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2.2.4 Topology and spatial relationships
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General spatial topology
Topology deals with spatial properties that do not change under certain trans-
formations. A simple example will illustrate what we mean.
Assume you have some features that are drawn on a sheet of rubber (as in
Figure 2.12). Now, take the sheet and pull on its edges, but do not tear or break
it. The features will change in shape and size. Some properties, however, do not
change:
• area E is still inside area D,
• the neighbourhood relationships between A, B, C, D, and E stay intact,
and their boundaries have the same start and end nodes, and
• the areas are still bounded by the same boundaries, only the shapes and
lengths of their perimetry have changed.


 

 
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

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 
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


Figure 2.12: Rubber
sheet transformation: The
space is transformed, yet if
we do not ‘tear’ or ‘break’,
many relationships be-
tween the constituents
remain unchanged.
These relationships are invariant under a continuous transformation. Such
properties are called topological properties, and the transformation is called a
topological mapping.
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The mathematical properties of the geometric space used for spatial data can
be described as follows.
• The space is a three-dimensional Euclidean space where for every point we
can determine its three-dimensional coordinates as a triple (x, y, z) of real
numbers. In this space, we can define features like points, lines, polygons,
and volumes as geometric primitives of the respective dimension. A point
is zero-dimensional, a line one-dimensional, a polygon two-dimensional,
and a volume is a three-dimensional primitive.
• The space is a metric space, which means that we can always compute the
distance between two points according to a given distance function. Such
a function is also known as a metric.
• The space is a topological space, of which the definition is a bit compli-
cated. In essence, for every point in the space we can find a neighbourhood
around it that fully belongs to that space as well.
• Interior and boundary are properties of spatial features that remain invari-
ant under topological mappings. This means, that under any topological
mapping, the interior and the boundary of a feature remains unbroken and
intact.
There are a number of advantages when our computer representations of ge-
ographic phenomena have built-in sensitivity of topological issues. Questions
related to the ‘neighbourhood’ of an area are a point in case. To obtain some
‘topological sensitivity’ simple building blocks have been proposed with which
more complicated representations can be constructed:
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• We can define within the topological space features that are easy to handle
and that can be used as representations of geographic objects. These fea-
tures are called simplices as they are the simplest geometric shapes of some
dimension: point (0-simplex), line segment (1-simplex), triangle (2-simplex),
and tetrahedron (3-simplex).
• When we combine various simplices into a single feature, we obtain a sim-
plicial complex. Figure 2.13 provides examples.
As the topological characteristics of simplices are well-known, we can infer the
	


	
	
	
	
Figure 2.13: Simplices
and a simplicial complex.
Features are approxi-
mated by a set of points,
line segments, triangles,
and tetrahedrons.
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topological characteristics of a simplicial complex from the way it was con-
structed.
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The topology of two dimensions
We can use the topological properties of interior and boundary to define rela-
tionships between spatial features. Since the properties of interior and boundary
do not change under topological mappings, we can investigate their possible re-
lations between spatial features.4 We can define the interior of a region R as
the maximal set of points in R for which we can construct a disk-like environ-
ment around it (no matter how small) that also falls completely inside R. The
boundary of R is the set of those points belonging to R but that do not belong to
the interior of R, i.e., one cannot construct a disk-like environment around such
points that still belongs to R completely.
Suppose we consider a spatial region A. It has a boundary and an interior,
both seen as (infinite) sets of points, and which are denoted by boundary(A) and
interior(A), respectively. We consider all possible combinations of intersections
(∩) between the boundary and the interior of A with those of another region
B, and test whether they are the empty set (∅) or not. From these intersection
patterns, we can derive eight (mutually exclusive) spatial relationships between
two regions. If, for instance, the interiors of A and B do not intersect, but their
boundaries do, yet a boundary of one does not intersect the interior of the other,
we say that A and B meet. In mathematics, we can therefore define the meets
relationship as
A meets B
def
= interior(A) ∩ interior(B) = ∅ ∧
boundary(A) ∩ boundary(B) 6= ∅ ∧
interior(A) ∩ boundary(B) = ∅ ∧
4We restrict ourselves here to relationships between spatial regions (i.e., two-dimensional fea-
tures without holes).
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boundary(A) ∩ interior(B) = ∅.
In the above formula, the symbol ∧ expresses the logical connective ‘and’. Thus,
it states four properties that must all be met.
	

	
	


	
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

Figure 2.14: Spatial re-
lationships between two
regions derived from the
topological invariants of in-
tersections of boundary
and interior. The relation-
ships can be read with the
green region on the left . . .
and the blue region on the
right . . .
Figure 2.14 shows all eight spatial relationships: disjoint, meets, equals, inside,
covered by, contains, covers, and overlaps. These relationships can be used, for
instance, in queries against a spatial database.
It turns out that the rules of how simplices and simplicial complexes can be
emdedded in space are quite different for two-dimensional space than they are
for three-dimensional space. Such a set of rules defines the topological consistency
of that space. It can be proven that if the rules below are satisfied for all fea-
tures in a two-dimensional space, the features define a topologically consistent
configuration in 2D space. The rules are illustrated in Figure 2.15.
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1. Every 1-simplex (‘arc’) must be bounded by two 0-simplices (‘nodes’,
namely its begin and end node)
2. Every 1-simplex borders two 2-simplices (‘polygons’, namely its ‘left’
and ‘right’ polygons)
3. Every 2-simplex has a closed boundary consisting of an alternating
(and cyclic) sequence of 0- and 1-simplices.
4. Around every 0-simplex exists an alternating (and cyclic) sequence of
1- and 2-simplices.
5. 1-simplices only intersect at their (bounding) nodes.

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Figure 2.15: The five
rules of topological consis-
tency in two-dimensional
space
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The three-dimensional case
It is not without reason that our discussion of vector representations and spatial
topology has focused mostly on objects in two-dimensional space. The history
of spatial data handling is tainted almost purely 2D, and this is true also for
the majority of present-day GIS applications. Still, quite a few application do-
mains require elevational data as well, but these are usually accommodated by
so-called 21
2
D data structures.
These 21
2
D data structures are similar to the (above discussed) 2D data struc-
tures using points, lines and areas. They also apply the rules of two-dimensional
topology, as they were illustrated in Figure 2.15. This means that different lines
cannot cross without intersecting nodes, and that different areas cannot overlap.
There is, on the other hand, one important aspect in which 21
2
D data does
differ from standard 2D data, and that is in their association of an additional
z-value with each 0-simplex (‘node’). Thus, nodes also have an elevation value
associated with them. Essentially, this allows the GIS user to represent 1- and
2-simplices that are non-horizontal, and therefore, a piecewise planar, ‘wrinkled
surface’ can be constructed as well, much like a TIN. Note however, that one
cannot have two different nodes with identical x- and y-coordinate, but different
z-value. Consequently, true solids cannot be represented in a 21
2
D GIS.
Solid representation is an important feature for some dedicated GIS appli-
cation domains. Two of them are worth mentioning here: mineral exploration,
where solids are used to represent ore bodies, and urbanmodelling, where solids
may represent various human constructions like buildings and sewer canals.
The three-dimensional characteristics of such objects are fundamental as their
depth and volume may matter, or their real life visibility must be faithfully rep-
resented.
A solid can be defined as a true 3D object. An important class of solids in 3D
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GIS is formed by the polyhedra, which are the solids limited by planar facets. A
facet is polygon-shaped, flat side that is part of the boundary of a polyhedron.
Any polyhedron has at least four facets; this happens to be the case for the 3-
simplex. Most polyhedra have many more facets; the cube has already six.
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2.2.5 Scale and resolution
In the practice of spatial data handling, one often comes across questions like
“what is the resolution of the data?” or “at what scale is your data set?” Now
that we have moved firmly into the digital age, these questions defy an easy
answer sometimes.
Map scale can be defined as the ratio between distance on a paper map and
distance of the same stretch in the terrain. A 1:50,000 scale map means that 1 cm
on the map represents 50,000 cm, i.e., 500 m, in the terrain. ‘Large-scale’ means
that the ratio is large, so typically it means there is much detail; ‘small-scale’ in
contrast means a small ratio, hence fewer detail. When applied to spatial data,
the term resolution is commonly associated with the cell width of the tessellation
applied.
Digital spatial data, as stored in a GIS, is essentially without scale: scale is
a ratio notion associated with visual output, like a map, not with the data that
was used to produce the map. We will later see that digital spatial data can be
obtained by digitizing a paper map (Section 4.1.2), and in this context we might
informally say that the data is at this-and-that scale, indicating the scale of the
map from which the data was derived.
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2.2.6 Representations of geographic fields
In the above we have looked at various representation techniques. Now we can
study which of them can be used to represent a geographic field.
A geographic field can be represented through a tessellation, through a TIN
or through a vector representation. The choice between them is determined by
the requirements of the application at hand. It is more common to use tessella-
tions, notably rasters, for field representation, but vector representations are in
use too. We have already looked at TINs. We provide an example of the other
two below.
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Tessellation to represent a field
In Figure 2.16, we illustrate how a raster represents a continuous field like ele-
vation. Different shades of blue indicate different elevation values, with darker
blues indicating higher elevations. The choice of a blue colour spectrum is only
to make the illustration aesthetically pleasing; real elevation values are stored
in the raster, so instead we could have printed a real number value in each cell.
This would not have made the figure very legible, however.
Figure 2.16: A raster rep-
resentation (in part) of the
elevation of the study area
of Figure 2.2. Actual ele-
vation values are indicated
as shades of blue. The
depicted area is the north-
east flank of the moun-
tain in the south-east of
the study area. The right-
hand side of the figure is
a zoomed-in part of that of
the left.
A raster can be thought of as a long list of field values: actually, there should
be m × n such values. The list is preceded with some extra information, like
a single georeference as the origin of the whole raster, a cell size indicator, the
integer values for m and n, and a data type indicator that informs about how to
interpret cell values. Rasters and quadtrees do not store the georeference of each
cell, but infer it from the above information about the raster.
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A TIN is a much ‘sparser’ data structure: the amount of data stored is less
if we try to obtain a structure with approximately equal interpolation error, as
compared to a regular raster. The quality of the TIN depends on the choice of
anchor points, as well as on the triangulation built from it. It is, for instance,
wise to perform ‘ridge following’ during the data acquisition process for a TIN.
Anchor points on elevation ridges are a certain guarantee for correct peaks and
mountain slope faces.
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Vector representation of a field
We shortly mention a final representation for fields like elevation, but with a
vector flavour. This technique uses isolines of the field. An isoline is a linear fea-
ture that connects the points with equal field value. When the field is elevation,
we also speak of contour lines. The elevation of the Falset study area is repre-
sented with contour lines in Figure 2.17. Both TINs and isoline representations
use vectors.
Figure 2.17: A discretized
elevation field representa-
tion for the study area of
Figure 2.2. Indicated are
elevation isolines at a res-
olution of 25 metres. Data
source: Division of Engi-
neering Geology (ITC)
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Isolines as a representation mechanism are not very common, however. They
are in use as a geoinformation visualization technique (in mapping, for instance),
but commonly using a TIN for this type of field is the better choice. Many GIS
packages allow to generate an isoline visualization from a TIN.
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2.2.7 Representation of geographic objects
The representation of geographic objects is most naturally supported with vec-
tors. After all, objects are identified by the parameters of location, shape, size
and orientation (see Section 2.1.4), and many of these parameters can be ex-
pressed in terms of vectors.
Tessellations are not entirely out of the picture, though, and are commonly
used for representing geographic objects as well.
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Tessellations to represent geographic objects
Remotely sensed images are an important data source for GIS applications. Un-
processed digital images contain pixels, with each pixel carrying a reflectance
value. Various techniques exist to process digital images into classified images
that can be stored in a GIS as a raster. Image classification attempts to charac-
terise each pixel into one of a finite list of classes, thereby obtaining an interpre-
tation of the contents of the image. The classes recognized can be crop types as
in the case of Figure 2.18 or urban land use classes as in the case of Figure 2.19.
These figures illustrate the unprocessed images (a) as well as a classified version
of the image (b).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.18: An unpro-
cessed digital image (a)
and a classified raster (b)
of an agricultural area.
The application at hand may be interested only in geographic objects such as
potato fields (Figure 2.18(b), in yellow) or industrial complexes (Figure 2.19(b),
in red). This would mean that all other classes are considered unimportant,
and are probably dropped from further analysis. If that further analysis can
be carried out with raster data formats, then there is no need to consider vector
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representations.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.19: An unpro-
cessed digital image (a)
and a classified raster (b)
of an urban area.
How the process of image classification takes place is not the subject of this
book. It is dealt with extensively in Principles of Remote Sensing [30].
Nonetheless, we must make a few observations regarding the representa-
tion of geographic objects in rasters. Area objects are conveniently represented
in raster, albeit that area boundaries may appear ragged. This is a typical by-
product of raster resolution versus area size, and artificial cell boundaries. One
must be aware, for instance, of the consequences for area size computations:
what is the precision with which the raster defines the object’s size?
Line and point objects are more awkward to represent using rasters. After
all, we could say that rasters are area-based, and geographic objects that are
perceived as lines or points are perceived to have zero area size. Standard clas-
sification techniques, moreover, may fail to recognise these objects as points or
lines.
Many GIS do offer support for line representations in raster, and operations
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on them. Lines can be represented as strings of neighbouring raster cells with
equal value, as is illustrated in Figure 2.20. Supported operations are connectiv-
ity operations and distance computations. There is again an issue of precision of
such computations.
Figure 2.20: An actual
straight line (in black) and
its representation (light
green cells) in a raster.
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Vector representations for geographic objects
The somehow more natural way to represent geographic objects is by vector
representations. We have discussed most issues already in Section 2.2.3, and a
small example suffices at this stage.
Figure 2.21: Various ob-
jects (buildings, bike and
road lanes, railroad tracks)
represented as area ob-
jects in a vector represen-
tation.
In Figure 2.21, a number of geographic objects in the vicinity of the ITC build-
ing have been depicted. These objects are represented as area representations in
a boundary model. Nodes and vertices of the polylines that make up the object’s
boundaries are not illustrated, though they obviously are stored.
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2.3 Organizing one’s spatial data
In the previous sections, we have discussed various types of geographic infor-
mation and ways of representing them. We have looked at case-by-case exam-
ples, however, without looking much at how various sorts of spatial data are
combined in a single system.
The main principle of data organization applied in GIS systems is that of a
spatial data layer. A spatial data layer is either a representation of a continuous or
discrete field, or a collection of objects of the same kind. The intuition is that the
data is organized by kind: all telephone booth point objects would be in a single
data layer, all road line objects in another one. A data layer contains spatial
data—of any of the types discussed above—as well as attribute (or: thematic)
data, which further describes the field or objects in the layer. Attribute data is
quite often arranged in tabular form, as we shall see in Chapter 3. An example
of two field data layers is provided in Figure 2.22.
Figure 2.22: Different
rasters can be over-
laid to look for spatial
correlations.
Data layers can be overlaid with each other, inside the GIS package, so as to
study combinations of geographic phenomena. We shall see later that a GIS can
be used to study the spatial correlation between different phenomena: in what
way are occurrences/events occurring in the same location? To that end, a com-
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putation is performed that overlays one data layer with another. This is schemat-
ically depicted in Figure 2.23 for two different object layers. But GIS software
also allows to overlay field layers, or even a field with an object layer.
Figure 2.23: Two different
object layers can be over-
laid to look for spatial cor-
relations, and the result
can be used as a separate
(object) layer.
In Chapter 3, we will look more into the functions offered by GISs, as well as
by database systems.
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2.4 The temporal dimension

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2.4.1 Spatiotemporal data
Beside having geometric, thematic and topological properties, geographic phe-
nomena change over time; we say that they have temporal characteristics. And
for many applications, it is change over time that is quite often the most interest-
ing aspect of the phenomenon to study. This area of work is commonly known
as change detection. It is, for instance, interesting to know who were the owners
of a land parcel in 1980, or how land cover changed from the original primary
forest to pastures over time. Change detection addresses such questions as:
• Where and when did change take place?
• What kind of change occurred?
• With what speed did change occur?
• What else can be understood about the pattern of change?
The support that GISs offer for change detection is at present not very impres-
sive. Most studies require substantial efforts from the GIS user in data prepara-
tion and data manipulation. Part of an example data set from such a project
is provided in Figure 2.24. The purpose of this study was to assess whether
radar images are reliable resources for detecting the disappearance of primary
forests [7]. Typical for studies of this type, is the definition of a ‘model of change’,
which includes knowledge and hypotheses of how change occurs. In this case,
it included knowledge about speed of tree growth, for instance.
Spatiotemporal data structures are representations of geographic phenom-
ena changing over time. Several representation techniques have been proposed
in the literature. The most important ones will be discussed briefly below.
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Observe that besides 2D or 3D space, the extra dimension of time is again
inherently of a continuous nature, and that again, if we want to represent this in
a computer, we will have to ‘discretize’ this dimension.
Before we describe the major characteristics of various techniques, we need
a framework to describe the nature of time itself. The time dimension can be
characterized with the following properties:
Time density Time can be measured along a discrete or continuous scale. Dis-
crete time is composed of discrete elements (seconds, minutes, hours, days,
months, or years). In continuous time, no such discrete elements exist, and
for any two different points in time, there is always another point in be-
tween. We can also structure time by events (points in time) or periods (time
intervals). When we represent time periods by a start and end event, we
can derive temporal relationships between events and periods such as ‘be-
fore’, ‘overlap’, ‘after’, et cetera.
Dimensions of time Valid time (or world time) is the time when an event really
happened, or a string of events took place. Transaction time (or database
time) is the time when the event was stored in the database or GIS. Observe
that the time at which we store something in the database/GIS typically is
(much) later than when the related event took place.
Often, what we record in a computer system is a ‘snapshot state’ that rep-
resents a single point in time of an ongoing natural or man-made process.
We may store a string of ‘snapshot states’ but must be aware that this is
still only a feeble representation of that process.
Time order Time can be considered to be linear, extending from the past to the
present (‘now’), and into the future. For some types of temporal analysis,
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branching time—in which different time lines from a certain point in time
onwards are possible—and cyclic time—in which repeating cycles such as
seasons or days of a week are recognized, make more sense and can be
useful.
Measures of time When measuring time, we speak of a chronon as the short-
est non-decomposable unit of time that is supported by a GIS or database
(e.g., this could be a millisecond). The life span of an object is measured by
a (finite) number of chronons. Granularity is the precision of a time value
in a GIS or database (e.g., year, month, day, second, etc.). Different appli-
cations require different granularity. In cadastral applications, time gran-
ularity could well be a day, as the law requires deeds to be date-marked;
in geological mapping applications, time granularity is more likely in the
order of thousands or millions of years.
Time reference Time can be represented as absolute (fixed time) or relative (implied
time). Absolute time marks a point on the time line where events happen
(e.g., ‘6 July 1999 at 11:15 p.m.’). Relative time is indicated relative to other
points in time (e.g., ‘yesterday’, ‘last year’, ‘tomorrow’, which are all rel-
ative to ‘now’, or ‘two weeks later’, which may be relative to an arbitrary
point in time.).
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Figure 2.24: The change
of land cover in a 9 ×
14 km study site near San
Jose´ del Guaviare, div.
Guaviare, Colombia, dur-
ing a study conducted in
1992–1994 by Bijker [7].
A time series of ERS–1
radar images after appli-
cation of (1) image seg-
mentation, (2) rule-based
image classification, and
(3) further classification
using a land cover change
model. The land cover
classes are:
primary forest,
secondary vegetation,
secondary vegetation
with Cecropia trees,
pasture, and
pasture & secondary
vegetation.
Data source: Wietske Bij-
ker, ITC.
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2.4.2 Spatiotemporal data models

In spatiotemporal data models, we consider changes of spatial and thematic at-
tributes over time. In data analysis, we can keep the spatial domain fixed and look
only at the attribute changes over time for a given location in space. We would,
for instance, be interested how land cover changed for a given location or how
the land use changed for a given land parcel over time, provided its boundary
did not change. Much of our discussion here and below is based on Langran’s
work [39].
On the other hand, we can keep the attribute domain fixed and consider the
spatial changes over time for a given thematic attribute. In this case, we could
be interested to see which locations were covered by forest over a given period.
Finally, we can assume both the spatial and attribute domain variable and con-
sider how fields or objects changed over time. This may lead to notions of object
motion, and these are a subject of current research, with two of the applications
being traffic control and mobile telephony. But many more applications are on
the horizon: think of wildlife tracking, vector-borne disease control, andweather
forecasting. Here, the problem of object identity becomes apparent. When does a
change or movement cause an object to disappear and become a new one? With
wildlife this is quite obvious; with weather systems less so. But this should no
longer surprise as much: we have already seen that some geographic phenom-
ena can perfectly well be described as objects, while others are better represented
as fields.
In the following, we describe themain characteristics of some spatiotemporal
data models.
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The snapshot model

In the snapshot model, data layers for the same information theme are time-
stamped. A data layer represents that state of affairs for the (valid) time with
which it is time-stamped. This valid time is a specific extra attribute associated
with the data layer. We do not have any information about the events that caused
changes between the different states represented by layers. This model is based
on a linear, absolute, and discrete time. It supports only valid time but can have
variable time granularity. The spatial domain is fixed (and is typically field-
based) and the attribute domain is variable.
As many current GISs lack support for temporal data, the snapshot model is
the most commonly used model. GIS end-users, however, have to build their
(time-stamped) data layers themselves, and commonly the GIS has no built-in
awareness of time issues. This means that analysis of change manifested in the
sequence of states is the complete responsibility of the end-user.
The snapshot model is themost common one in the Earth sciences, as satellite
imagery is such an important base data source for them. After image classifica-
tion of several images of the same area, we essentially have obtained a field-
based snapshot sequence that might function as a basis for study with time-
related questions.
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The space-time cube model

Like the previous one, this model is based on a two-dimensional view of the
study space (spanned by the x- and y-axis), in which geographic phenomena
are traced through time (along the t-axis) thereby creating a three-dimensional
space-time cube. A space-time cube represents a process in two-dimensional
space, played out along a third, temporal dimension. The trace of some object
through time creates a worm-like trajectory in the space-time cube. This model
potentially allows absolute, continuous, linear, branching and cyclic time. It
supports only valid time. The attribute domain is kept fixed and the spatial
domain typically varies.
Given that current GISs already have a hard time ensuring data integrity
even in the standard, atemporal case, it is somewhat difficult to forecast whether
they will soon be capable of handling data integrity in space-time cube models.
Topological correctness for a vector data layer can be achieved, but to ensure it
under single object changes requires effort. Multiple, concurrent object changes
are even more difficult to guard topologically, and the rules of full topological
consistency under continuous change are not even well-understood.
The space-time cube model can be viewed as a idealized snapshot model
with an infinitely dense snapshot sequence.
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The space-time composite model

The space-time composite model also starts from a two-dimensional view of the
study space at a given start time. Every change of an object that happens later is
projected onto the initial data layer and is intersected with the existing features.
This leads to successive intersections, thereby creating an incrementally built,
finer polygon mesh. Over time, more and more polygons will be stored in the
data layer. Every polygon in this mesh has its attribute history stored with it.
The space-time composite model is based on linear, discrete, and relative time.
It supports both valid and transaction time, and multiple granularity. It keeps
the attribute domain fixed and the spatial domain variable.
This model can be useful if the amount of changes is limited, and changes are
discrete steps, as is the case for instance in cadastral applications, where parcels
may be split or joined. Even here, it may be wise to consider hybrid solutions. A
commonly applied technique is to regularly ‘start anew’ with a new data layer
with initially non-split polygons.
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The event-based model

In an event-based model, we start with an initial state and record events along
the time line. Whenever a change occurs, an entry is recorded. This is a time-
based model. The spatial and thematic attribute domains are secondary. The
model is based on discrete, linear, relative time, and supports only valid time
and multiple granularity.
Our event records on the event-based model are such that we can reconstruct
the full spatial and non-spatial history of our study area. This reconstructionwill
require some or much computation. This, therefore, is a model with low storage
consumption but with high costs in computation.
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Summary
In this chapter, we have taken a closer look at different types of geographic phe-
nomena, and looked into the ways of how these can be represented in a com-
puter system, such as a GIS. Geographic phenomena are present in the real
world that we study; their computer representations only live inside computer
systems.
We found that an important distinction between phenomena is whether it
is omnipresent—i.e., occurring everywhere in the study area—or whether its
constituents somehow ‘sparsely’ populate the study area. The first class of phe-
nomena we called fields, the second class objects.
Amongst fields, we identified continuous and discrete phenomena. Continu-
ous phenomena could even be differentiable, meaning that for locations factors
such as gradient and aspect can be determined.
Amongst objects, important classification parameters turned out to be loca-
tion, shape, size and orientation. We further saw that a fundamental part of the
shape parameter is the dimension of the object: is it a point, line, area or vol-
ume object? In all cases, it turns out that a representation of the boundary of the
object, whether crisp or fuzzy, is often used in GIS.
In the second half of the chapter, we elaborated on the techniques with which
the above phenomena are actually stored in a computer system. The fundamen-
tal problem in obtaining realistic representations is that these are usually contin-
uous in nature, thus requiring an infinite data collection to represent them faith-
fully. As a consequence of the finite memory that we have available in computer
systems, we must accept finite representations. This leads to approximations,
and therefore error, in our GIS data.
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Questions
1. For your ownGIS application domain, make up a list of at least 20 different
geographic phenomena that might be relevant in the application domain.
2. On page 69, we defined geographic phenomena as representable as triplets,
and discussed three phenomena for the El Nin˜o example of Chapter 1. For
each of these, provide a to-the-point description of the triplets involved.
3. Take the list of question 1 and identify which phenomena are fields and
which are objects. Which of your example objects are crisp?
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4. There exists an obvious natural relationship between remotely sensed im-
ages and geographic fields, as we have defined them in this chapter, yet
the two are not the same thing. Elaborate on this, and discuss what are the
differences.
5. Location, shape, size and orientation are potentially relevant characteris-
tics of geographic objects. Try to provide an application example in which
these characteristics do make sense for (a) point objects, (b) line objects,
(c) area objects.
6. On page 71, we stated a rule-of-thumb, namely that natural phenomena are
more often fields, whereas man-made phenomena are more often objects.
Provide counter-examples from your favourite GIS application domain to
this rule: name at least one natural phenomenon that is better perceived as
object(s), and name a man-made phenomenon that is better perceived as
field. (The latter is more difficult.)
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7. On page 106, we provided the (logical) definition of the ‘meets’ relation-
ship. Provide your version of the definitions of ‘covered by’ and ‘over-
laps’. Explain why this set of topological relationships between regions is
also known as the four-intersection scheme.
8. What colour is the northwest quadrant of the outermost northeast quad-
rant of Figure 2.6? First check the field on the left, then use the quadtree on
the right. What colour is the southeast quadrant of the outermost northeast
quadrant?
9. Compute the area covered by green in the field of Figure 2.6, first by look-
ing at the field, then by analysing the quadtree. What formula did you
use?
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10. Make an educated guess at the elevation of location P in Figure 2.7. What
are the gradient and the aspect of the slope in this location, approximately?
In a second stage, do this again, now based on the tessellations of Figure 2.8
(first the left one, then the right one).
11. Explain howmany line objects and howmany line segments are illustrated
in Figure 2.11. Complete the table on the left, using a numbering of vertices
that you have made up yourself for Figure 2.10.
12. In the chapter, we have discussed raster-based and vector-based represen-
tations of geographic phenomena. We have not explicitly discussed what
are the advantages and disadvantages of either. What do you think they
are?
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13. In Figure 2.20, we presented an actual line, and its representation in the
raster. Compute the real length of the line (taking cell width as the unit).
In rasters, when a GIS computes a distance it uses 1 as the distance between
two cells that share a side, and it uses
√
2 as the distance between two cells
that share only a corner point. What would be the computed length by the
GIS of the line’s representation in Figure 2.20? What can be said in general
about the two lengths?
14. We have emphasized throughout the chapter that GIS representations of
geographic phenomena are necessarily finite, notwithstanding the natu-
rally continuous or curvilinear nature of the objects that we study. We are
thus approximating, and are making errors by doing so. Do you think
there is any way of computingwhat the errors are that we are making?

15. What observations can bemade from a visual interpretation of Figure 2.24?
What changes do you ‘detect’? Which stages of change?

16. Discuss what type of time properties people are using in making appoint-
ments day by day.
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Data processing systems
Data processing systems are computer systems with appropriate hardware com-
ponents for the processing, storage and transfer of data, as well as software com-
ponents for the management of the hardware, peripheral devices and data. This
chapter discusses the components of data processing systems that allow han-
dling spatial data and derive geoinformation.
First, we discuss in brief some trends about computer hardware and software
that have become apparent in recent years. These trends allow us to look ahead
into the future and to attempt a forecast of what geoinformation processing may
look like in ten years from now.1
Geographic information systems (GISs) as a tool for spatial data handling are
1Both terms geoinformation processing and spatial data handling are commonly used in the field
of GIS, and mean more or less the same. The first emphasizes more the aspect of interpretation
and human understanding of the data afterwards, whereas the latter emphasizes more the tech-
nical issues of how computers operate on the data that represent our geographic phenomena.
We will use both terms liberally.
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discussed next. We look at their general functions, but will not deal with them
in detail, as these functions are highlighted extensively in Chapter 4 and 5. In
Section 3.3, we discuss database management systems (DBMSs), including some
principles of data extraction from a database, as that is not covered elsewhere in
this book. We finalize with a section on the combined use of GIS and DBMS,
namely Section 3.3.6.
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3.1 Hardware and software trends
The developments in computer hardware proceed at an enormously fast speed.
Almost every six months, a faster, more powerful processor generation replaces
the previous one, and makes our computers an estimated 30% faster.
Computers get smaller and at the same time, their performance increases.
The power that we have available in today’s portable notebook computers is a
multiple of the performance that the first PC had when it was introduced in the
early 1980s. In fact, current PC systems have orders of magnitude more mem-
ory and storage than the so-called minicomputers of 20 years ago. Moreover,
they fit on an office desk. At the same time, software providers produce appli-
cation programs and operating systems that consume more and more memory.
To efficiently run a computer with Windows 2000 and some general purpose of-
fice applications, a PC should be minimally equipped with 64 Mbytes of main
memory and 4 or more Gbytes of disk storage, as we write this.
Software technology develops somewhat slower and often cannot fully use
the possibilities offered by the hardware, but existing software obviously per-
forms better when run on faster computers.
Also, computers have become increasingly portable. Hand-held comput-
ers are now commonplace in business and personal use. For a long time, the
Achilles heel in computer portability—actually: in appliance portability—has
been the weight and capacity of carry-on batteries. Breakthroughs are on their
way for these as well. Portable computers will soon become common and cheap,
allowing field surveyors, for instance, to take with them powerful computers
into the field, possibly hooked up with GPS receivers for instantaneous georef-
erencing.
Another major development of recent years is in computer networks. In
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essence, we have now arrived in an era where any computer can almost any-
where on Earth be hooked up onto some network, and contact other computers
virtually anywhere else. This allows fast and reliable exchange of (spatial) data
as well as of the computer programs to operate on them.
Mobile phones are frequently used to communicate with computers and the
Internet. The communication between portable computers and networks is still
rather slow when they are connected via a mobile phone. The transmission rate
currently supported by mobile communication providers is only 9,600 bits per
second (bps). Digital telephone links (ISDN) supports up to 64,000 bps, and
high-speed computer networks have a capacity of several million bps. The new
ADSL technology that is coming to the market now supports a rate of about
6 Mbps. With the upcoming arrival of UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommu-
nications System), digital communication of text, audio, and video becomes
possible at a rate of approximately 2 Mbps. The combination of GPS receiver,
portable computer and mobile phone is then one that may dramatically change
our world, and certainly so for Earth science professionals with out-of-office ac-
tivities.
Open systems use agreed upon, standard, architectures and protocols for net-
working. This makes it easier to link different systems. Interoperability is the
ability of hardware and software of computers from different vendors to com-
municate with each other. An interoperable database would for instance allow
differently formatted databases to appear as a single homogenous database to a
user.
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3.2 Geographic information systems
The handling of spatial data usually involves processes of data acquisition, stor-
age and maintenance, analysis and output. For many years, this has been done
using analogue data sources, manual processing and the production of paper
maps. The introduction of modern technologies has led to an increased use of
computers and digital information in all aspects of spatial data handling. The
software technology used in this domain is geographic information systems.
Typical planning projects require data sources, both spatial and non-spatial,
from different institutes, like mapping agency, geological survey, soil survey,
forest survey, or the census bureau. These data sources may have different time
stamps, and the spatial data may be in different scales and projections. With the
help of a GIS, the maps can be stored in digital form in a database in world coor-
dinates (metres or feet). This makes scale transformations unnecessary, and the
conversion between map projections can be done easily with the software. The
spatial analysis functions of the GIS are then applied to perform the planning
tasks. This can speed up the process and allows for easy modifications to the
analysis approach.
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3.2.1 The context of GIS usage
Spatial data handling involves many disciplines. We can distinguish disciplines
that develop spatial concepts, provide means for capturing and processing of
spatial data, provide a formal and theoretical foundation, are application-orien-
ted, and support spatial data handling in legal and management aspects. Ta-
ble 3.1 shows a classification of some of these disciplines. They are grouped
according to how they deal with spatial information. The list is not meant to be
exhaustive.
The discipline that deals with all aspects of spatial data handling is called
geoinformatics. It is defined as:
Geoinformatics is the integration of different disciplines dealing with spatial
information.
Geoinformatics has also been described as “the science and technology deal-
ing with the structure and character of spatial information, its capture, its clas-
sification and qualification, its storage, processing, portrayal and dissemination,
including the infrastructure necessary to secure optimal use of this information”
[23]. Ehlers and Amer [19] define it as “the art, science or technology dealing
with the acquisition, storage, processing production, presentation and dissemi-
nation of geoinformation.”
A related term that is sometimes used synonymously with geoinformatics is
geomatics. It was originally introduced in Canada, and became very popular in
French speaking countries. Laurini and Thompson [40] describe it as “the fusion
of ideas from geosciences and informatics.” The term geomatics, however, was
never fully accepted in the United States where the term geographical informa-
tion science is preferred. Goodchild [22] defines GIS research as “research on
the generic issues that surround the use of GIS technology, impede its successful
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implementation, or emerge from an understanding of its potential capabilities.”
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Characteristics of disciplines Sample disciplines
Development of spatial concepts Geography
Cognitive Science
Linguistics
Psychology
Means for capturing and processing Remote Sensing
spatial data Surveying Engineering
Cartography
Photogrammetry
Formal and theoretical foundation Computer Science
Expert Systems
Mathematics
Statistics
Applications Archaeology
Architecture
Forestry
Earth Sciences
Regional and Urban Planning
Surveying
Support Legal Sciences
Economy
Table 3.1: Disciplines in-
volved in spatial data han-
dling
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3.2.2 GIS software
The main characteristics of a GIS software package are its analytical functions
that provide means for deriving new geoinformation from existing spatial and
attribute data. A GIS can be defined as follows [4]:
A GIS is a computer-based system that provides the following four sets of
capabilities to handle georeferenced data:
1. input,
2. data management (data storage and retrieval),
3. manipulation and analysis, and
4. output.
Depending on the interest of a particular application, a GIS can be considered
to be a data store (i.e., a database that stores spatial data), a toolbox, a technology,
an information source or a field of science (as part of spatial information science).
Like in any other discipline, the use of tools for problem solving is one thing,
to produce these tools is something different. Not all tools are equally well-
suited for a particular application. Tools can be improved and perfected to
better serve a particular need or application. The discipline that provides the
background for the production of the tools in spatial data handling is spatial in-
formation theory.
All GIS packages available on the market have their strengths and weak-
nesses, resulting typically from the package’s development history and/or in-
tended application domain(s). Some GIS have traditionally focused more on
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support for raster manipulation, others more on (vector-based) spatial objects.
We can safely state that any package that provides support for only raster or
only objects, is not a full-fledged, generic GIS. Well-known, full-fledged GIS
packages in use at ITC are ILWIS and ArcInfo. Both are in use in practical ses-
sions of the core curriculum on GIS principles, which is why this text book tries
to describe the field of GIS independent from them: the book must be useful to
users of either package!
One cannot say that one GIS package is ‘better’ than another one: it all de-
pends what one wants to use the package for. ILWIS’s traditional strengths have
been in raster processing and scientific spatial data analysis, especially suitable
in what we called project-based GIS applications on page 44. ArcInfo has been
renowned more for its support of vector-based spatial data and their operations,
user interface and map production, a bit more typical of institutional GIS appli-
cations. Any such brief characterization, however, does not do justice to these
packages, and it is only after extended use that preferences become clear.
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3.2.3 Software architecture and functionality of a GIS
A geographic information system in the wider sense consists of software, data,
people, and an organization in which it functions. In the narrow sense, we con-
sider a GIS as a software system for which we discuss its architecture and func-
tional components.
According to the definition, a GIS always consists of modules for input, stor-
age, analysis, display and output of spatial data. Figure 3.1 shows a diagram of
these modules with arrows indicating the data flow in the system. For a partic-
ular GIS, each of these modules may provide many or only few functions. How-
ever, if one of these functions would be completely missing, the system should
not be called a geographic information system.
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Figure 3.1: Functional
components of a GIS
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An explanation of the various functions of the four components for data in-
put, storage, analysis, and output can provide a functional description of a GIS.
Here, we only briefly describe them. A more detailed treatment can be found in
follow-up chapters.
Beside data input (data capture), storage and maintenance, analysis and out-
put, geoinformation processes involve also dissemination, transfer and exchange
as well as organizational issues. The latter define the context and rules according
to which geoinformation is acquired and processed.
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Method Devices
Manual digitizing • coordinate entry via keyboard
• digitizing tablet with cursor
• mouse cursor on the computer
monitor (heads-up digitizing)
• (digital) photogrammetry
Automatic digitizing • scanner
Semi-automatic digitizing • line following devices
Input of available digital data • magnetic tape or CD-ROM
• via computer network
Table 3.2: Spatial data in-
put methods and devices
used
Data input
The functions for data input are closely related to the disciplines of surveying
engineering, photogrammetry, remote sensing, and the processes of digitizing,
i.e., the conversion of analogue data into digital representations. Remote sens-
ing, in particular, is the field that provides photographs and images as the raw
base data from which to obtain spatial data sets. Additional techniques for ob-
taining spatial data are manual digitizing, scanning and sometimes semi-automatic
line following.
Today, digital data on various media and on computer networks are used in-
creasingly. Table 3.2 lists themethods and devices used in the data input process.
More discussion on spatial data input can be found in Chapter 4.
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Method Devices
Hard copy • printer
• plotter (pen plotter, ink-jet printer, thermal
transfer printer, electrostatic plotter)
• film writer
Soft copy • computer screen (CRT)
Output of digital • magnetic tape
data sets • CD-ROM
• computer networks
Table 3.3: Data output
and visualization
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Data output and visualization
Data output is closely related to the disciplines of cartography, printing and pub-
lishing. Table 3.3 lists different methods and devices used for the output of spa-
tial data.
Cartography and scientific visualization make use of these methods and de-
vices to produce their products. The importance of digital products (data sets)
is increasing and data dissemination on digital media or on computer networks
becomes extremely important. Chapter 6 is devoted to visualization techniques.
In both data input and data output, the Internet has a major share. TheWorld
Wide Web plays the role of an easy to use interface to repositories of large data
sets. Aspects of data dissemination, security, copyright, and pricing require spe-
cial attention. The design and maintenance of a spatial information infrastructure
deals with these issues.
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Data storage
The representation of spatial data is crucial for any further processing and un-
derstanding of that data. Inmost of the available processing systems, data are or-
ganized in layers according to different themes or scales. They are stored either
according to thematic categories, like land use, topography and administrative
subdivisions, or according to map scales, representing map series of different
scale. An important underlying need or principle is a representation of the real
world that has to be designed to reflect phenomena and their relationships as
close as possible to what exists in reality.
In a spatial database, features are represented with their (geometric and non-
geometric) attributes and relationships. The geometry of features is represented
with (geometric) primitives of the respective dimension. These primitives follow
either the vector or the raster approach.
As described in Chapter 2, vector data types describe an object through its
boundary, thus dividing the space into parts that are occupied by the respective
objects. The raster approach subdivides space into (regular) pieces, mostly a
square tessellation of dimension two or three (these pieces are called pixels in
2D, voxels in 3D), and indicates for every piece which object it covers, in case
it represents a discrete field. In case of a continuous field, the pixel holds a
representative value for that field. Table 3.4 lists advantages and disadvantages
of raster and vector representations.
Storing a raster, in principle, is a straightforward issue. A raster is stored in
a file as a long list of values, one for each cell, preceded by a small list of extra
information (the so-called file ‘header’) that informs how to interpret the list.
The order of the cell values in the list can be—but need not be—left-to-right,
top-to-bottom. This simple space filling scheme is known as row ordering, see
Figure 3.2 (a). The header of the raster file will typically inform how many rows
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Tessellation representation Vector representation
advantages advantages
• simple data structure • efficient representation of topology
• simple implementation of
overlays
• efficient for image processing
disadvantages disadvantages
• less compact data structure • complex data structure
• difficult to represent topology • overlay more difficult to implement
• inefficient for image processing
Table 3.4: Tessellation
and vector representations
compared
and columns the raster has, which space filling scheme is used, and what sort of
values are stored for each cell.
   
Figure 3.2: Four types
of space filling curves:
(a) row order, (b) row-
prime order, (c) Mor-
ton (Z) order, (d) Peano-
Hilbert order.
Other space filling schemes are illustrated in Figure 3.2 (b) to (d), in which
the dark blue line indicates the order of cell values in the list. These schemes
may seem to be overly complicated, but they have nice characteristics. The most
important one of these is that compared to the row ordering scheme, the oth-
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ers keep values of neighbouring cells closer together in the value list. This is
important when one wants to extracting only a part of the raster from storage.
Low-level storage structures for vector data are muchmore complicated, and
a discussion is certainly beyond the purpose of this introductory text. The best
intuitive understanding can be obtained from Figure 2.11, where a boundary
model for polygon objects was illustrated. Similar structures are in use for line
objects. A fundamental consideration for the design of storage structures for
any type of vector-based object is spatial proximity. In essence, it states that ob-
jects that are near in geographic space should be near in storage space as well.
Fetching data from storage is done in units of a disk page, the smallest consecu-
tive piece of stored data. The essence of spatial proximity will ensure that if we
fetch one object from storage it is likely that its nearest neighbour objects are in
the same disk page. For further, advanced reading we can suggest [57].
Spatial (vector) and attribute data are quite often stored in separate struc-
tures. Some sort of boundary model, as discussed above, is used for the spatial
data, while the attribute data is stored in some tabular format. Typically, the vec-
tor objects in the first are given identifying values that the tables in the second
use as reference. This is the way to link attribute with vector data. More detail
on these issues is provided in Section 3.3.6.
GIS software packages provide support for both spatial and attribute data,
i.e., they support spatial data storage using a vector approach, as well as at-
tribute data support with tables. Historically, however, database management
systems (DBMS) have been based on the notion of tables for data storage. Com-
pared with what DBMS offer, GIS table functionality usually is not impressive.
It is no surprise therefore that more and more GIS applications make use of a
DBMS for attribute data support, while keeping the spatial data inside the GIS
package. Most GISs nowadays allow to link with a DBMS and to exchange
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attribute data with it. We will take a closer look at DBMS techniques in Sec-
tion 3.3.1. But first, we focus on GIS functionality.
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3.2.4 Querying, maintenance and spatial analysis
The most distinguishing part of a GIS are its functions for spatial analysis, i.e.,
operators that use spatial data to derive new geoinformation. Spatial queries
and process models play an important role in satisfying user needs. The com-
bination of a database, GIS software, rules, and a reasoning mechanism (im-
plemented as a so-called inference engine) leads to what is sometimes called a
spatial decision support system (SDSS).
In a GIS, data are stored in layers (or themes). Usually, several themes are
part of a project. The analysis functions of a GIS use the spatial and non-spatial
attributes of the data in a spatial database to answer questions about the real
world.
In spatial analysis, various kinds of question may arise. They are listed with
their possible answers and the required GIS functions in Table 3.5.
The following three classes are the most important query and analysis func-
tions of a GIS, after [4]:
• Maintenance and analysis of spatial data,
• Maintenance and analysis of attribute data, and
• Integrated analysis of spatial and attribute data.
The first and third are GIS-specific, so are dealt with here. the second class is
discussed in Section 3.3.
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Questions Answers GIS functions
What is . . . ? Display of data as maps, re-
ports and tables, e.g., “What
are the name and the ad-
dress of the owner of that
land parcel?”
Storage and
query functions
What pattern
. . . ?
Patterns in the data, e.g.,
all parcels with an area size
greater than 2000.
Query functions
with constraints
What . . . if . . . ? A prediction about the data
at a certain time or at a cer-
tain location.
Modelling func-
tions
Table 3.5: Types of
queries
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Maintenance and analysis of spatial data
Maintenance of (spatial) data can best be defined as the combined activities to
keep the data set up-to-date and as supportive as possible to the user commu-
nity. It deals with obtaining new data, and entering them into the system, possi-
bly replacing outdated data. The purpose is have available an up-to-date, stored
data set. After a major earthquake, for instance, we may have to update our dig-
ital elevation model to reflect the current elevations better so as to improve our
hazard analysis.
Operators of this kind operate on the spatial properties of GIS data, and pro-
vide a user with functions as described below.
Format transformation functions convert between data formats of different sys-
tems or representations, e.g., reading a DXF file into a GIS.
Geometric transformations help to obtain data from an original hard copy source
through digitizing the correct world geometry. These operators transform
device coordinates (coordinates from digitizing tablets or screen coordi-
nates) into world coordinates (geographic coordinates, metres, etc.).
Map projections provide means to map geographic coordinates onto a flat sur-
face (for map production), and vice versa.
Edge matching is the process of joining two or more map sheets. At the map
sheet edges, feature representations have to be matched so as to be com-
bined.
Graphic element editing allows to change digitized features so as to correct er-
rors, and to prepare a clean data set for topology building.
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Coordinate thinning is a process that often is applied to remove redundant ver-
tices from line representations.
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Integrated analysis of spatial and attribute data
Analysis of (spatial) data can be defined as computing from the existing, stored
data set new information that provides insights we possibly did not have be-
fore. It really depends on the application requirements, and the examples are
manifold. Road construction in mountainous areas is a complex engineering
task with many cost factors such as the amount of tunnels and bridges to be
constructed, the total length of the tarmac, and the volume of rock and soil to be
moved. GIS can help to compute such costs on the basis of an up-to-date digital
elevation model and soil map.
Functions of this kind operate on both spatial and non-spatial attributes of
data, and can be grouped into the following types.
Retrieval, classification, and measurement functions
• Retrieval functions allow the selective search and manipulation of
data without the need to create new entities.
• Classification allows assigning features to a class on the basis of at-
tribute values or attribute ranges (definition of data patterns).
• Generalization is a function that joins different classes of objects with
common characteristics to a higher level (generalized) class.2
2The term generalization has different meanings in different contexts. In geography the term
‘aggregation’ is often used to indicate the process that we call generalization. In cartography,
generalization means either the process of producing a graphic representation of smaller scale
from a larger scale original (cartographic generalization), or the process of deriving a coarser res-
olution representation from a more detailed representation within a database (model generaliza-
tion). Finally, in computer science generalization is one of the abstraction mechanisms in object-
orientation.
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• Measurement functions allow measuring distances, lengths, or areas.
Overlay functions belong to the most frequently used functions in a GIS appli-
cation. They allow to combine two spatial data layers by applying the set-
theoretic operations of intersection, union, difference, and complement us-
ing sets of positions (geometric attribute values) as their arguments. Thus
we can find
• the potato fields on clay soils (intersection),
• the fields where potato or maize is the crop (union),
• the potato fields not on clay soils (difference),
• the fields that do not have potato as crop (complement).
Neighbourhood functions operate on the neighbouring features of a given fea-
ture or set of features.
• Search functions allow the retrieval of features that fall within a given
search window (which may be a rectangle, circle, or polygon).
• Line-in-polygon and point-in-polygon functions determine whether
a given linear or point feature is located within a given polygon, or
they report the polygons that a given point or line are contained in.
• The best known example of proximity functions is the buffer zone
generation (or buffering). This function determines a fixed-width (or
variable-width) environment surrounding a given feature.
• Topographic functions compute the slope or aspect from a given dig-
ital representation of the terrain (digital terrain model or DTM).
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• Interpolation functions predict unknown values using the known val-
ues at nearby locations.
• Contour generation functions calculate contours as a set of lines that
connect points with the same attribute value. Examples are points
with the same elevation (contours), same depth (bathymetric con-
tours), same barometric pressure (isobars), or same temperature (iso-
thermal lines).
Connectivity functions accumulate values as they traverse over a feature or
over a set of features.
• Contiguity measures evaluate characteristics of spatial units that are
contiguous (are connected with unbroken adjacency. Think of the
search for a contiguous area of forest of certain size and shape.
• Network analysis is used to compute the shortest path (in terms of
distance or travel time) between two points in a network (routing).
Alternatively, it finds all points that can be reached within a given
distance or duration from a centre (allocation).
• Visibility functions are used to compute the points that are visible
from a given location (viewshedmodelling or viewshedmapping) us-
ing a digital terrain model.
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3.3 Database management systems
A large, computerized collection of structured data is what we call a database. In
the non-spatial domain, databases have been in use since the 1960s, for various
purposes like bank account administration, stock monitoring, salary adminis-
tration, order bookkeeping, and flight reservation systems. These applications
have in common that the amount of data is usually quite large, but that the data
itself has a simple and regular structure.
Setting up a database is not an easy task. One has to consider carefully what
the database purpose is, and who will be its users. Then, one needs to iden-
tify the available data sources and define the format in which the data will be
organized within the database. This format is usually called the database struc-
ture. After its design, we may start to enter data into the database. Of equal
importance is keeping the data up-to-date, and it is usually wise to make some-
one responsible for regular maintenance of the database. Throughout the whole
process it is essential to document all the design decisions made. Such docu-
mentation is crucial for an extended database life. Many enterprise databases
tend to outlive the professional careers of their designers.
A database management system (DBMS) is a software package that allows the
user to set up, use and maintain a database. Like A GIS allows to set up a GIS
application, a DBMS offers generic functionality for database organization and
data handling. Below, we will take a closer look at what type of functions are
really offered by DBMSs. Many standard PCs are equipped these days with
a DBMS called Access. This package is quite functional but only for smaller
(private) databases.
In the next paragraphs, we will take a look at strengths and weaknesses of
database systems (Section 3.3.1), and a standard for data structuring, called the
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relational data model (Section 3.3.3). In between, Section 3.3.2 looks at our op-
tions when we decide not to use a DBMS for our data management, and dis-
cusses alternatives. Then, we discuss a technique for data extraction from a
database (Section 3.3.4) and various aspects of recent database developments in
Section 3.3.5.
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3.3.1 Using a DBMS
There are various reasons why one would want to use a DBMS to support data
storage and processing.
• A DBMS supports the storage and manipulation of very large data sets.
Some data sets are so big that storing them in text files or spreadsheet files
becomes too awkward for use in practice. The result may be that finding simple
facts takes minutes, and performing simple calculations perhaps even hours.
• A DBMS can be instructed to guard over some levels of data correctness.
For instance, an important aspect of data correctness is data entry checking:
making sure that the data that is entered into the database is sensible data that
does not contain obvious errors. Since we know in what study area we work, we
know the range of possible geographic coordinates, so we can make the DBMS
check them.
The above is a simple example of the type of rules, generally known as in-
tegrity constraints, that can be defined in and automatically checked by a DBMS.
More complex integrity constraints are certainly possible, and their definition is
part of the development of a database.
• A DBMS supports the concurrent use of the same data set by many users.
Moreover, for different users of the database, different views of the data can
be defined. In this way, users will be under the impression that they operate
on their personal database, and not on one shared by many people. This DBMS
function is called concurrency control.
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Large data sets are built up over time, which means that substantial invest-
ments are required to create them, and that probably many people are involved
in the data collection, maintenance and processing. These data sets are often
considered to be of a high strategic value for the owner(s), which is why many
may want to make use of them within an organization.
• A DBMS provides a high-level, declarative query language.3
The most important use of the language is the definition of queries. A query
is a computer program that extracts data from the database that meet the condi-
tions indicated in the query. We provide a few examples below.
• A DBMS supports the use of a data model. A data model is a language with
which one can define a database structure and manipulate the data stored
in it.
The most prominent data model is the relational data model. We discuss it in
full in Section 3.3.3. Its primitives are tuples (also known as records, or rows)
with attribute values, and relations, being sets of similarly formed tuples.
• A DBMS includes data backup and recovery functions to ensure data avail-
ability at al times.
3The word ‘declarative’ means that the query language allows the user to define what data
must be extracted from the database, but not how that should be done. It is the DBMS itself
that will figure out how to extract the data that is requested in the query. Declarative languages
are generally considered user-friendlier because the user need not care about the ‘how’ and can
focus on the ‘what’.
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As potentially many users rely on the availability of the data, the data must
be safeguarded against possible calamities. Regular back-ups of the data set,
and automatic recovery schemes provide an insurance against loss of data.
• A DBMS allows to control data redundancy.
A well-designed database takes care of storing single facts only once. Storing
a fact multiple times—a phenomenon known as data redundancy—easily leads to
situations in which stored facts start to contradict each other, causing reduced
usefulness of the data. Redundancy, however, is not necessarily always an evil,
as long as we tell the DBMS where it occurs so that it can be controlled.
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3.3.2 Alternatives for data management
A good question at this point is whether there are any alternatives to using a
DBMS, when one has a data set to care about. Obviously, it all depends on how
much data there is or will be, what type of use we want to make of it, and how
many people will be involved.
On the small-scale side of the spectrum—when the data set is small, its use
relatively simple, and with just one user—we might use simple text files, and a
text processor. Think of a personal address book as an example, or a not-too-big
batch of simple field observations.
If our data set is still small and numeric by nature, and we have a single type
of use in mind, perhaps a spreadsheet program will do the job. This can be the
case if we have a number of field observations with measurements that we want
to prepare for statistical analysis. However, if we carry out region- or nation-
wide censuses, with many observation stations and/or field observers and all
sorts of different measurements, one quickly needs a database to keep track of
all the data. Spreadsheets also do not accommodate multiple uses of the same
data set well.
All too often, we find that data collections—if they are made digital—reside
in text files or spreadsheets, when the type(s) of use that the owner has in mind
really requires a DBMS. Text files offer no support for data analysis whatsoever,
except perhaps alphabetical ordering. Spreadsheets do support some data anal-
ysis, especially when it comes to calculations over a single table, like averages,
sums, minimum and maximum values. All of such computations are, however,
restricted to just a single table of data. When one wants to relate the values in
the table with values of another nature in some other table, an expert hand and
an effort in time are usually needed. It is precisely here where the knowledge of
a good database query language pays off.
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3.3.3 The relational data model
A data model is a language that allows the definition of
• the structures that will be used to store the base data,
• the integrity constraints that the stored data has to obey at all moments in
time, and
• the computer programs used to manipulate the data.
For the relational data model, the structures are attributes, tuples and rela-
tions to define the database structure. The computer programs either perform
data extraction from the database without altering it, in which case we call them
queries, or they change the database contents, and we speak of updates or trans-
actions.
Let us look at a tiny database example from a cadastral setting. It is illustrated
in Figure 3.3. This database consists of three tables, one for storing private peo-
ple details, one for storing parcel details and a third one for storing details con-
cerning title deeds. Various sources of information are kept in the database such
as a taxation identifier (TaxId) for people, a parcel identifier (PId) for parcels and
the date of a title deed (DeedDate). The technical terms surrounding database
technology are introduced below.
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Figure 3.3: A small exam-
ple database consisting of
three relations (tables), all
with three attributes, and
resp. three, four and four
tuples. PrivatePerson /
Parcel / TitleDeed are the
names of the three tables.
Surname is an attribute
of the PrivatePerson ta-
ble; the Surname attribute
value for person with TaxId
‘101-367’ is ‘Garcia.’
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Relations, tuples and attributes
In the relational data model, a database is viewed as a collection of relations,
commonly also known as tables. A table or relation is itself a collection of tuples
(or records). In fact, each table is a collection of tuples that are similarly shaped.
By this, we mean that a tuple has a fixed number of named fields, also known
as attributes. All tuples in the same relation have the same named fields. In a
diagram, as in Figure 3.3, relations can be displayed as tabular form data.
An attribute is a named field of a tuple, with which each tuple associates a
value, the tuple’s attribute value. All tuples in the same relation must have the
same named attributes. They need, obviously, not have the same value for these
attributes. The example relations provided in the figure should clarify this. The
PrivatePerson table has three tuples; the Surname attribute value for the first
tuple illustrated is ‘Garcia.’
The phrase ‘similarly shaped tuples’ is taken a little bit further. It requires
that the tuples do not only have the same attributes, but also that all values for
the same attribute come from a single domain of values. An attribute’s domain is
a (possibly infinite) set of atomic values such as the set of integer number val-
ues, the set of real number values, et cetera. In our example cadastral database,
the domain of the Surname attribute, for instance, is string, so any surname is
represented as a sequence of text characters, i.e., as a string. The availability of
other domains depends on the DBMS, but usually integer (the whole numbers),
real (all numbers), date, yes/no and a few more are included.
When a relation is created, we need to indicate what type of tuples it will
store. This means that we must
1. provide a name for the relation,
2. indicate which attributes it will have, and
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PrivatePerson (TaxId : string, Surname : string, Birthdate : date)
Parcel (Pid : number, Location : polygon, AreaSize : number)
TitleDeed (Plot : number, Owner : string, DeedDate : date)
Table 3.6: The relation
schemas for the three ta-
bles of the database in
Figure 3.3.
3. what the domain of each attribute is.
A relation definition obtained in this way is known as the relation schema of
that relation. The definition of relation schemas is an important part of data-
base design. Our example database has three relation schemas; one of them is
TitleDeed. The relation schemas together make up the database schema. For the
database of Figure 3.3, the relation schemas are given in Table 3.6. Underlined
attributes (and their domains) indicate the primary key of the relation, which
will be defined and discussed below.
Relation schemas are stable, and will only rarely change over time. This is
not true of the tuples stored in tables: they, typically, are often changing, either
because new tuples are added, others are removed, or yet others will see changes
in their attribute values.
The set of tuples in a relation at some point in time is called the relation in-
stance at that moment. This tuple set is always finite: you can count how many
tuples there are.
Figure 3.3 gives us a single database instance, i.e., one relation instance for
each relation. One relation instance has three tuples, two of them have four.
Any relation instance always contains only tuples that comply with the relation
schema of the relation.
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Finding tuples and building links between them
A well-designed database stores accessible information. The stored tuples rep-
resent facts of interest. What is interesting or relevant—and thus, what are the
stored facts—depends on the purpose of the database. In our cadastral database,
the facts concern the ownership of parcels. Typical factual units are parcels, title
deeds and private people. Hence, we identified the three distinct relations.
Remember that we stated that database systems are particularly good at stor-
ing large quantities of data. One may think of perhaps tens of thousands of tu-
ples per table. (Our example database is not even small, it is tiny!) To find any
tuple in a really large table is almost impossible through a visual check. The
DBMS must support quick searches amongst many tuples. This is why the rela-
tional data model uses the notion of key.
A key of a relation comprises one or more attributes. A value for these at-
tributes uniquely identifies a tuple. In other words, if we have a value for each
of the key attributes we are guaranteed to find at most one tuple in the table
with that combination of values. It remains possible that there is no tuple for the
given combination. In our example database, the set {TaxId, Surname} is a key
of the relation PrivatePerson: if we know both a TaxId and a Surname value, we
will find at most one tuple with that combination of values.
Every relation has a key, though possibly it is the combination of all at-
tributes. Such a large key, however, is not handy because we must provide a
value for each of its attributes when we search for tuples. Clearly, we want a key
to have as few as possible attributes: the fewer, the better. Thus, we want a key
to have the fewest possible number of attributes.
If a key has just one attribute, it obviously can not have fewer attributes.
Some keys have two attributes; an example is the key {Plot, Owner} of relation
TitleDeed. We need both attributes because there can be many title deeds for a
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Figure 3.4: The table
TitleDeed has a foreign
key in its attribute Plot.
This attribute refers to key
values of the Parcel rela-
tion, as indicated for two
TitleDeed tuples. The ta-
ble TitleDeed actually has
a second foreign key in
the attribute Owner, which
refers to PrivatePerson
tuples.
single plot (in case of plots that are sold often) but also many title deeds for a
single person (in case of wealthy persons).
As an aside, remark that an attribute such as AreaSize in relation Parcel is
not a key, although it appears to be one in Figure 3.3. The reason is that some
day there could be a second parcel with size 435, giving us two parcels with that
value.
When we provide a value for a key, we can look up the corresponding tuple
in the table (if such a tuple exists).
A tuple can refer to another tuple by storing that other tuple’s key value. For
instance, a TitleDeed tuple refers to a Parcel tuple by including that tuple’s key
value. The TitleDeed table has a special attribute Plot for storing such values.
The Plot attribute is called a foreign key because it refers to the primary key (Pid)
of another relation (Parcel). This is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
Two tuples of the same relation instance can have identical foreign key val-
ues: for instance, two TitleDeed tuples may refer to the same Parcel tuple. A
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foreign key, therefore, is not a key of the relation in which it appears, despite its
name!
Observe that a foreign key must have as many attributes as the primary key
that it refers to.
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The three golden rules of data integrity
A DBMS can be set up to guard over the correctness of the data that it stores.
Data correctness is also known as data integrity. Intimately connected with the
relational data model are three golden rules of data integrity that any database
instance must adhere to. We have already seen the first rule, and it is called Key
uniqueness.
Key uniqueness the key value of any tuple in any relation instance must be
different from that of any other tuple in the same relation instance.
This rule speaks for itself: keys are meant to be unique identifiers, so du-
plicate primary key values are not allowed.
Key integrity the value of any key attribute of any tuple in any relation instance
is always known.
We are not allowed to leave such values ‘blank’.4
Observe that we stated “in any relation instance.” This rule, like the first,
should never be violated: not in yesterday’s database, our current database
or tomorrow’s.
Referential integrity the value of a foreign key is either ‘blank’ (for all its at-
tributes), or it is the key value of an existing tuple in the relation that the
foreign key refers to.
One can think of referential integrity along the lines of a telephone directory,
which provides the telephone numbers of people. If, for some person, no num-
ber is provided (represented as a ‘blank’ value in a database), we assume that
4The correct term here is ‘null value’, but a full discussion is beyond the purpose of this text.
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person has no telephone. If, however, a number is provided, we assume that
that number is correct. In other words, the telephone directory should give no
number or a correct number.
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3.3.4 Querying a relational database
We will now look at the three most elementary data extraction operators. They
are quite powerful because they can be combined to define queries of higher
complexity.
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Figure 3.5: The two unary
query operators: (a) tu-
ple selection has a sin-
gle table as input and pro-
duces another table with
less tuples. Here, the
condition was that Area-
Size must be over 1000;
(b) attribute projection has
a single table as input
and produces another ta-
ble with fewer attributes.
Here, the projection is onto
the attributes PId and Lo-
cation.
The three query operators have some features in common. First, all of them
require input and produce output, and both input and output are relations! This
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guarantees that the output of one query (a relation) can be the input of another
query, and this gives us the possibility to build more and more complex queries,
if we want.
The first query operator is called tuple selection; it is illustrated in Figure 3.5(a),
and works as follows. The operator is given some input relation, as well as a
selection condition about tuples in the input relation. A selection condition is a
truth statement about a tuple’s attribute values such as: AreaSize > 1000. For
some tuples in Parcel this statement will be true, for others it will be false. Tuple
selection on the Parcel relation with this condition will result in a set of Parcel
tuples for which the condition is true.
An important observation is that the tuple selection operator produces an
output relation with the same schema as the input relation, but with fewer tu-
ples.
A second operator is also illustrated in Figure 3.5. It is called attribute pro-
jection. Besides an input relation, this operator requires a list of attributes, all of
which should be attributes of the schema of the input relation. The output rela-
tion of this operator has as its schema only the list of attributes given, and we
say that the operator projects onto these attributes. Contrary to the first operator,
which produces fewer tuples, this operator produces fewer attributes compared
to the input relation.
Themost commonway of defining queries in a relational database is through
the SQL language. SQL stands for Structured Query Language. The two queries
of Figure 3.5 are written in SQL as follows:
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SELECT ∗ SELECT PId, Location
FROM Parcel FROM Parcel
WHERE AreaSize > 1000
(a) tuple selection from the Parcel
relation, using the condition
AreaSize > 1000. The ∗
indicates that we want to extract
all attributes of the input relation.
(b) attribute projection from the
Parcel relation. The
SELECT-clause indicates that we
only want to extract the two
attributes PId and Location.
There is no WHERE-clause in
this query.
Queries like the two above do not automatically create stored tables in the data-
base. This is why the result tables have no name: they are virtual tables. The
result of a query is a table that is shown to the user who executed the query.
Whenever the user closes her/his view on the query result, that result is lost.
The SQL code for the query is stored, however, for future use. The user can
re-execute the query again to obtain a view on the result once more.
Our third query operator differs from the two above as it requires two input
relations instead of one. The operator is called the join, and is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.6. The output relation of this operator has as attributes those of the first and
those of the second input relation. The number of attributes therefore increases.
The output tuples are obtained by taking a tuple from the first input relation
and ‘gluing’ it with a tuple from the second input relation. The join operator
uses a condition that expresses which tuples from the first relation are combined
(‘glued’) with which tuples from the second. The example of Figure 3.6 com-
bines TitleDeed tuples with Parcel tuples, but only those for which the foreign
key Plot matches with primary key PId.
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Figure 3.6: The essential
binary query operator:
join. The join condition
for this example is Ti-
tleDeed.Plot=Parcel.Pid,
which expresses a foreign
key/key link between
TitleDeed and Parcel.
The result relation has
3 + 3 = 6 attributes.
The above join query is also easily expressed in SQL as follows.
SELECT ∗
FROM TitleDeed, Parcel
WHERE TitleDeed.Plot = Parcel.PId
The FROM-clause identifies the two input relations; the WHERE-clause states
the join condition.
It is often not sufficient to use just one query for extracting sensible informa-
tion from a database. The strength of these operators hides in the fact that they
can be combined to produce interesting query definitions. We provide a final
example to illustrate this. Take another look at the join of Figure 3.6. Suppose
we really wanted to obtain combined TitleDeed/Parcel information, but only
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for parcels with a size over 1000, and we only wanted to see the owner identifier
and deed date of such title deeds.
We can take the result of the above join, and select the tuples that show a
parcel size over 1000. The result of this tuple selection can then be taken as the
input for an attribute selection that only leaves Owner and DeedDate. This is
illustrated in Figure 3.7.
Finally, we may look at the SQL statement that would give us the query of
Figure 3.7. It can be written as
SELECT Owner, DeedDate
FROM TitleDeed, Parcel
WHERE TitleDeed.Plot = Parcel.PId AND AreaSize > 1000
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Figure 3.7: A combined
selection/projection/join
query, selecting owners
and deed dates for parcels
with a size larger than
1000. The join is carried
out first, then follows a tu-
ple selection on the result
tuples of the join. Finally,
an attribute projection is
carried out.
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3.3.5 Other DBMSs
The relational databases for which we provided examples above were first built
in the early 1970s. They are a commercial success story because their use allowed
many institutes and companies to build and maintain large administrative sys-
tems to support their information management. Relational databases are partic-
ularly good for standard administrative purposes like stock control, personnel
administration, account management et cetera. All of these applications can be
characterized as voluminous in terms of the amount of data, yet simple in terms
of the type of data.
Relational databases are not very good at storingmore complex types of data.
In particular, and from a geographic perspective, they are not set up well to deal
with spatial data. This is not to say they are useless for this purpose, but there is
definitely room for improvement.
DBMS vendors have over the last 15 years recognized that need also and have
developed data models beyond the relational data model. The most important
general data models in this category are object-oriented and object-relational data
models. We mention them here for completeness sake, and refer the interested
reader to introductions as in [16, 20].
DBMS vendors have also understood the needs from various application
fields, which has resulted in the development of various add-on packages to
their DBMSs. One can now buy extensions for time series data management,
internet support, spatial data, multimedia, financial data et cetera. It is to be ex-
pected that large, data-intensive GIS applications will soon start relying fully on
the DBMS support for spatial data.
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3.3.6 Using GIS and DBMS together
GIS and DBMS packages have developed in different directions, addressing dif-
ferent purposes. Yet, both store data and allow the user to manipulate the data
to produce, hopefully relevant, results.
DBMSs have a long tradition in handling attribute (i.e., administrative, non-
spatial, tabular, thematic—we use these terms interchangeably) data in a secure
way, for multiple users at the same time. Some of the data in GIS applications
is attribute data, so it makes sense using a DBMS for it. GIS packages them-
selves can store tabular data as well, however, they do not always provide a
full-fledged query language to operate on the tables.
The strength of GIS technology lies in the built-in ‘understanding’ of geo-
graphic space and all functions that derive from it: spatial data structures for
storage, spatial data analysis, and map production, for instance. Most GIS do
not accommodate multi-user access naturally. We have also discussed above
that DBMSs now start offering support for spatial data storage. Clearly, many
choices must be made in setting up a GIS application.
The future is probably that large-scale GIS applications will require the use of
both: DBMS for data storage (and multi-user support), GIS for spatial function-
ality. In such a setting, the DBMS will serve as a centralized data repository for
all users, while each user would run her/his own GIS that obtains its data from
the DBMS. Small-scale GIS applications, on the other hand, may not require a
DBMS, and can be supported by a stand-alone GIS package.
In the section below, we look at current practice and situations in which GIS
and DBMS are combined.
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Attribute data in GIS applications
AGIS uses the raster and vector approach for representing geographic phenom-
ena, but it must also record descriptive information about these phenomena. It
does this typically in an attribute database subsystem. This in turn requires that
the GIS must provide a link between the spatial data represented with rasters
or vectors, and their non-spatial attribute data. These links turn the GIS into a
special system: the user can store and examine information about where things
are and what they are like, and such investigations can be bi-directional, from
spatial data to attribute data and vice versa.
With raster representations, each raster cell stores a characteristic value. This
value can be used to look up attribute data in an accompanying database table.
For instance, the land use raster of Figure 3.8 indicates the land use class for each
of its cells, while an accompanying table provides full descriptions for all classes,
including perhaps some statistical information for each of the types. Observe the
analogy with the key/foreign key concept in relational databases.
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Figure 3.8: A raster rep-
resenting land use and a
related table providing full
text descriptions (amongst
others) of each land use
class.
With vector representations, our spatial objects—whether they are points,
lines or polygons—will be given a unique identifier by the system automatically.
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This identifier is usually just called the object’s ‘ID’ and can be used to link the
spatial object (as represented in vectors) with its attribute data in an attribute ta-
ble. The principle applied here is similar to that in raster settings, but now each
object has its own identifier. The ID in the vector system functions as a key, and
any reference to an ID value in the attribute database is a foreign key reference
to the vector system. Obviously, several tables may make such references to the
vector system, but it is not uncommon to have some main table for which the ID
is actually also the key.
There is, however, not always such an obvious one-to-one correspondence
between the spatial data and the attribute data. For instance, consider the case
where a long-term hydrological field survey includes daily rainfall measure-
ments for many stations. It is to be expected that we would have one spatial
data layer that represents the stations as point objects. In addition, one or more
tables will be used to store the daily measurements, which over time will build
up in volume. With any single station, we will have many measurements associ-
ated, and thus, the relationship between attribute data (the measurements) and
spatial data (the stations) is many-to-one.
Depending on the computational requirements of our hydrological analysis
model, we may have to perform various selections, joins and arithmetic or sta-
tistical computations with the measurement data, before we want to relate back
to the station(s). It is only after these computations that we relate the attribute
data with the spatial data.
The database tables mentioned above could have been stored within the GIS
or in a separate DBMS. Smaller projects may do the first, but larger projects or
those with higher computational requirements typically do the second. Present-
day GIS packages allow to initialize the system such that the data exchange with
an external DBMS is not too difficult. The details of this vary amongst packages.
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Summary
In this chapter, we have made a tour of two brands of software systems that
help in organizing our spatial and attribute data. We have seen that a GIS is
more suited for the first and a DBMS is better for the second purpose. Yet, in
spatial applications we usually have both kinds of data, so we must know both
types of technology.
Many GISs allow to store and manipulate attribute data. They do so in two
different ways. The oldest is to provide a little on-board database subsystem
that offers some DBMS functionality but not all that one would expect. This is
fine for applications of a more isolated or smaller character, but it is dangerous
if the system to be built will have to support a larger user audience. This can
be the case in bigger organizations or longer-term projects. Then, the second
way becomes the more natural to follow. It involves using a full-fledged DBMS
next to the GIS, and letting the DBMS handle all the attribute data. Many GISs
nowadays provide software interfaces to external DBMS systems, so that the two
can communicate their data.
We have tried to provide an overview and typology of the possibilities that
GIS and DBMS technology in combination have to offer. But a full understand-
ing of these possibilities will only be achieved after hands-on experience.
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Questions
1. Consider the hypothetical case that your institute or company equips you
for field surveys with a GPS receiver, a mobile phone (global coverage) and
portable computer. Compare that situation with one where your employer
only gives you a notepad and pencil for field surveying. What is the gain
in time efficiency? What sort of project can be contemplated now that was
impossible before?
2. Table 3.2 lists various ways of getting digital data into a GIS. From a per-
spective of data accuracy and data correctness, what do you think are the
best choices? In your field, what is the commonest technique currently in
use? Do you feel better techniques may be available?
3. In your domain of geoinformation application, provide examples of each
of the query types listed in Table 3.5.
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4. Although this chapter does not specifically describe what is meant by the
terms, try to define what entails ‘edge matching’ and ‘coordinate thinning’
as mentioned on page 160. If possible, make a drawing that explains the
principles. Consider what must be done to the spatial data.
5. Take a closer look at Figure 3.2 on page 155. Choose one of the four central
cells in the raster as object of study, and determine the average distance along
the space filling curve from the chosen cell to its eight neighbour cells. Do
so for all four curves. What do you find? How is the situation for a cell in
the middle of the left edge?
6. In Figure 3.3 and Table 3.6 we illustrated the structure of our example da-
tabase. In what (fundamental) way does the table differ from the figure?
Why have the attributes been grouped the way they have? (Hint: look for
the obvious explanation.)
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7. The following is a correct SQL query on the database of Figure 3.3. Ex-
plain in words what information it will produce when executed against
that database.
SELECT PrivatePerson.Surname, TitleDeed.Plot
FROM PrivatePerson, TitleDeed
WHERE PrivatePerson.TaxId = TitleDeed.Owner AND
PrivatePerson.BirthDate > 1/1/1960
Determine what table the query will result in. If possible, draw up a dia-
gram like Figure 3.6 (but without showing data values) that demonstrates
what the query does.
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Data entry and preparation
The first step of using a GIS is to provide it with data. The acquisition and pre-
processing of spatial data is an expensive and time-consuming process. Much of
the success of a GIS project, however, depends on the quality of the data that is
entered into the system, and thus this phase of a GIS project is critical and must
be taken seriously.
Spatial data can be obtained from various sources. We discuss a number of
these sources in Section 4.1. The specificity of spatial data obviously lies in it
being spatially referenced. An introduction to spatial reference systems and re-
lated topics is therefore provided in Section 4.2. Issues concerning data checking
and clean-up, multi-scale data, and merging adjacent data sets are discussed in
Section 4.3. Section 4.4 provides an overview of preparation steps for point data.
Several methods used for point data interpolation are elaborated upon. The use
of elevation data and the preparation of a digital terrain model is the topic of the
optional Section 4.5.
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4.1 Spatial data input
Spatial data can be obtained from scratch, using direct spatial data acquisition
techniques, or indirectly, by making use of spatial data collected earlier, possibly
by others. Under the first heading fall field survey data and remotely sensed
images. Under the second fall paper maps and available digital data sets.
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4.1.1 Direct spatial data acquisition
The primary, and sometimes ideal, way to obtain spatial data is by direct ob-
servation of the relevant geographic phenomena. This can be done through
ground-based field surveys in situ, or by using remote sensors in satellites or
airplanes. An important aspect of ground-based surveying is that some of the
data can be interpreted immediately by the surveyor. Many Earth sciences have
developed their own survey techniques, and where these are relevant for the
student, they will be taught in subsequent modules, as ground-based techniques
remain the most important source for reliable data in many cases.
For remotely sensed imagery, obtained from satellites or aerial reconnais-
sance, this is not the case. These data are usually not fit for immediate use, as
various sources of error and distortion may have been present at the time of
sensing, and the imagery must first be freed from these as much as possible.
Now, this is the domain of remote sensing, which will be the subject of further
study in another module, using the textbook Principles of Remote Sensing [30].
An important distinction that we must make is that between ‘image’ and
‘raster’. By the first term, we mean a picture with pixels that represent mea-
sured local reflectance values in some designated part of the electro-magnetic
spectrum. No value has yet been added in terms of interpreting such values as
thematic or geographic characteristics. When we use the term ‘raster’, we as-
sume this value-adding interpretation has been carried out. With an image, we
talk of its constituent pixels; with a raster we talk of its cells.
In practice, it is not always feasible to obtain spatial data using these tech-
niques. Factors of cost and available time may be a hindrance, and moreover,
previous projects sometimes have acquired data that may fit the current project’s
purpose. we look at some of the ‘indirect’ techniques of using existing sources
below.
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4.1.2 Digitizing paper maps
A cost-effective, though indirect, method of obtaining spatial data is by digi-
tizing existing maps. This can be done through a number of techniques, all of
which obtain a digital version of the original (analog) map. Before adopting
this approach, one must be aware that, due to the indirect process, positional
errors already in the paper map will further accumulate, and that one is willing
to accept these errors.
In manual digitizing, a human operator follows the map’s features (mostly
lines) with a mouse device, and thereby traces the lines, storing location coordi-
nates relative to a number of previously defined control points. Control points are
sometimes also called ‘tie points’. Their function is to ‘lock’ a coordinate system
onto the digitized data: the control points on the map have known coordinates,
and by digitizing them we tell the system implicitly where all other digitized lo-
cations are. At least three control points are needed, but preferably more should
be digitized to allow a check on the positional errors made. There are two forms
of digitizing: on-tablet and on-screenmanual digitizing.
In on-tablet digitizing, the original map is fitted on a special tablet and the
operator moves a special tablet mouse over the map, selecting important points.
In on-screen digitizing, a scanned image of the map—or in fact, some other
image—is shown on the computer screen, and the operator moves an ordinary
mouse cursor over the screen, again selecting important points. In both cases,
the GIS works as a point recorder, and from this recorded data, line features are
later constructed. There are usually two modes in which the GIS can record: in
point mode, the system only records a mouse location when the operator says so;
in stream mode, the system almost continuously records locations. The first is the
more useful technique because it can be better controlled, as it is less prone to
shaky hand movements.
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Another set of techniques also works from a scanned image of the original
map, but uses the GIS to find features in the image. These techniques are known
as semi-automatic or automatic digitizing, depending on how much operator in-
teraction is required. If vector data is to be distilled from this procedure, a pro-
cess known as vectorization follows the scanning process. This procedure is less
labour-intensive, but can only be applied on relatively simple sources.
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The scanning process
A digital scanner illuminates a to-be-scanned document and measures with a
sensor the intensity of the reflected light. The result of the scanning process is
an image as a matrix of pixels, each of which holds a reflectance value. Before
scanning, one has to decide whether to scan the document in line art, grey-scale
or colour mode. The first results in either ‘white’ or ‘black’ pixel values; the sec-
ond in one of 256 ‘grey’ values per pixel, with white and black as extremes. An
example of the grey-scale scanning process is illustrated in Figure 4.1, with the
original document indicated schematically on the left. For colour mode scan-
ning, more storage space is required as a pixel value is represented in a red-scale
value, a green-scale value and a blue-scale value. Each of these three scales, like
in the grey-scale case, allows 256 different values.
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(b)
Figure 4.1: The input and
output of a (grey-scale)
scanning process: (a) the
original document in black
(with scanner resolution in
green), (b) scanned docu-
ment with grey-scale pixel
values (0 = black, 255 =
white)
Digital scanners have a fixed maximum resolution, expressed as the high-
est number of pixels they can identify per inch; the unit is dots-per-inch (dpi).
One may opt not to use a scanner at its maximal resolution but at a lower one,
depending on the requirements for use. For manual on-screen digitizing of
a paper map, a resolution of 200–300 dpi is usually sufficient, depending on
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the thickness of the thinnest lines. For manual on-screen digitizing of aerial
photographs, higher resolutions are recommended—typically, at least 800 dpi.
(Semi-)automatic digitizing requires a resolution that results in scanned lines of
at least three pixels wide to enable the computer to trace the centre of the lines
and thus avoid displacements. For paper maps, a resolution of 300–600 dpi is
usually sufficient. Automatic or semi-automatic tracing from aerial photographs
can only be done in a limited number of cases. Usually, the information from
aerial photos is obtained through visual interpretation.
After scanning, the resulting image can be improvedwith various techniques
of image processing. This may include corrections of colour, brightness and
contrast, or the removal of noise, the filling of holes, or the smoothing of lines.
It is important to understand that a scanned image is not a structured data set
of classified and coded objects. Additional, sometimes hard, work is required to
associate categories and other thematic attributes with the recognized features.
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The vectorization process
Vectorization is the process that attempts to distill points, lines and polygons from
a scanned image. As scanned lines may be several pixels wide, they are often
first ‘thinned’, to retain only the centreline. This thinning process is also known
as skeletonizing, as it removes all pixels that make the line wider than just one
pixel. The remaining centreline pixels are converted to series of (x, y) coordi-
nate pairs, which define the found polyline. Afterwards, features are formed
and attributes are attached to them. This process may be entirely automated or
performed semi-automatically, with the assistance of an operator.
Semi-automatic vectorization proceeds by placing themouse pointer at the start
of a line to be vectorized. The system automatically performs line-following
with the image as input. At junctions, a default direction is followed, or the
operator may indicate the preferred direction.
Pattern recognition methods—like Optical Character Recognition (OCR) for
text—can be used for the automatic detection of graphic symbols and text. Once
symbols are recognized as image patterns, they can be replaced by symbols in
vector format, or better, by attribute data. For example, the numeric values
placed on contour lines can be detected automatically to attach elevation val-
ues to these vectorized contour lines.
Vectorization causes errors such as small spikes along lines, rounded corners,
errors in T- and X-junctions, displaced lines or jagged curves. These errors are
corrected in an automatic or interactive post-processing phase. The phases of
the vectorization process are illustrated in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: The phases
of the vectorization pro-
cess and the various sorts
of small error caused by
it. The post-processing
phase makes the final re-
pairs.
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Selecting a digitizing technique
The choice of digitizing technique depends on the quality, complexity and con-
tents of the input document. Complex images are better manually digitized;
simple images are better automatically digitized. Images that are full of de-
tail and symbols—like topographic maps and aerial photographs—are therefore
better manually digitized. Automatic digitizing in interactive mode is more suit-
able for images with few types of information that require some interpretation,
as is the case in cadastral maps. Fully automatic digitizing is feasible for maps
that depict mainly one type of information—as in cadastral boundaries and con-
tour lines. Figure 4.3 provides an overview of these distinctions.
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Figure 4.3: The choice
of digitizing technique de-
pends on the type of
source document.
In practice, when all digitizing techniques are feasible, the optimal one may
be a combination of methods. For example, contour line separates can be auto-
matically digitized and used to produce a DEM. Existing topographic maps can
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be digitized manually. Geometrically corrected new aerial photographs, with
the vector data from the topographic maps displayed on top, can be used for
updating by means of manual on-screen digitizing.
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4.1.3 Obtaining spatial data elsewhere
Various spatial data sources are available from elsewhere, though sometimes at
a price. It all depends on the nature, scale, and date of production that one re-
quires. Topographic base data is easier to obtain than elevation data, which is
in turn easier to get than natural resource or census data. Obtaining large-scale
data is more problematic than small-scale, of course, while recent data is more
difficult to obtain than older data. Some of this data is only available commer-
cially, as usually is satellite imagery.
National mapping organizations (NMOs) historically are the most important
spatial data providers, though their role in many parts of the world is chang-
ing. Many governments seem to be less willing to maintain large institutes like
NMOs, and are looking for alternatives to the nation’s spatial data production.
Private companies are probably going to enter this market, and for the GIS ap-
plication people this will mean they no longer have a single provider.
Statistical, thematic data always was the domain of national census or statis-
tics bureaus, but they too are affected by changing policies. Various commercial
research institutes also are starting to function as provider for this type of infor-
mation.
Clearinghouses As digital data provision is an expertise by itself, many of the
above-mentioned organizations dispatch their data via centralized places, essen-
tially creating a marketplace where potential data users can ‘shop’. It will be no
surprise that such markets for digital data have an entrance through the world-
wide web. They are sometimes called spatial data clearinghouses. The added value
that they provide is to-the-point metadata: searchable descriptions of the data
sets that are available. We discuss clearinghouses further in Section 7.4.3.
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Data formats An important problem in any environment involved in digital
data exchange is that of data formats and data standards. Different formats were
implemented by different GIS vendors; different standards come about with dif-
ferent standardization committees.
The good news about both formats and standards is that there are so many
to choose from; the bad news is that this causes all sorts of conversion prob-
lems. We will skip the technicalities—as they are not interesting, and little can
be learnt from them—but warn the reader that conversions from one format to
another may mean trouble. The reason is that not all formats can capture the
same information, and therefore conversions often mean loss of information. If
one obtains a spatial data set in format F , but wants it in format G, for instance
because the locally preferred GIS package requires it, then usually a conversion
function can be found, likely in that same GIS. The proof of the pudding is to
also find an inverse conversion, back from G to F , and to ascertain whether the
double conversion back to F results in the same data set as the original. If this
is the case, both conversions are not causing information loss, and can safely be
applied. More on spatial data format conversions can be found in 7.4.1.
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4.2 Spatial referencing
In the early days of GIS, users were handling spatially referenced data from a
single country. The data was derived from paper maps published by the coun-
try’s mapping organization. Nowadays, GIS users are combining spatial data
from a certain country with global spatial data sets, reconciling spatial data from
a published map with coordinates established with satellite positioning tech-
niques and integrating spatial data from neighbouring countries. To perform
these tasks successfully, GIS users need a certain level of appreciation for a few
basic spatial referencing concepts pertinent to published maps and spatial data.
Spatial referencing encompasses the definitions, the physical/geometric con-
structs and the tools required to describe the geometry and motion of objects
near and on the Earth’s surface. Some of these constructs and tools are usually
itemized in the legend of a published map. For instance, a GIS user may en-
counter the following items in the map legend of a conventional published large-
scale topographic map: the name of the local vertical datum (e.g., Tide-gauge
Amsterdam), the name of the local horizontal datum (e.g., Potsdam Datum), the
name of the reference ellipsoid and the fundamental point (e.g., Bessel Ellipsoid
and Rauenberg), the type of coordinates associated with the map grid lines (e.g.,
geographic coordinates, plane coordinates), the map projection (e.g., Universal
Transverse Mercator projection), the map scale (e.g., 1 : 25, 000), and the trans-
formation parameters from a global datum to the local horizontal datum.
In the following subsections we shall explain the meaning of these items. An
appreciation of basic spatial referencing concepts will help the reader identify
potential problems associated with incompatible spatially referenced data.
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4.2.1 Spatial reference systems and frames
The geometry and motion of objects in 3D Euclidean space are described in a
reference coordinate system. A reference coordinate system is a coordinate sys-
tem with well-defined origin and orientation of the three orthogonal, coordinate
axes. We shall refer to such a system as a Spatial Reference System (SRS).
A spatial reference system is a mathematical abstraction. It is realized (or
materialized) by means of a Spatial Reference Frame (SRF). We may visualize an
SRF as a catalogue of coordinates of specific, identifiable point objects, which
implicitly materialize the coordinate axes of the SRS. Object geometry can then
be described by coordinates with respect to the SRF. An SRF can be made acces-
sible to the user, an SRS cannot. The realization of a spatial reference system is
far from trivial. Physical models and assumptions for complex geophysical phe-
nomena are implicit in the realization of a reference system. Fortunately, these
technicalities are transparent to the user of a spatial reference frame.
Several spatial reference systems are used in the Earth sciences. The most
important one for the GIS community is the International Terrestrial Reference Sys-
tem (ITRS). The ITRS has its origin in the centre of mass of the Earth. The Z-axis
points towards a mean Earth north pole. TheX-axis is oriented towards a mean
Greenwich meridian and is orthogonal to the Z-axis. The Y -axis completes the
right-handed reference coordinate system (Figure 4.4(a)).
The ITRS is realized through the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF),
a catalogue of estimated coordinates (and velocities) at a particular epoch of
several specific, identifiable points (or stations). These stations are more or less
homogeneously distributed over the Earth surface. They can be thought of as
defining the vertices of a fundamental polyhedron, a geometric abstraction of the
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Figure 4.4: (a) The Inter-
national Terrestrial Refer-
ence System (ITRS), and
(b) the International Ter-
restrial Reference Frame
(ITRF) visualized as the
fundamental polyhedron.
Data source for (b): Martin
Trump, United Kingdom.
Earth’s shape at the fundamental epoch1 (Figure 4.4(b)). Maintenance of the spa-
tial reference frame means relating the rotated, translated and deformed poly-
hedron at a later epoch to the fundamental polyhedron. Frame maintenance is
necessary because of geophysical processes (mainly tectonic plate motion) that
deform the Earth’s crust atmeasurable global, regional and local scales. The ITRF
is ideally suited to describe the geometry and behaviour of moving and station-
ary objects on and near the surface of the Earth.
Global, geocentric spatial reference systems, such as the ITRS, became avail-
able only recentlywith advances in extra-terrestrial positioning techniques.2 Since
1For the purposes of this book, an epoch is a specific calendar date.
2Extra-terrestrial positioning techniques include Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR), Lunar Laser
Ranging (LLR), Global Positioning System (GPS), Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) et
cetera.
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the centre of mass of the Earth is directly related to the size and shape of satellite
orbits (in the case of an idealized spherical Earth it is one of the focal points of
the elliptical orbits), observing a satellite (natural or artificial) can pinpoint the
centre of mass of the Earth, and hence the origin of the ITRS. Before the space
age—roughly before the 1960s—it was impossible to realize geocentric reference
systems at the accuracy level required for large-scale mapping.
If the ITRF is implemented in a region in a modern way, GIS applications can
be conceived that were unthinkable before. Such applications allow for real time
spatial referencing and real time production of spatial information, and include
electronic charts and electronic maps, precision agriculture, fleet management,
vehicle dispatching and disaster management. What do we mean by a ‘mod-
ern implementation’ of the ITRF in a region? First, a regional densification of
the ITRF polyhedron through additional vertices to ensure that there are a few
coordinated reference points in the region under consideration. Secondly, the
installation at these coordinated points of permanently operating satellite po-
sitioning equipment (i.e., GPS receivers and auxiliary equipment) and commu-
nication links. Examples for (networks consisting of) such permanent tracking
stations are the AGRS in the Netherlands and the SAPOS in Germany (refer for
both to Appendix A).
The ITRF continuously evolves as new stations are added to the fundamental
polyhedron. As a result, we have different realisations of the same ITRS, hence
different ITRFs. A specific ITRF is therefore codified by a year code. One ex-
ample is the ITRF96. ITRF96 is a list of geocentric coordinates (X , Y and Z in
metres) and velocities (δX/δt, δY/δt and δZ/δt in metres per year) for all stations,
together with error estimates. The station coordinates relate to the epoch 1996.0.
To obtain the coordinates of a station at any other time (e.g., for epoch 2000.0)
the station velocity has to be applied appropriately.
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4.2.2 Spatial reference surfaces and datums
It would appear that a specific International Terrestrial Reference Frame is suf-
ficient for describing the geometry and behaviour in time of objects of interest
near and on the Earth surface in terms of a uniform triad of geocentric, Carte-
sian X , Y , Z coordinates and velocities. Why then do we need to also introduce
spatial reference surfaces?
Splitting the description of 3D location in 2D (horizontal3) and 1D (height)
has a long tradition in Earth sciences. With the overwhelming majority of our
activities taking place on the Earth’s topography, a complex 2D curved surface,
we humans are essentially inhabitants of 2D space. In first instance, we have
sought intuitively to describe our environment in two dimensions. Hence, we
need a simple 2D curved reference surface upon which the complex 2D Earth
topography can be projected for easier 2D horizontal referencing and compu-
tations. We humans, also consider height an add-on coordinate and charge it
with a physical meaning. We state that point A lies higher than point B, if water
can flow from A to B. Hence, it would be ideal if this simple 2D curved refer-
ence surface could also serve as a reference surface for heights with a physical
meaning.
3Caution: horizontal does not mean flat.
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The geoid and the vertical datum
To describe heights, we need an imaginary surface of zero height. This surface
must also have a physical meaning, otherwise it cannot be sensed with instru-
ments. A surface where water does not flow, a level surface, is a good candidate.
Any sensor equipped with a bubble can sense it. Each level surface is a surface
of constant height. However, there are infinitely many level surfaces. Which one
should we choose as the height reference surface? The most obvious choice is the
level surface that most closely approximates all the Earth’s oceans. We call this
surface the geoid. Every point on the geoid has the same zero height all over the
world. This makes it an ideal global reference surface for heights. How is the
geoid realized on the Earth surface in order to allow height measurements?
Figure 4.5: The geoid, ex-
aggerated to illustrate the
complexity of its surface.
Source: Denise Dettmer-
ing, Seminar Notes for
Bosch Telekom, Stuttgart,
2000.
Historically, the geoid has been realized only locally, not globally. A local
mean sea level surface is adopted as the zero height surface of the locality. How
can themean sea level value be recorded locally? Through the readings, averaged
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over a sufficient period of time, of an automatically recording tide-gauge placed
in the water at the desired location. For the Netherlands and Germany, the lo-
cal mean sea level is realized through the Amsterdam tide-gauge (zero height).
We can determine the height of a point in Enschede with respect to the Amster-
dam tide-gauge using a technique known as geodetic levelling. The result of this
process will be the height above local mean sea level for the Enschede point.
Obviously, there are several realizations of local mean sea levels, also called
local vertical datums, in the world. They are parallel to the geoid but offset by
up to a couple of metres. This offset is due to local phenomena such as ocean
currents, tides, coastal winds, water temperature and salinity at the location of
the tide-gauge.
The local vertical datum is implemented through a levelling network. A lev-
elling network consists of benchmarks, whose height above mean sea level has
been determined through geodetic levelling. The implementation of the datum
enables easy user access. The users do not need to start from scratch (i.e., from
the Amsterdam tide-gauge) every time they need to determine the height of a
new point. They can use the benchmark of the levelling network that is closest
to the point of interest.
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The ellipsoid and the horizontal datum
We have defined a physical construct, the geoid, that can serve as a reference
surface for heights. We have also seen how a local version thereof, the local
mean sea level, can be realized. Can we also use the local mean sea level surface
to project upon it the rugged Earth topography? In principle yes, but in practice
no. The mean sea level is everywhere orthogonal to the direction of the gravity
vector. A surface that must satisfy this condition is bumpy and complex to de-
scribe mathematically. It is rather difficult to determine 2D coordinates on this
surface and to project this surface onto a flat map. Which mathematical refer-
ence surface is then more appropriate? The mathematical shape that is simple
enough and most closely approximates the local mean sea level is the surface of
an oblate ellipsoid. How is this mathematical surface realized?
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Figure 4.6: The geoid, a
globally best fitting ellip-
soid for it, and a region-
ally best fitting ellipsoid for
it, for a chosen region.
Adapted from: Ordnance
Survey of Great Britain. A
Guide to Coordinate Sys-
tems in Great Britain, see
Appendix A.
Historically, the ellipsoidal surface has been realized locally, not globally. An
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ellipsoid with specific dimensions—a and b as half the length of the major, re-
spectively minor, axis—is chosen which best fits the local mean sea level. Then
the ellipsoid is positioned and oriented with respect to the local mean sea level
by adopting a latitude (φ) and longitude (λ) and height (h) of a so-called funda-
mental point and an azimuth to an additional point. We say that a local horizontal
datum is defined by
(a) dimensions (a, b) of the ellipsoid,
(b) the adopted geographic coordinates φ and λ and h of the fundamental
point, and
(c) azimuth from this point to another.
There are a few hundred local horizontal datums in the world. The reason is
obvious. Different ellipsoids with varying position and orientation had to be
adopted to best fit the local mean sea level in different countries or regions (Fig-
ure 4.6).
An example is the Potsdam datum, the local horizontal datum used in Ger-
many. The fundamental point is in Rauenberg and the underlying ellipsoid is the
Bessel ellipsoid (a = 6, 377, 397.156 m, b = 6, 356, 079.175 m). We can determine
the latitude and longitude (φ, λ) of any other point in Germany with respect to
this local horizontal datum using geodetic positioning techniques, such as trian-
gulation and trilateration. The result of this process will be the geographic (or
horizontal) coordinates (φ, λ) of the new point in the Potsdam datum.
The local horizontal datum is implemented through a so-called triangulation
network. A triangulation network consists of monumented points forming a net-
work of triangular mesh elements. The angles in each triangle are measured in
addition to at least one side of a triangle; the fundamental point is also a point
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in the triangulation network. The angle measurements and the adopted coordi-
nates of the fundamental point are then used to derive geographic coordinates
(φ, λ) for all monumented points of the triangulation network. The implemen-
tation of the datum enables easy user access. The users do not need to start
from scratch (i.e., from the fundamental point Rauenberg) in order to determine
the geographic coordinates of a new point. They can use the monument of the
triangulation network that is closest to the new point.
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Local and global datums
We described the need for defining additional reference surfaces and introduced
two constructs, the local mean sea level and the ellipsoid. We saw how they
can be realized as vertical and horizontal datums. We mentioned how they can
be implemented for height and horizontal referencing. Most importantly, we
saw that realizations of these surfaces are made locally and have resulted in
hundreds of local vertical and horizontal datumsworldwide. Are a global vertical
datum and a global horizontal datum possible?
The good news is that a geocentric ellipsoid, known as the Geodetic Reference
System 1980 (GRS80) ellipsoid (refer to Appendix A, GRS80), can now be real-
ized thanks to advances in extraterrestrial positioning techniques. The global
horizontal datum is a realization of the GRS80 ellipsoid. The trend is to use the
global horizontal datum everywhere in the world for reasons of global compat-
ibility. The same will soon hold true for the geoid as well. Launches for gravity
satellite missions are planned in the next few years by the American and Euro-
pean space agencies. These missions will render an accurate global geoid. Why
are we looking forward to an accurate global geoid?
We are now capable of determining a triad of Cartesian (X, Y, Z) geocen-
tric coordinates of a point with respect to the ITRF with an accuracy of a few
centimetres. We can easily transform this Cartesian triad into geographic coor-
dinates (φ, λ, h) with respect to the geocentric, global horizontal datum without
loss of accuracy. However, the height h, obtained through this straightforward
transformation, is devoid of physical meaning and contrary to our intuitive hu-
man perception of a height. Moreover, height H , above the geoid is currently
two orders of magnitude less accurate. The satellite gravity missions, will allow
the determination of height H , above the geoid with centimetre level accuracy
for the first time. It is foreseeable that global 3D spatial referencing, in terms of
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 Figure 4.7: Height h
above the geocentric
ellipsoid, and height H
above the geoid. The first
is measured orthogonal to
the ellipsoid, the second
orthogonal to the geoid.
(φ, λ,H), shall become ubiquitous in the next 10–15 years. If all published maps
are also globally referenced by that time, the underlying spatial referencing con-
cepts will become transparent and irrelevant to GIS users.
The bad news is that the hundreds of existing local horizontal and vertical
datums are still relevant because they are implicit in map products all over the
world. For the next several years, we shall be dealing with both local and global
datums until the former are eventually phased out. During the transition pe-
riod, we shall need tools to transform coordinates from local horizontal datums
to a global horizontal datum and vice versa. The organizations that usually de-
velop transformation tools and make them available to the user community are
provincial or national mapping organizations and cadastral authorities.
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4.2.3 Datum transformations
The rationale for adopting a global geocentric datum is the need for compliance
with international best practice and standards [49] (and refer to Appendix A,
LINZ). Satellite positioning and navigation technology, nowwidely used around
the world for spatial referencing, implies a global geocentric datum. Also, the
complexity of spatial data processing relies heavily on software packages that
are designed for, and sold to, global markets. As more countries go global the
cost of being different (in our case, the cost of maintaining a local datum) will
increase. Finally, global and regional data sets (e.g., for global environmental
monitoring) refer nowadays almost always to a global geocentric datum and are
useful to individual nations only if they can be reconciled with the local datum.
How do mapping organizations react to this challenge? Let us take a closer
look at a typical reaction. The Land Information New Zealand (LINZ) recently
adopted the International Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS) and a geocentric
horizontal datum, based on the GRS80 ellipsoid. The ITRS will be material-
ized in New Zealand through ITRF96 at epoch 2000.0 [38]. LINZ has launched
an intensive publicity campaign to help its customers get in step with the new
geocentric datum [29]. LINZ advises the user community to develop and imple-
ment strategies to cope with the change and proposes different approaches (e.g.,
change all at once, change by product/region, change upon demand). They also
advise the users to audit existing data and sources, to establish procedures for
converting to the new datum and for dealing with dual coordinates during the
transition, and to adopt procedures for changing legislation.
Mapping organizations do not only coach the user community about the im-
plications of the geocentric datum. They also develop tools to enable users to
transform coordinates of spatial objects from the new datum to the old one. This
process is known as datum transformation. The tools are called datum transforma-
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tion parameters. Why do the users need these transformation parameters? Be-
cause, they are typically collecting spatial data in the field using satellite naviga-
tion technology. They also typically need to represent this data on a published
map based on a local horizontal datum.
The good news is that a transformation from datum A to datum B is a math-
ematically straightforward process. Essentially, it is a transformation between
two orthogonal Cartesian spatial reference frames together with some elemen-
tary tools from adjustment theory. In 3D, the transformation is expressed with
seven parameters: three rotation angles (α, β, γ), three origin shifts (X0, Y0, Z0)
and one scale factor s. The input in the process are coordinates of points in da-
tum A and coordinates of the same points in datumB. The output is an estimate
of the transformation parameters and a measure of the likely error of the esti-
mate.
The bad news is that the estimated parameters may be inaccurate if the coor-
dinates of the common points are wrong. This is often the case when we trans-
form coordinates from a local horizontal datum to a geocentric datum. The coor-
dinates in the local horizontal datum may be distorted by several tens of metres
because of the inherent inaccuracies of the measurements used in the triangula-
tion network. These inherent inaccuracies are also responsible for another com-
plication: the transformation parameters are not unique. Their estimate will de-
pend on which particular common points are chosen, and they also will depend
on whether all seven parameters, or only a sub-set of them, are estimated.
Here is an illustration of what we may expect. The example below is con-
cerned with the transformation of the Cartesian coordinates of a point in the
state of Baden-Wu¨rttemberg, Germany, from ITRF to Cartesian coordinates in
the Potsdam datum. Sets of numerical values for the transformation parameters
are available from three organizations:
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• The set provided by the federal mapping organization (labelled ‘National
set’ in Table 4.1) was calculated using common points distributed through-
out Germany. This set contains all seven parameters and is valid for all of
Germany.
• The set provided by the mapping organization of Baden-Wu¨rttemberg (la-
belled ‘Provincial set’ in Table 4.1) has been calculated using common points
distributed throughout the province of Baden-Wu¨rttemberg. This set con-
tains all seven parameters and is valid only within the borders of that
province.
• The set provided by the National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA)
of the USA (labelled ‘NIMA set’ in Table 4.1) has been calculated using
common points distributed throughout Germany. This set contains a coor-
dinate shift only (no rotations, and scale equals unity). It is valid for all of
Germany.
Parameter National set Provincial set NIMA set
scale s 1− 8.3 · 10−6 1− 9.2 · 10−6 1
angles α +1.04′′ +0.32′′
β +0.35′′ +3.18′′
γ −3.08′′ −0.91′′
shifts X0 −581.99 m −518.19 m −635 m
Y0 −105.01 m −43.58 m −27 m
Z0 −414.00 m −466.14 m −450 m
Table 4.1: Transformation
of Cartesian coordinates;
this 3D transformation pro-
vides seven parameters,
scale factor s, the rotation
angles α, β, γ, and the ori-
gin shifts X0, Y0, Z0.
The three sets of transformation parameters vary by several tens of metres,
for the aforementioned reasons. These sets of transformation parameters have
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been used to transform the ITRF cartesian coordinates of a point in the state of
Baden-Wu¨rttemberg. The ITRF (X, Y, Z) coordinates are
(4, 156, 939.96 m, 671, 428.74 m, 4, 774, 958.21 m).
The three sets of transformed coordinates in the Potsdam datum are:
Potsdam coordinates National set Provincial set NIMA set
X 4, 156, 305.32m 4, 156, 306.94m 4, 156, 304.96m
Y 671, 404.31m 671, 404.64m 671, 401.74m
Z 4, 774, 508.25m 4, 774, 511.10m 4, 774, 508.21m
It is obvious that the three sets of transformed coordinates agree at the level
of a few metres. In a different country, the agreement could be at the level of
centimetres, or tens of metres and this depends primarily on the quality of im-
plementation of the local horizontal datum. It is advisable that GIS users act
with caution when dealing with datum transformations and that they consult
with their national mapping organization, wherever appropriate (refer to Ap-
pendix A, Ordnance Survey).
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4.2.4 Map projections
To represent parts of the surface of the Earth on a flat paper map or on a com-
puter screen, the curved horizontal reference surface must be mapped onto the
2D mapping plane. The reference surface is usually an oblate ellipsoid for large-
scale mapping, and a sphere for small-scale mapping.4 Mapping onto a 2Dmap-
ping plane means assigning plane Cartesian coordinates (x, y) to each point on
the reference surface with geographic coordinates (φ, λ), see Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Two 2D
spatial referencing ap-
proaches: (a) through
geographic coordinates
(φ, λ); (b) through Carte-
sian plane, rectangular
coordinates (x, y).
4In practice, maps at scale 1 : 1, 000, 000 or smaller can use the mathematically simpler sphere
without the risk of large distortions.
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Classification of map projections
Any map projection is associated with distortions. There is simply no way to
flatten out a piece of ellipsoidal or spherical surface without stretching some
parts of the surface more than others. Some map projections can be visualized
as true geometric projections directly onto the mapping plane, or onto an interme-
diate surface, which is then rolled out into the mapping plane. Typical choices
for such intermediate surfaces are cones and cylinders. Such map projections
are then called azimuthal, conical, and cylindrical, respectively. Figure 4.9 shows
the surfaces involved in these three classes of projections.
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Figure 4.9: Classes of
map projections
The planar, conical, and cylindrical surfaces in Figure 4.9 are all tangent sur-
faces; they touch the horizontal reference surface in one point (plane) or along a
closed line (cone and cylinder) only. Another class of projections is obtained if
the surfaces are chosen to be secant to (to intersect with) the horizontal reference
surface; illustrations are in Figure 4.10. Then, the reference surface is intersected
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along one closed line (plane) or two closed lines (cone and cylinder).
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Figure 4.10: Three secant
projection classes
In the geometrical depiction of map projections in Figure 4.9 and 4.10, the
symmetry axes of the plane, cone and cylinder coincide with the rotation axis of
the ellipsoid or sphere. In this case, the projection is said to be a normal projec-
tion. The other cases are transverse projection (symmetry axis in the equator) and
oblique projection (symmetry axis is somewhere between the rotation axis and
equator of the ellipsoid or sphere). These cases are illustrated in Figure 4.11.
So far, we have not specified how the curved horizontal reference surface is
projected onto the plane, cone or cylinder. This how determines which kind of
distortions the map will have compared to the original curved reference surface.
The distortion properties of a map are typically classified according to what is
not distorted on the map:
• In a conformal map projection the angles between lines on the curved ref-
erence surface are identical to the angles between the images of these lines
in the map.
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Figure 4.11: A transverse
and an oblique projection
• In an equal-area (equivalent) map projection the area enclosed by the lines
in the map is representative of—modulo the map scale—the area enclosed
by the original lines on the curved reference surface.
• In an equidistant map projection the length of particular lines in the map is
representative of—modulo the map scale—the length of the original lines
on the curved reference surface.
A particular map projection can have any one of these three properties. Confor-
mality and equivalence are mutually exclusive.
Based on these discussions, a particular map projection can be classified. An
example would be the classification ‘conformal conic projection with two stan-
dard parallels’ having the meaning, that the projection is a conformal map pro-
jection, that the intermediate surface is a cone, and that the cone intersects the
ellipsoid (or sphere) along two parallels; i.e., the cone is secant and the cone’s
symmetry axis is parallel to the rotation axis.
Often, a particular type of map projection is also named after its inventor (or
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first publisher). For example, the ‘conformal conic projection with two standard
parallels’ is also referred to as ‘Lambert’s conical projection’ [27].
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Mapping equations
The actual mapping is not done through the aforementioned geometric projec-
tions, but through mapping equations. (Some of the mapping equations in use
cannot be visualized as a geometric projection.) A forward mapping equation as-
sociates mathematically the plane Cartesian coordinates (x, y) of a point to the
geographic coordinates (φ, λ) of the same point on the curved reference surface:
(x, y) = f(φ, λ).
The corresponding inverse mapping equation associates mathematically the ge-
ographic coordinates (φ, λ) of a point on the curved reference surface to the plane
Cartesian coordinates (x, y) of the same point:
(φ, λ) = f−1(x, y).
Equations like these can be specified for all of the map projections discussed
in the previous section. More importantly, they can also be specified for a num-
ber of map ‘projections’ that do not have the kind of geometric interpretation as
discussed above, e.g., the so-called Gauss-Kru¨ger projection.
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Change of map projection
Forward and inverse mapping equations are normally used to transform data
from one map projection to another. The inverse equation of the source projec-
tion is used first to transform source projection coordinates (x, y) to geographic
coordinates (φ, λ). Next, the forward equation of the target projection is used
to transform the geographic coordinates (φ, λ) to target projection coordinates
(x′, y′).
The first equation takes us from a projection A into geographic coordinates.
The second takes us from geographic coordinates (φ, λ) to another map projec-
tion B. The principles are illustrated in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: The principle
of changing from one into
another map projection
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Historically, a GIS has handled data referenced spatially with respect to the
(x, y) coordinates of a specific map projection. For GIS application domains re-
quiring 3D spatial referencing, a height coordinate may be added to the (x, y)
coordinate of the point. The additional height coordinate can be a height H
above mean sea level, which is a height with a physical meaning. These (x, y,H)
coordinates can be used to represent objects in a 3D GIS.
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4.3 Data preparation
Spatial data preparation aims to make the acquired spatial data fit for use. Im-
ages may require enhancements and corrections of the classification scheme of
the data. Vector data also may require editing, such as the trimming of over-
shoots of lines at intersections, deleting duplicate lines, closing gaps in lines,
and generating polygons. Data may need to be converted to either vector for-
mat or raster format to match other data sets. Additionally, the process includes
associating attribute data with the spatial data through either manual input or
reading digital attribute files into the GIS/DBMS.
The intended use of the acquired spatial data, furthermore, may require to
thin the data set and retain only the features needed. The reason may be that not
all features are relevant for subsequent analysis or subsequent map production.
In these cases, data and/or cartographic generalization must be performed to
restrict the original data set.
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4.3.1 Data checks and repairs
Acquired data sets must be checked for consistency and completeness. This
requirement applies to the geometric and topological quality as well as the semantic
quality of the data.
There are different approaches to clean up data. Errors can be identified au-
tomatically, after which manual editing methods can be applied to correct the
errors. Alternatively, a system may identify and automatically correct many
errors. Clean-up operations are often performed in a standard sequence. For
example, crossing lines are split before dangling lines are erased, and nodes are
created at intersections before polygons are generated. A number of clean-up
operations is illustrated in Table 4.2.
With polygon data, one usually starts with many polylines that are combined
in the first step (from Figure 4.13(a) to (b)). This results in fewer polylines (with
more internal vertices). Then, polygons can be identified (c). Sometimes, poly-
lines do not connect to form closed boundaries, and thereforemust be connected;
this step is not indicated in the figure. In a final step, the elementary topology of
the polygons can be deduced (d).
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Table 4.2: The first clean-
up operations for vector
data
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Figure 4.13: Contin-
ued clean-up operations
for vector data, turn-
ing spaghetti data into
topological structure.
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Associating attributes
Attributes may be automatically associated with features, when they have been
given unique identifiers. We discussed such techniques already in Section 3.3.6.
In vector data, attributes are assigned directly to the features, while in a raster
the attributes are assigned to all cells that represent a feature.
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Rasterization or vectorization
If much or all of the subsequent spatial data analysis is to be carried out on
raster data, one may want to convert vector data sets to raster data. This process
is known as rasterization. It involves assigning point, line and polygon attribute
values to raster cells that overlap with the respective point, line or polygon. To
avoid information loss, the raster resolution should be carefully chosen on the
basis of the geometric resolution. A too large cell size may result in cells that
cover parts of multiple vector features, and then ambiguity arises as to what
value to assign to the cell. If the raster resolution is too small, the raster will
easily become too big.
Rasterization somehow is a step backward: raster cell conglomerates of which
the boundary is only an approximation of the objects’ original boundary replace
objects for which accurate geometrical representation was available. The reason
to perform it nonetheless lies in the integrated use later with some other data
source that we only have as raster, and cannot vectorize (easily).
An alternative way to rasterization is to not perform it during the data prepa-
ration phase, but to use GIS rasterization functions on-the-fly, that is when the
computations call for it. This allows keeping the vector data and generating
raster data from them when needed. Obviously, the issue of performance trade-
off must be looked into. We do not advocate to necessarily work in a purely
vector or purely raster setting.
There is an inverse operation, called vectorization, that produces a vector data
set from a raster. We have looked at this in some sense already: namely in the
production of a vector set from a scanned image. Another form of vectorization
takes place when we want to identify features or patterns in remotely sensed
imagery. The keywords here are feature extraction and pattern recognition, but
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these subjects will be dealt with in Principles of Remote Sensing [30].
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Topology generation
We have already mentioned the identification of polygons from vectorized data
sources. More topological relations may sometimes be needed. Examples are
the questions of what is connected to what (for instance, in networks), what is
the direction of the network’s constituent lines, and which lines have over- and
underpasses. For polygons, questions that may arise involve polygon inclusion
(is a polygon inside another one, or is the outer polygon simply around the inner
polygon). Many of these questions are mostly questions of data semantics, and
can therefore usually only be answered by a human operator.
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4.3.2 Combining multiple data sources
A GIS project usually involves multiple data sets, so a next step addresses the
issue of how thesemultiple sets relate to each other. There are three fundamental
cases to be considered if we compare data sets pairwise:
• they may be about the same area, but differ in accuracy,
• theymay be about the same area, but differ in choice of representation, and
• they may be about adjacent areas, and have to be merged into a single data
set.
We look at these situations below. They are best understood with an example.
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Differences in accuracy
Images come at a certain resolution, and paper maps at a certain scale. This
typically results in differences of resolution of acquired data sets, all the more
since map features are sometimes intentionally displaced to improve the map.
For instance, the course of a river will only be approximated roughly on a small-
scale map, and a village on its northern bank should be depicted north of the
river, even if this means it has to be displaced on the map a little bit. The small
scale causes an accuracy error. If we want to combine a digitized version of
that map, with a digitized version of a large-scale map, we must be aware that
features may not be where they seem to be. Analogous examples can be given
for images at different resolutions.
Figure 4.14: The integra-
tion of two vector data sets
may lead to slivers
In Figure 4.14, the polygons of two digitizedmaps at different scales are over-
laid. Due to scale differences in the sources, the resulting polygons do not per-
fectly coincide, and polygon boundaries cross each other. This causes small,
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artefact polygons in the overlay known as sliver polygons. If the map scales in-
volved differ significantly, the polygon boundaries of the large-scale map should
probably take priority, but when the differences are slight, we need interactive
techniques to resolve the issues.
There can be good reasons for having data sets at different scales. A good
example is found in mapping organizations; European organizations maintain
a single source database that contains the base data. This database is essentially
scale-less and contains all data required for even the largest scale map to be pro-
duced. For each map scale that the mapping organization produces, they derive
from the foundation data a separate database. Such a derived database may
be called a cartographic database as the data stored are elements to be printed
on a map, including, for instance, data on where to place name tags, and what
colour to give them. This may mean the organization has one database for the
larger scale ranges (1 : 5, 000 – 1 : 10, 000) and other databases for the smaller
scale ranges. They maintain a multi-scale data environment.
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Differences in representation
There exist more advanced GIS applications that require the possibility of repre-
senting the same geographic phenomenon in different ways. Map production at
various map scales is again an example but there are numerous others. The com-
monality is that phenomena must sometimes be viewed as points, and at other
times as polygons, for instance. The complexity that this requirement entails is
that the GIS or the DBMS must keep track of links between different representa-
tions for the same phenomenon, and must also provide support for decisions as
to which representations to use in which situation.
For example, a small-scale national road network analysis may represent vil-
lages as point objects, but a nation-wide urban population density study should
regard all municipalities as represented by polygons.
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Figure 4.15: Multi-scale
and multi-representation
systems compared; the
main difference is that
multi-representation
systems have a built-in
‘understanding’ that dif-
ferent representations
belong together.
The links between various representations for the same things maintained by
the system allows interactive traversal, and many fancy applications of their use
seem possible. The systems that support this type of data traversal are called
multi-representation systems. A comparison is illustrated in Figure 4.15.
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Merging data sets of adjacent areas
When individual data sets have been prepared as described above, they some-
times have to be matched together such that a single ‘seamless’ data set results,
and that the appearance of the integrated geometry is as homogeneous as possi-
ble.
Figure 4.16: Multiple ad-
jacent data sets, after
cleaning, can be matched
and merged into a single
one.
Merging adjacent data sets can be amajor problem. Some GIS functions, such
as line smoothing and data clean-up (removing duplicate lines) may have to be
performed. Figure 4.16 illustrates a typical situation.
Some GISs have merge or edge-matching functions to solve the problem aris-
ing from merging adjacent data. Edge-matching is an editing procedure used to
ensure that all features along shared borders have the same edge locations. Co-
ordinates of the objects along shared borders are adjusted to match those in the
neighbouring data sets. Mismatches may still be possible, so a visual check, and
interactive editing is likely to be needed.
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4.4 Point data transformation
A common situation—particularly, but not only, in the Earth sciences—is that
one of the subjects of study is a geographic field. Remember that by our defini-
tion, a geographic field associates a value with each location in the study area.
Clearly, ground-based field surveys cannot possibly obtain measurements for all
locations, and only finitely many samples can be taken. Still, ground-based sur-
veys in many cases produce data of a quality that is superior to that of remotely
sensed imagery. So, this presents a problem: we want to know (a representation
of) the geographic field, but can only take finitely many measurements of it. In
GIS data terms, we want to construct a field representation—either as a raster,
or as a vector data set—from a point data set. This common problem is the topic
of this section.
A fundamental issue is what sort of field we are considering: is it a dis-
crete field—providing geological units, for instance—in which the values are
of a qualitative nature, or is it a continuous field—elevation, temperature, salin-
ity et cetera—in which the values are of a quantitative nature? This distinction
matters, because qualitative data cannot be interpolated, whereas quantitative
data can.
A simplistic but hopefully clarifying example is given in Figure 4.17. Our
field survey has taken only two measurements, one in P and one in Q. The
values obtained in these two locations are represented by a dark and light green
tint, respectively. If the field is considered a qualitative field, and we have no
further knowledge, the only assumption we can make for other locations is that
those nearer to P probably have P ’s value, whereas those nearer to Q have Q’s
value. This is illustrated in part (a).
If, on the contrary, our field is considered to be quantitative, meaning that
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(a)


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
(b)
Figure 4.17: A geographic
field representation ob-
tained from two point
measurements: (a) for
qualitative (categorical),
and (b) for quantitative
(interpolatable) point
measurements. The value
measured at P is repre-
sented as dark green, that
at Q as light green.
we can interpolate values, we can let the values of P and Q contribute both to
values for other locations. This is done in part (b) of the figure. To what extent
the measurements contribute is determined by the interpolation function. In the
figure, the contribution is expressed in terms of the ratio of distances to P and
Q. We will see in the sequel that the choice of interpolation function is a crucial
factor in any method of field construction from point measurements.
How we represent a field constructed from point measurements in the GIS
also depends on the above distinction. A qualitative (discrete) field can either be
represented as a classified raster or as a polygon data layer, in which each poly-
gon has been assigned a (constant) field value. A quantitative (continuous) field
can be represented as an unclassified raster, as an isoline (thus, vector) data layer,
or perhaps as a TIN. Which option to pick depends (again) on what one wants
to do with the data afterwards, during spatial data analysis.
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4.4.1 Generating discrete field representations from point data
If the field we want to construct is assumed to be discrete, we cannot interpolate
the point measurements. We are thus in the situation of Figure 4.17(a), but ob-
viously with many more point measurements. The best we can do, if we want
to have it done automatically by the GIS, is to assume that any location is as-
signed the value of the closest measured point. Effectively, such a technique will
construct areas around the points of measurement that will all be assigned the
(categorical) value of the point inside.
Thinking in vector terms, this will mean the construction of Thiessen poly-
gons around the points of measurement. (The boundaries of such polygons, by
the way, are the locations for which more than one point of measurement is the
closest point.) An illustration is provided is Figure 4.18. More about Thiessen
polygons will be discussed in Section 5.4.1.
Figure 4.18: Generation
of Thiessen polygons for
qualitative point measure-
ments. The measured
points are indicated in
dark green; the darker
area indicates all locations
assigned with the mea-
surement value of the cen-
tral point.
If we have a vector data layer with Thiessen polygons, we have assigned the
values, and we want to continue operating in vector mode later, then we are
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ready here. If we, however, want to continue operating in raster mode later, we
must still go through a rasterization procedure of the Thiessen polygons. We
discussed this in Section 4.3.1.
Expert knowledge may sometimes be available to assist in obtaining a more
realistic discrete field representation. For instance, for a field of geological units,
one may know that a zone adjacent to a river in the study area is all sedimentary.
For this very reason, onemay not have sampled the riverine zone. In such a case,
it is probably wise to include in the Thiessen polygon generation extra (fake)
measurement points for this riverine zone.
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4.4.2 Generating continuous field representations frompoint data
Things become much more interesting, but also much more complicated, if the
field that we want to represent is considered to be continuous. We are now in
the situation of Figure 4.17(b), but, again, usually with many more point mea-
surements.
As the field is considered to be continuous, we are allowed to use mea-
sured values for interpolation. There are many continuous geographic fields—
elevation, temperature, ground water salinity are just a few examples. We again
would like to use measurements to obtain a GIS representation for the entire
field. We discuss two techniques to do so: trend surface fitting and moving win-
dow averaging.
Commonly, continuous fields are represented in rasters, and we will almost
by default assume that they are. Alternatives exist though, as we have seen in
discussions in Chapter 2. The most prominent alternative for continuous field
representation is a polyline vector layer, in which the lines are isolines. We will
shortly address these issues of representation also.
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Trend surface fitting
In trend surface fitting, the assumption is that the entire (continuous) geographic
field can be represented by a formula f(x, y) that for given location with coordi-
nates (x, y)will give us the approximated value of the field in that location.
The key quest in trend surface fitting thus is to find out what is the formula
that best describes the field. Various classes of formulæ exist, with the simplest
being the one that describes a flat, but tilted plane:
f(x, y) = c1 · x+ c2 · y + c3.
If we believe—and this judgement must be based on domain expertise—that
the field under consideration can be best approximated by a tilted plane, then
the problem of finding the best plane is the problem of determining best values
for the coefficients c1, c2 and c3. This is where the point measurements earlier
obtained become important. Mathematical techniques, known as regression tech-
niques, will determine values for these constants ci that best fit with the measure-
ments. In essence, a plane will be fitted through the measurements that makes
the smallest overall error with respect to the original measurements.
In Figure 4.19, we have used the same set of point measurements, but using
four different approximation functions. Part (a) has indeed been determined
under the assumption that the field can be approximated by a tilted plane, in
this case with a downward slope from northwest to southeast. The values found
by regression techniques were: c1 = −1.83934, c2 = 1.61645 and c3 = 70.8782,
giving us:
f(x, y) = −1.83934 · x+ 1.61645 · y + 70.8782.
Clearly, not all fields are representable as simple, tilted planes. Sometimes,
the theory of the application domain will dictate that the best approximation of
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the field is a more complicated, higher-order polynomial function, for instance.
Three classes of such functions were the basis for the fields illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.19(b)–(d).
The simplest extension from a tilted plane, that of bilinear saddle, expresses
some dependency between the x and y dimensions:
f(x, y) = c1 · x+ c2 · y + c3 · xy + c4.
It is illustrated in part (b). A further step up the ladder of complexity is to con-
sider quadratic surfaces, described by:
f(x, y) = c1 · x2 + c2 · x+ c3 · y2 + c4 · y + c5 · xy + c6.
The technique must now find six values for our coefficients that best match with
the measurements. A bilinear saddle and a quadratic surface have been fitted
through our measurements in Figure 4.19(b) and (c), respectively.
Observe that the simple, tilted plane is a special case of both a bilinear saddle
and a quadratic surface, via an appropriate choice of coefficients ci being zero.
This means that if we try to approximate a field by a quadratic surface, and it is,
by measurements, a perfect tilted plane, the regression techniques will just find
zero values for the respective constants, thereby simplifying the formula.
Part (d) of the figure, finally, illustrates the most complex formula that we
discuss here, the cubic surface. It is characterized by the following formula:
f(x, y) = c1 · x3 + c2 · x2 + c3 · x+
c4 · y3 + c5 · y2 + c6 · y +
c7 · x2y + c8 · xy2 + c9 · xy + c10.
The regression techniques applied for Figure 4.19 determined the following
values for the coefficients ci:
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Fig 4.19 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10
(a) -1.83934 1.61645 70.8782
(b) -5.61587 -2.95355 0.993638 89.0418
(c) 0.000921084 -5.02674 -1.34779 7.23557 0.813177 76.9177
(d) -0.473086 6.88096 31.5966 -0.233619 1.48351 -2.52571 -0.115743 -0.052568 2.16927 96.8207
Trend surface fitting is a useful technique of continuous field approxima-
tion, though determining the ‘best fit’ values for the coefficients ci is a time-
consuming operation, especially with many point measurements. Once these
best values have been determined, we know the formula, and it has become
easy to compute an approximated value for any location in the study area.
Global trends The technique of trend surface fitting discussed above can be
used for the entire study area. In many cases, however, it is not very realistic to
assume that the entire field is representable by some polynomial formula that
is a valid approximation for all locations. The use of trend surface fitting for
the entire area is thus at the discretion of the domain expert, who knows best
whether the use of a single formula makes sense.
Another issue related to this technique is that of validity and sensitivity to
spatial distribution of the measured points, and presence of outliers in the mea-
surements. All of these can have averse effects on the resulting polynomial. This
is especially true for locations that are within the study area, but outside of the
area within which the measurements fall. They may be subjected to a so-called
edge effect, meaning that the values obtained from the approximation function for
edge locations may be rather nonsensical. The reader is asked to judge whether
such edge effects have taken place in Figure 4.19.
Local trends In many cases, the assumption of global trend surface fitting—
being that a single formula can describe the field for the entire study area—is an
unrealistic one. Capturing all the fluctuation of a natural geographic field in a
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reasonably sized study area, demands polynomials of extreme orders, and these
easily become computationally intractable. Moreover, not all continuous fields
are differentiable fields, and since polynomial functions are differentiable, they,
again, may not be the right tools.
It is for this reason, that it can be useful to partition the study area into parts
that may actually be polynomially approximated. The decision of how to par-
tition the study area must be taken with care, and must be guided by domain
expertise. For instance, if the field we want to extract from the point measure-
ments is elevation, expert knowledge should be applied to identify themountain
ridges, as these are the places where the elevation as a function is (still continu-
ous but) non-differentiable. A ridge line would be a good candidate to use for
splitting the area. Similar ‘ridges’ may be present in other continuous fields, and
it is the experts who should point them out.
Once we have identified the parts, we may apply the trend surface fitting
techniques discussed earlier, and obtain an approximation polynomial for each
part.
Even if we have taken the ridge precaution, it is probably wise to ensure
that as many as possible measurements were obtained precisely from the ridges.
The reason is that our local polynomials together must still form a continuous
function for the whole study area. This is only the case when the two adjacent
parts coincide—or at least not differ too much—in the predicted values at the
ridge that forms the boundary of these parts. Occasionally, the introduction of
fake, yet realistic ‘measurement points’ will be necessary to ensure the continuity
of the global function.
Obtaining the representation of a trend surface Observe that we have dis-
cussed above the identification of an approximation function, either a global one
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or several local ones. A function, however, is not yet a data structure in a GIS.
So, how do we actually materialize the polynomial function as a raster or vector
data layer?
The principles are simple. If we want to obtain a raster, we must first decide
on its resolution (cell size). Then, for each cell we can determine its characteristic
location (either the cell’s midpoint, lower-left corner or otherwise), and apply the
approximation function to that location to obtain the cell’s value. Observe that
this can be done in a rather simple raster calculus expression, if we know the
polynomial. The measurements data are all accounted for in the trend surface
function.
More elaborate cell value assignments are sometimes applied to better ac-
count for all field values occurring within the cell. One technique is to take the
average of the computed values for all of the cell’s corner points; again this is a
straightforward raster calculus expression, though a bit longer.
If it is vector data that we want, the involved techniques are more compli-
cated. Essentially, the aim will be to produce an isoline data layer, with a chosen
‘isoline resolution’. By ‘isoline resolution’ we mean the list of field values for
which isolines must be constructed. We do not discuss the specific techniques of
how to obtain them from the approximation function but mention that triangu-
lation techniques discussed below can play a role.
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Figure 4.19: Various
global trend surfaces
obtained from regression
techniques: (a) simple
tilted plane; (b) bilinear
saddle; (c) quadratic
surface; (d) cubic surface.
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Moving window averaging
A technique entirely different from trend surface fitting ismoving window averag-
ing. It too attempts to obtain a continuous field representation, this time directly
into a raster data set. Moving window averaging is sometimes also called ‘grid-
ding’.
The principles behind this technique are illustrated in Figure 4.20. It com-
putes the cell values for the output raster that represents the field one by one.
To this end, a square window is defined, and initially placed over the top left
raster cell. Measurement points falling inside the window contribute to the av-
eraging computation, those outside the window do not. After the cell value is
computed and assigned to the cell, the window is moved one cell to the right,
and the computations are performed for that cell. Successively, all cells of the
raster are visited in this way.
(a)        






       







(b)
Figure 4.20: The princi-
ple of moving window av-
eraging. In blue, the mea-
surement points. A vir-
tual window is moved over
the raster cells one by one,
and some averaging func-
tion computes a field value
for the cell, using mea-
surements within the win-
dow.
In part (b) of the figure, the 295th cell value out of the 418 in total, is being
computed. This computation is based on elevenmeasurements, while that of the
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first cell had no measurements available. Where this is the case, the cell should
be assigned a value that signals this ‘non-availability of measurements’.
Movingwindow averaging hasmany parameters. As a little experimentation
with one’s favourite GIS package will demonstrate, picking the right parameter
settings may make quite a difference for the resulting raster. We discuss below
the most important parameter settings.
Raster resolution Perhaps a trivial remark, but choosing an appropriate value
for the raster cell size will determine whether the raster is capable of repre-
senting the field’s variation. A too large cell size will smooth the function
toomuch, removing local variations; a too small cell size will result in large
clusters of equally valued cells, with little added value.
Shape/size of window Most procedures use square windows, but rectangular,
circular or elliptical windows are possible too. They can be useful for in-
stance in cases where the measurement points are distributed regularly at
fixed distance over the study area, and the window shape must be chosen
to ensure that each raster cell will have its window include the same num-
ber of measurement points.
The size of the window is another important matter. Small windows tend
to exaggerate local extreme measurement values, for instance, statistical
outliers in the measurements. Large windows have a smoothing effect on
the field representation, and may negatively affect the field’s variability.
Selection criteria Not necessarily all measurements within the window need to
be used in averaging. Selection criteria dictate which measurements will
participate in averaging and which ones will not. We may choose to use
the, at most five, (nearest) measurements, or we may choose to only gen-
erate a field value if more than three measurements are in the window.
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If slope or direction are important aspects of the field, the selection criteria
may even be set in a way to ensure this. One technique, known as quadrant
sector control, implements this by selecting measurements from each quad-
rant of the window, to ensure that somehow all directions are represented
in the cell’s computed value.
Averaging function A final choice is which function is applied to the selected
measurements within the window. Suppose there are n measurements
selected in a window, and that a measurement is denoted as mi. The
simplest averaging function will compute the standard average measure-
ment as 1
n
∑n
i=1mi. This function treats all measurements equally. If one
feels—again, domain expertise is needed in this assessment—that mea-
surements further away from the cell centre should have less impact than
those nearby, a distance factor must be brought into the averaging func-
tion.
Functions that do this are called inverse distance weighting functions. Let
us assume that the distance from measurement point i to the cell centre
is denoted by di. Commonly, the weight factor applied in inverse dis-
tance weighting is the distance squared, and then the averaging formula
becomes:
n∑
i=1
mi
d2i
/
n∑
i=1
1
d2i
.
In many cases in practice, one will have to experiment with parameter set-
tings to obtain optimal results. If time series of measurements are made, with
different measurement sets at different points in time, clearly one should stick
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Figure 4.21: Inverse dis-
tance weighting as an av-
eraging technique. In
green, the (circular) mov-
ing window and its cen-
tre. In blue, the measure-
ment points with their val-
ues, and distances to the
centre; some are inside,
some are outside of the
window.
to the same parameter settings between time instants, as otherwise comparisons
between fields computed for different moments in time will make little sense.
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Interpolation through triangulation
Another way of interpolating point measurements is by triangulation. This tech-
nique constructs a triangulation of the study area from the known measurement
points. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.22. Preferably, the triangulation
should be a Delaunay triangulation. (For more on this type of triangulation, see
Section 5.4.1.) After having obtained it, we may define for which values of the
field we want to construct isolines. For instance, for elevation, we might want to
have the 100 m-isoline, the 200 m-isoline, et cetera. For each edge of a triangle, a
geometric computation can be performed that indicates which isolines intersect
it, and at what positions they do. For each isoline to be constructed, this gives
us a list of computed locations, all at the same field value, from which the GIS
can construct the isoline. This ‘spider web weaving’ by the GIS is illustrated in
Figure 4.22.
 
Figure 4.22: Interpolation
by triangulation. (a) known
point measurements;
(b) constructed triangu-
lation on known points;
(c) isolines constructed
from the triangulation.
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4.5 Advanced operations on continuous field rasters
Continuous fields have a number of characteristics not shared by discrete fields.
Since the field changes continuously, we can talk about slope angle, slope aspect
and concavity/convexity of the slope. These notions are not applicable to discrete
fields.
The discussions in this section will use terrain elevation as the prototypical
example of a continuous field, but all issues discussed are equally applicable
to other types of continuous fields. Nonetheless, we will regularly refer to the
continuous field representation as a DEM, to conform with the commonest situ-
ation. We will assume throughout the section that the DEM is represented in a
raster.
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4.5.1 Applications

There are numerous examples where more advanced computations on continu-
ous field representations are needed. We provide a short list.
Slope angle calculation The calculation of the slope steepness, expressed as an
angle in degrees or percentages, for any or all locations.
Slope aspect calculation The calculation of the aspect (or orientation) of the
slope in degrees (between 0 and 360 degrees), for any or all locations.
Slope convexity/concavity calculation Slope convexity—defined as the change
of the slope (negative when the slope is concave and positive when the
slope is convex)—can be derived as the second derivative of the field.
Slope length calculation With the use of neighbourhood operations, it is possi-
ble to calculate for each cell the nearest distance to a watershed boundary
(the upslope length) and to the nearest stream (the downslope length). This
information is useful for hydrological modelling.
Hillshading is used to portray relief difference and terrain morphology in hilly
and mountainous areas. The application of a special filter to a DEM pro-
duces hillshading. (For filters, see Section 4.5.2.) The colour tones in a
hillshading raster represent the amount of reflected light in each location,
depending on its orientation relative to the illumination source. This illu-
mination source is usually chosen at an angle of 45◦ above the horizon in
the north-west.
Three-dimensional map display With GIS software, three-dimensional views
of a DEM can be constructed, in which the location of the viewer, the angle
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under which s/he is looking, the zoom angle, and the amplification factor
of relief exaggeration can be specified. Three-dimensional views can be
constructed using only a predefined mesh, covering the surface, or using
other rasters (e.g., a hillshading raster) or images (e.g., satellite images)
which are draped over the DEM.
Determination of change in elevation through time The cut-and-fill volume of
soil to be removed or to be brought in to make a site ready for construction
can be computed by overlaying the DEM of the site before the work be-
gins with the DEM of the expected modified topography. It is also possible
to determine landslide effects by comparing DEMs of before and after the
landslide event.
Automatic catchment delineation Catchment boundaries or drainage lines can
be automatically generated from a good quality DEMwith the use of neigh-
bourhood functions. The system will determine the lowest point in the
DEM, which is considered the outlet of the catchment. From there, it will
repeatedly search the neighbouring pixels with the highest altitude. This
process is continued until the highest location (i.e., cell with highest value)
is found, and the path followed determines the catchment boundary. For
delineating the drainage network, the process is reversed. Now, the sys-
tem will work from the watershed downwards, each time looking for the
lowest neighbouring cells, which determines the direction of water flow.
Dynamic modelling Apart from the applications mentioned above, DEMs are
increasingly used in GIS-based dynamic modelling, such as the computa-
tion of surface run-off and erosion, groundwater flow, the delineation of
areas affected by pollution, the computation of areas that will be covered
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by processes such as debris flows, lava flows et cetera.
Visibility analysis A viewshed is the area that can be ‘seen’—i.e., is in the di-
rect line-of-sight—from a specified target location. Visibility analysis deter-
mines the area visible from a scenic lookout, the area that can be reached
by a radar antenna, or assesses how effectively a road or quarry will be
hidden from view.
Some of the more important of the computations mentioned above are dis-
cussed below. All of them apply a technique known as filtering, so we first dis-
cuss the principles of that technique.
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4.5.2 Filtering

The principle of filtering is quite similar to that of moving window averaging,
which we discussed in Section 4.4.2. Again, we define a window and let the
GIS move it over the raster cell-by-cell. For each cell, the system performs some
computation, and assigns the result of this computation to the cell in the output
raster.
The difference with moving window averaging is that the moving window
in filtering itself is a little raster, which contains cell values that are used in the
computation for the output cell value. This little raster is known as the filter; it
may be square, and commonly is, but it does not have to be. The values in the
filter are often used as weight factors.
As an example, let us consider a 3 × 3 filter, in which all values are equal
to 1, as illustrated in Figure 4.23(a). The use of this filter means that the nine
cells considered are given equal weight in the computation of the filtering step.
Let the input raster cell values, for the current filtering step, be denoted by rij
and the corresponding filter values by wij . The output value for the cell under
consideration will be computed as the sum of the weighted input values divided
by the sum of weights:∑
i,j
(wij · rij)/
∑
i,j
|wij|,
where one should observe we divide by the sum of absoluteweights.
Since the wij are all equal to 1 in the case of Figure 4.23(a), the formula can be
simplified to
1
9
∑
i,j
rij,
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Figure 4.23: Moving win-
dow rasters for filtering.
(a) raster for a regular av-
eraging filter; (b) raster
for an x-gradient filter;
(c) raster for a y-gradient
filter.
which is nothing but the average of the nine input raster cell values. So, we see
that an ‘all-1’ filter computes a local average value.
More advanced filters have been devised to extract other types of information
from raster data. We will look at some of these in the context of slope computa-
tions.
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4.5.3 Computation of slope angle and slope aspect

Other choices of weight factors may provide other information. Special filters
exist to perform computations on the slope of the terrain. Before we look at
these filters, let us define various notions of slope.



Figure 4.24: Slope angle
defined. Here, δp stands
for length in the horizon-
tal plane, δf stands for
the change in field value,
where the field usually is
terrain elevation. The
slope angle is α.
Slope angle, also known as slope gradient, is the angle α, illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.24, made between a path p in the horizontal plane and the sloping terrain.
The path p must be chosen such that the angle α is maximal. A slope angle can
be expressed as elevation gain in a percentage or as a geometric angle, in degrees
or radians. The two respective formulas are:
slope perc = 100 · δf
δp
and slope angle = arctan(
δf
δp
).
The path p must be chosen to provide the highest slope angle value, and
thus it can lie in any direction. The compass direction, converted to an angle
with the North, of this maximal down-slope path p is what we call the slope aspect.
Let us now look at how to compute slope angle and slope aspect in a raster
environment.
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From an elevation raster, we cannot ‘read’ the slope angle or slope aspect
directly. Yet, that information somehow can be extracted. After all, for an arbi-
trary cell, we have its elevation value, plus those of its eight neighbour cells. A
simple approach to slope angle computation is to make use of x-gradient and
y-gradient filters.
Figure 4.23(b) and (c) illustrate an x-gradient filter, and y-gradient filter, re-
spectively. The x-gradient filter determines the slope increase ratio from west
to east: if the elevation to the west of the centre cell is 1540 m and that to the
east of the centre cell is 1552m, then apparently along this transect the elevation
increases 12m per two cell widths, i.e., the x-gradient is 6m per cell width. The
y-gradient filter operates entirely analogously, though in south-north direction.
Observe that both filters express elevation gain per cell width. This means that
we must divide by the cell width—given in metres, for example—to obtain the
(approximations to) the true derivatives δf/δx and δf/δy. Here, f stands for the
elevation field as a function of x and y, and δf/δx, for instance, is the elevation
gain per unit of length in the x-direction.

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Figure 4.25: Slope angle
and slope aspect defined.
Here, p is the horizontal
path in maximal slope di-
rection and α is the slope
angle. The plane tangent
to the terrain in the origin
is also indicated. The an-
gle ψ is the slope aspect.
See the text for further ex-
planation.
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To obtain the real slope angle α along path p, observe that both the x- and
y-gradient contribute to it. This is illustrated in Figure 4.25. A, not-so-simple,
geometric derivation can show that always
tan(α) =
√
(δf/δx)2 + (δf/δy)2.
Now what does this mean in the practice of computing local slope angles
from an elevation raster? It means that we must perform the following steps:
1. Compute from (input) elevation raster R the non-normalized x- and y-
gradients, using the filters of Figure 4.23(b) and (c), respectively.
2. Normalize the resulting rasters by dividing by the cell width, expressed in
units of length like metres.
3. Use both rasters for generating a third raster, applying the
√· · · formula
above, possibly even applying an arctan function to the result to obtain the
slope angle α for each cell.
It can also be shown that for the slope aspect ψ we have
tan(ψ) =
δf/δx
δf/δy
,
so slope aspect can also be computed from the normalized gradients. We must
warn the reader that this formula should not trivially be replaced by using
ψ = arctan(
δf/δx
δf/δy
),
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the reason being that the latter formula does not account for southeast and
southwest quadrants, nor for cases where δf/δy = 0. (In the first situation,
one must add 180◦ to the computed angle to obtain an angle measured from
North; in the latter situation, ψ equals either 90◦ or −90◦, depending on the sign
of δf/δx.)
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Summary
In this chapter, we discussed some of the fundamental issues of getting spatial
data into a spatial data processing system, and preparing that data for further
use in analysis.
Digital data can be obtained directly from spatial data providers, or from
already existing GIS application projects. A GIS project may also be involved
with data obtained from ground-based surveying, which obviously have to be
entered into the system. Sometimes, however, the data must be obtained from
non-digital sources such as paper maps.
An issue at the heart of spatial data handling is the spatial reference system
on which all the data is ‘anchored’. We are too quickly believing all the time
that a simple Cartesian coordinate system will do the job, but as this is a time
of globalization, we should be aware about the issues related to spatial data
exchange. A number of principles related to spatial reference systems, vertical
and horizontal datums were discussed.
The second half of the chapter is devoted to cleaning up and further prepar-
ing data. This involves checking for errors, inconsistencies, simplification and
merging existing spatial data sets. The problems that one may encounter may
be caused by differences in resolution and differences in representation.
We also devoted substantial space to the issue of obtaining field represen-
tations from point measurements. This is a common problem especially in the
Earth sciences, where ground-based surveys will lead to a finite list of samples
that are thought to characterize a discrete or continuous geographic field. Once
the field representation is obtained, one may want to perform advanced analysis
like slope and aspect computations that we also discussed.
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Questions
1. A colour map is scanned at the maximum resolution of a 600 dpi scanner.
The map is 10 × 5 inches in size. A single pixel in grey-scale scanning
requires one byte of storage. What will be the size of the scanned image?
What will be the size if we scan it in colour mode?
2. We discussed four types of digitizing in this chapter. Which of these is the
optimal one? Why? Why does (semi-)automatic digitizing require higher
scanner resolutions? Under which conditions can we use it?
3. Is automatic digitizing faster than manual digitizing? Why (not)?
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4. Data clean-up operations are often executed in a certain order. Why is this?
Provide a sensible ordering of a number of clean-up operations.
5. Rasterization of vector data is sometimes required in data preparation.
What reasons may exist for this? If it is needed, the raster resolution must
be carefully selected. Argue why.
6. On page 211 in Footnote 3, we stated that ‘horizontal’ does not mean ‘flat’.
Explain this statement and refer to a figure.
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7. Assume you wish to reconcile spatial data from two neighbouring coun-
tries to resolve a border dispute. Published maps in the two countries are
based on different local horizontal datums and map projections. Which
steps should you take to render the data sets spatially compatible?
8. UnderDifferences in accuracy in Section 4.3.2, we looked at mapping organi-
zations. Discuss what advantages and disadvantages exist for multi-scale
databases in map production. Consider complexity of the databases in-
volved, and consider what needs to be done if changes take place on the
foundation data.
9. Take another look at Figure 4.19 and consider the determined values for
the coefficients in the respective formulæ. Make a study of edge effects,
for instance by computing the approximated field values for the locations
(−2, 10) and (12, 10).
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10. Figure 4.21 illustrates the technique of moving window averaging using
an averaging function that applies inverse distance weighting. What field
value will be computed for the cell if the averaging function is inverse
squared distance weighting?

11. Construct a 3 × 3 window raster for filtering that approximates inverse
squared distance weighting.

12. In Section 4.5, we have more or less tacitly assumed throughout to be op-
erating on elevation rasters. All the techniques discussed, however, apply
equally well to other continuous field rasters, for instance, for NDVI, pop-
ulation density, or groundwater salinity. Explain what slope angle and
slope aspect computations mean for such fields.
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13. In Section 4.5.3, we discussed simple x- and y-gradient filters as approxi-

mations to obtain local values for the elevation gain δf/δx in x-direction,
and similarly in y-direction. First explain why these filters are approxima-
tions. More advanced x- (and y-gradient) filters have been proposed in the
literature. One such x-gradient filter is illustrated here.


  

Figure 4.26: An advanced
x-gradient filter
Explain why this filter is more advanced, and how it operates. What is the
matching y-gradient filter?
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Spatial data analysis
Its spatio-analytic capabilities distinguish GIS from other data processing sys-
tems. These capabilities use the spatial and non-spatial data in the spatial data-
base to answer questions and solve problems. The principal objective of spatial
data analysis is to transform and combine data from diverse sources/disciplines
into useful information, to improve one’s understanding or to satisfy the re-
quirements or objectives of decision-makers. A GIS application deals with only
some delineated, relevant slice of reality, termed as the universe of discourse of the
application.
Typical problems may be in planning (e.g., what are the most suitable loca-
tions for a new dam?) or in prediction (e.g., what will be the size of the lake
behind the dam?). The universe of discourse here is construction of the dam,
and its environmental, societal, and economic impacts. The solution to a prob-
lem always depends on a (large) number of parameters. Since these parameters
are often interrelated, their interaction is made more precise in an application
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model. Such a model, in one way or other, describes as faithfully as possible
how the application’s universe of discourse behaves, and it does so in terms of
the parameters.1 It is fair to say that an application model tries to simulate an
application’s universe of discourse.
Application models used for planning and site selection are usually prescrip-
tive. They involve the use of criteria and parameters to quantify environmental,
economic and social factors. The model enumerates a number of conditions to
be met. In predictivemodels, a forecast is made of the likelihood of future events,
which may be pollution, erosion, or even landslides. Such a model involves
the expert use of various spatial data layers, either raster- or vector-based, and
their combination in a methodically sound way to arrive at sensible predictions.
What is ‘methodically sound’ to a large extent is determined by the scientific
field underlying the analysis.
In this chapter, whenever we discuss spatial objects in a vector setting, we use
the term ‘feature’ when it is immaterial whether the objects are points, lines or
polygons. The topic of this chapter is analytic GIS capabilities. We first provide
a classification.
1It is not easy to be more precise at this stage, since the nature of application models varies
enormously. GIS applications for famine relief programs, for instance, are very different from
earthquake risk assessment applications, though both can make use of GIS successfully.
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5.1 Classification of analytic GIS capabilities
There aremanyways to classify the analytic functions of a GIS. The classification
used for this chapter, is essentially the one put forward by Aronoff [4]. It makes
the following distinctions in function classes:
Measurement, retrieval, and classification functions allow to explore the data
without making fundamental changes, and therefore they are often used at
the beginning of data analysis. Measurement functions include computing
distances between features or along their perimeters, and the computation
of area size of 2D or volume size of 3D features. Counting, to understand
frequency of features, is also included. Spatial queries retrieve features se-
lectively, using user-defined, logical conditions. Classification means the
(re)assignment of a thematic, characteristic value to features in a data layer.
All functions in this category are performed on single (vector or raster)
data layer, often using the associated attribute data. We go in more detail
in Section 5.2.
Overlay functions This group forms the core computational activity of many
GIS applications. Data layers are combined and new information is de-
rived, usually by creating features in a new layer. The computations are
simpler for raster data layers than for vector layers, but both can be used.
The principle of overlay is to combine features that occupy the same loca-
tion.
Many GISs support overlays through an algebraic language, expressing an
overlay function as a formula in which the data layers are the arguments.
Different layers can be combined using arithmetic, relational, and condi-
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tional operators and many different functions. Examples are provided in
Section 5.3.
Neighbourhood functions Whereas overlays combine features at the same lo-
cation, neighbourhood functions evaluate the characteristics of an area sur-
rounding a feature’s location. This allows to look at buffer zones around
features, and spreading effects if features are a source of something that
spreads—e.g., water springs, volcanic eruptions, sources of pollution. We
discuss these topics more fully in Section 5.4.
Connectivity functions evaluate how features are connected. This is useful in
applications dealing with networks of connected features. Examples are
road networks, water courses in coastal zones, and communication lines
in mobile telephony. Details are discussed in Section 5.5.
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5.2 Retrieval, classification and measurement
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5.2.1 Measurement
Geometric measurement on spatial features includes counting, distance and area
size computations. For the sake of simplicity, this section discusses such mea-
surements in a planar spatial reference system. We limit ourselves to geometric
measurements, and do not include attribute data measurement, which is typi-
cally performed in a database query language, as discussed in Section 3.3.4.
Measurements on vector data are more advanced, thus, also more complex,
than those on raster data. We discuss each group.
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Measurements on vector data
The primitives of vector data sets are point, (poly)line and polygon. Related
geometric measurements are location, length, distance and area size. Some of
these are geometric properties of a feature in isolation (location, length, area
size); others (distance) require two features to be identified.
The location property of a vector feature is always stored by the GIS: a single
coordinate pair for a point, or a list of pairs for a polyline or polygon boundary.
Occasionally, there is a need to obtain the location of the centroid of a polygon;
some GISs store these also, others compute them ‘on-the-fly’.
Length is a geometric property associated with polylines, by themselves, or in
their function as polygon boundary. It can obviously be computed by the GIS—
as the sum of lengths of the constituent line segments—but it quite often is also
stored with the polyline.
Area size is associated with polygon features. Again, it can be computed, but
usually is stored with the polygon as an extra attribute value. This speeds up
the computation of other functions that require area size values. We see that all
of the above measurements do not require computation, but only a look up in
stored data.
Measuring distance between two features is another important function. If
both features are points, say p and q, the computation in a Cartesian spatial ref-
erence system are given by the well-known Pythagorean distance function:
dist(p, q) =
√
(xp − xq)2 + (yp − yq)2.
If one of the features is not a point, or both are not, we must be precise in defin-
ing what we mean by their distance. All these cases can be summarized as com-
putation of the minimal distance between a location occupied by the first and a
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location occupied by the second feature. This means that features that intersect
or meet, or when one contains the other have a distance of 0. We leave a further
case analysis, including polylines and polygons, to the reader as an exercise.
Observe that we cannot possibly store all distance values for all possible com-
binations of two features in any reasonably sized spatial database. So, the system
must compute ‘on the fly’ whenever a distance computation request is made.
Another geometric measurement used by the GIS is the minimal bounding box
computation. It applies to polylines and polygons, and determines the minimal
rectangle—with sides parallel to the axes of the spatial reference system—that
covers the feature. This is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Bounding box computation is
an important support function for the GIS: for instance, if the bounding boxes of
two polygons do not overlap, we know the polygons cannot possibly intersect
each other. Since polygon intersection is an expensive function, but bounding
box computation is not, the GIS will always first apply the latter as a test to see
whether it must do the first.

Figure 5.1: The minimal
bounding box of (a) a poly-
line, and (b) a polygon
For practical purposes, it is important to understand what is the measure-
ment unit in use for the spatial data layer that one operates on. This is deter-
mined by the spatial reference system that has been defined for it during data
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preparation.
A common use of area size measurements is when one wants to sum up the
area sizes of all polygons belonging to some class. This class could be crop type:
What is the size of the area covered by potatoes? If our crop classification is in a
stored data layer, the computation would include (a) selecting the potato areas,
and (b) summing up their (stored) area sizes. Clearly, little geometric computa-
tion is required in the case of stored features.
This is not the case when we are interactively defining our vector features
in GIS use, and we want measurements to be performed on these interactively
defined features. Then, the GIS will have to perform possibly complicated geo-
metric computations.
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Measurements on raster data
Measurements on raster data layers are simpler because of the regularity of the
cells. The area size of a cell is constant, and is determined by the cell resolution.
Horizontal and vertical resolutionmay differ, but typically do not. Together with
the location of a so-called anchor point, this is the only geometric information
stored with the raster data, so all other measurements by the GIS are computed.
The anchor point is fixed by convention to be the lower left (or sometimes upper
left) location of the raster.
Location of an individual cell derives from the raster’s anchor point, the cell
resolution, and the position of the cell in the raster. Again, there are two con-
ventions: the cell’s location can be its lower left corner, or the cell’s midpoint.
These conventions are set by the software in use, and in case of low resolution
data they become more important to be aware of.
The area size of a selected part of the raster (a group of cells) is calculated as
the number of cells multiplied with the cell area size.
The distance between two raster cells is the standard distance function ap-
plied to the locations of their respective mid-points, obviously taking into ac-
count the cell resolution. Where a raster is used to represent line features as
strings of cells through the raster, the length of a line feature is computed as the
the sum of distances between consecutive cells. This computation is prone to
error, as we already discovered in Question 2.13.
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5.2.2 Spatial selection queries
When exploring a spatial data set, the first thing one usually wants is to select
certain features, to (temporarily) restrict the exploration. Such selections can be
made on geometric/spatial grounds, or on the basis of attribute data associated
with the spatial features. We discuss both techniques below.
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Interactive spatial selection
In interactive spatial selection, one defines the selection condition by pointing at
or drawing spatial objects on the screen display, after having indicated the spa-
tial data layer(s) from which to select features. The interactively defined objects
are called the selection objects; they can be points, lines, or polygons. The GIS
then selects the features in the indicated data layer(s) that overlap (i.e., intersect,
meet, contain, or are contained in; see Figure 2.14) with the selection objects.
These become the selected objects.
As we have seen in Section 3.3.6, spatial data is usually associated with its
attribute data (stored in tables) through a key/foreign key link. Selections of
features lead, via these links, to selections on the records. Vice versa, selection of
records may lead to selection of features.
Interactive spatial selection answers questions like “What is at . . . ?” In Fig-
ure 5.2, the selection object is a circle and the selected objects are the red poly-
gons; they overlap with the selection object.
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Figure 5.2: All city wards
that overlap with the
selection object—here a
circle—are selected (left),
and their corresponding
attribute records are high-
lighted (right, only part of
the table is shown). Data
from an urban application
on Dar es Salaam, Tanza-
nia. Data source: Division
of Urban Planning and
Management, ITC.
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Spatial selection by attribute conditions
One can also select features by stating selection conditions on the features’ at-
tributes. These conditions are formulated in SQL (if the attribute data reside in
a relational database) or in a software-specific language (if the data reside in the
GIS itself). This type of selection answers questions like “where are the features
with . . . ?”
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Figure 5.3: Spatial se-
lection using the attribute
condition Area < 400000
on land use areas in Dar
es Salaam. Spatial fea-
tures on left, associated
attribute data (in part) on
right. Data source: Di-
vision of Urban Planning
and Management, ITC.
Figure 5.3 shows an example of selection by attribute condition. The query
expression is Area < 400000, which can be interpreted as “select all the land use
areas of which the size is less than 400, 000.” The polygons in red are the selected
areas; their associated records are also highlighted in red.
We can use an already selected set of features as the basis of further selection.
For instance, if we are interested in land use areas of size less than 400, 000 that
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are of land use type 80, the selected features of Figure 5.3 are subjected to a
further condition, LandUse = 80. The result is illustrated in Figure 5.4.
Such combinations of conditions are fairly common in practice, so we devote
a small paragraph on the theory of combining conditions.
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Figure 5.4: Further spa-
tial selection from the
already selected fea-
tures of Figure 5.3 using
the additional condition
LandUse = 80 on land
use areas. Observe that
fewer features are now
selected. Data source:
Division of Urban Planning
and Management, ITC.
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Combining attribute conditions
Whenmultiple criteria have to be used for selection, we need to carefully express
all of these in a single composite condition. The tools for this come from a field
of mathematical logic, known as propositional calculus.
Above, we have seen simple, atomic conditions such as Area < 400000 and
LandUse = 80. Atomic conditions use a predicate symbol, such as < (less than)
or = (equals). Other possibilities are <= (less than or equal), > (greater than),
>= (greater than or equal) and <> (does not equal). Any of these symbols is
combined with an expression on the left and one on the right, to form an atomic
condition. For instance, LandUse <> 80 can be used to select all areas with
a land use class different from 80. Expressions are either constants like 400000
and 80, attribute names likeArea and LandUse , or possibly composite arithmetic
expressions like 0.15× Area , which would compute 15% of the area size.
Atomic conditions can be combined into composite conditions using logical
connectives. The most important ones to know—and the only ones we discuss
here—are AND , OR, NOT and the bracket pair (· · ·). If we write a composite
condition like
Area < 400000 AND LandUse = 80,
we are selecting areas for which both atomic conditions hold. This is the seman-
tics of the AND connective. If we had written
Area < 400000 OR LandUse = 80
instead, the conditionwould have selected areas for which either condition holds,
so effectively those with an area size less than 400, 000, but also those with land
use class 80. (Included, of course, will be areas for which both conditions hold.)
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TheNOT connective can be used to negate a condition. For instance, the con-
dition NOT (LandUse = 80)would select all areas with a different land use class
than 80. (Clearly, the same selection can be obtained by writing LandUse <> 80,
but this is not the point.) Finally, brackets can be applied to force grouping
amongst atomic parts of a composite condition. For instance, the condition
(Area < 30000 AND LandUse = 70) OR (Area < 400000 AND LandUse = 80)
will select areas of class 70 less than 30, 000 in size, as well as class 80 areas less
than 400, 000 in size.
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Spatial selection using topological relationships
Various forms of topological relationship between spatial objects were discussed
in Section 2.2.4. These relationships can be useful to select features as well. We
will look at containment, overlap, neighbourhood and also at selections on the
basis of a distance function. The steps carried out are always
1. to select one or more features as the selection objects, and
2. to apply the chosen spatial relationship function to determine the selected
features that have that relationship with the selection objects.
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Selecting features that are inside selection objects This type of query uses
the containment relationship between spatial objects. Obviously, polygons can
contain polygons, lines or points, and lines can contain lines or points, but no
other containment relationships are possible.
Figure 5.5 illustrates a containment query. Here, we were interested in find-
ing out where are the medical clinics in the area of Ilala District. We first selected
all areas of Ilala District, using the technique of selection by attribute condition
District = “Ilala”. Then, these selected areas were used as selection objects to
determine which medical clinics (as point objects) were within them.
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Figure 5.5: Spatial se-
lection using containment.
In dark green, all wards
within Ilala District as the
selection objects. In red,
all medical clinics located
inside these areas, and
thus inside the district.
Data source: Division of
Urban Planning and Man-
agement, ITC.
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Selecting features that intersect The intersect operator identifies features that
are not disjoint in the sense of Figure 2.14, but extended to points and lines. Fig-
ure 5.6 provides an example of spatial selection using the intersect relationship
between lines and polygons. We selected all roads intersecting Ilala District.
Figure 5.6: Spatial se-
lection using intersection.
The wards of Ilala District
function as the selection
objects (in dark green),
and all roads (partially) in
the district are selected (in
red). Data source: Di-
vision of Urban Planning
and Management, ITC.
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Selecting features adjacent to selection objects Adjacency is the meet rela-
tionship of Section 2.2.4. It expresses that features share boundaries, and there-
fore it applies only to line and polygon features.
Figure 5.7: Spatial selec-
tion using adjacency. Our
selection object is an in-
dustrial area near down
town Dar es Salaam, Tan-
zania; our adjacency se-
lection finds all adjacent
land use areas. Data
source: Division of Ur-
ban Planning and Man-
agement, ITC.
Figure 5.7 illustrates a spatial adjacency query. We want to select all parcels
adjacent to an industrial area. The first step is to select that area (in dark green)
and then apply the adjacency function to select all land use areas (in red) that
are adjacent to it.
Selecting features based on their distance One may also want to use the dis-
tance function of the GIS as a tool in selecting features. Such selections can be
searches within a given distance from the selection objects, at a given distance, or
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even beyond a given distance. There is a whole range of applications to this type
of selection:
• Which clinics are within 2 kilometres of a selected school? (Information
needed for the school emergency plan.)
• Which roads are within 200 metres of a medical clinic? (These roads must
have a high road maintenance priority.)
Figure 5.8 illustrates a spatial selection using distance. Here, we executed the
selection of the second example above. Our selection objects were all clinics, and
we selected the roads that pass by a clinic within 200 metres.
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Figure 5.8: Spatial se-
lection using the distance
function. With all clin-
ics being our selection
objects, we searched for
roads that pass by within
200 metres. Observe that
this also selects road seg-
ments that are far away
from any clinic, simply be-
cause they belong to a
road of which a segment is
nearby. Data source: Di-
vision of Urban Planning
and Management, ITC.
In situations in which we know what distance value to use—for selections
within, at or beyond that distance value—the GIS has many (straightforward)
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computations to perform. Things become more complicated if our distance se-
lection condition involves the word ‘nearest’ or ‘farthest’. The reason is that not
only must the GIS compute distances from a selection object A to all potentially
selectable features F , but also it must find that feature F that is nearest to (resp.,
farthest away from) object A. So, this requires an extra computational step to
determine minimum (maximum) values. Most GIS packages support this type
of selection, though the mechanics (‘the buttons to use’) differ.
Afterthought on selecting features We have now discussed a number of dif-
ferent techniques for selecting features. We have also seen that selection con-
ditions on attribute values can be combined using logic connectives like AND ,
OR and NOT . A fact is that the other techniques of selecting features are usu-
ally combinable as well. Any set of selected features can be used as the input for
a subsequent selection procedure. This means, for instance, that we can select
all medical clinics first, then identify the roads within 200 metres, then select
from them only the major roads, then select the nearest clinics to these remain-
ing roads, as the ones that should receive our financial support. Essentially, we
are combining in this way various techniques of selection.
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5.2.3 Classification
Classification is a technique of purposefully removing detail from an input data
set, in the hope of revealing important patterns (of spatial distribution). In the
process, we produce an output data set, so that the input set can be left intact.
We do so by assigning a characteristic value to each element in the input set—
which is usually a collection of spatial features that can be raster cells or points,
lines or polygons. If the number of characteristic values is small in comparison
to the size of the input set, we have classified the input set.
The pattern that we look for may be the distribution of household income in a
city. Household income is called the classification parameter. If we know for each
ward in the city the associated average income, we have many different values.
Subsequently, we could define five different categories (or: classes) of income:
‘low’, ‘below average’, ‘average’, ‘above average’ and ‘high’, and provide value
ranges for each category. If these five categories are mapped in a sensible colour
scheme, this may reveal interesting information. This has been done for Dar es
Salaam in Figure 5.9 in two ways.
The input data set may have been itself the result of some classification, and
in such a case we talk of a reclassification. For example, we may have a soil map
that shows different soil type units and we would like to show the suitability
of units for a specific crop. In this case, it is better to assign to the soil units an
attribute of suitability for the crop. Since different soil types may have the same
crop suitability, a classification may merge soil units of different type into the
same category of crop suitability.
In classification of vector data, there are two possible results. The input fea-
tures may become the output features, in a new data layer, with an additional
category assigned. In other words, nothing changes with respect to spatial ex-
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.9: Two classifi-
cations of average annual
household income per
ward in Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania. Higher income
areas in darker greens.
Five categories were
identified. (a) with orig-
inal polygons left intact;
(b) with original polygons
merged when in same
category. The data used
for this illustration are not
factual.
tents of the original features. Figure 5.9(a) is an illustration of this first type of
output. A second type of output is obtained when adjacent features with the
same category are merged into one bigger feature. Such a post-processing func-
tion is called spatial merging, aggregation or dissolving. An illustration of this
second type is found in Figure 5.9(b). Observe that this type of merging is only
an option in vector data, as merging cells in an output raster on the basis of a
classification makes little sense. Vector data classification can be performed on
point sets, line sets or polygon sets; the optional merge phase is sensible only for
lines and polygons.
Below, we discuss two kinds of classification: user-controlled and automatic.
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User-controlled classification
In user-controlled classification, we indicate which attribute is, or which ones are,
the classification parameter(s) and we define the classification method. The lat-
ter involves declaring the number of classes as well as the correspondence be-
tween the old attribute values and the new classes. This is usually done via a
classification table. The classification table used for Figure 5.9 is displayed in
Table 5.1. It is rather typical for cases in which the used parameter domain is
continuous (as in household income). Then, the table indicates value ranges to be
mapped to the same category. Observe that categorical values are ordinal data,
in the sense of Section 2.1.3.
Household income range New category value
391–2474 1
2475–6030 2
6031–8164 3
8165–11587 4
11588–21036 5
Table 5.1: Classification
table used in Figure 5.9.
Another case exists when the classification parameter is nominal or at least
discrete. Such an example is given in Figure 5.10.
We must also define the data format of the output, as a spatial data layer,
which will contain the new classification attribute. The data type of this attribute
is always categorical, i.e., integer or string, no matter what is the data type of the
attribute(s) from which the classification was obtained.
Sometimes, one may want to perform classification only on a selection of fea-
tures. In such cases, there are two options for the features that are not selected.
One option is to keep their original values, while the other is to assign a null
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Code Old category New category
10 Planned resi-
dential
Residential
20 Industry Commercial
30 Commercial Commercial
40 Institutional Public
50 Transport Public
60 Recreational Public
70 Non built-up Non built-up
80 Unplanned
residential
Residential
Figure 5.10: An example
of a classification on a dis-
crete parameter, namely
land use unit in the city
of Dar es Salaam, Tan-
zania. Colour scheme:
Residential (brown), Com-
mercial (yellow), Public
(Olive), Non built-up (or-
ange). Data source: Di-
vision of Urban Planning
and Management, ITC.
value to them in the output data set. A null value is a special value that means
that no applicable value is present. Care must be taken to deal with these values
correctly, both in computation and in visualization.
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Automatic classification
User-controlled classifications require a classification table or user interaction.
GIS software can also perform automatic classification, in which a user only
specifies the number of classes in the output data set. The system automati-
cally determines the class break points. Two techniques of determining break
points are in use.
Equal interval technique The minimum and maximum values vmin and vmax
of the classification parameter are determined and the (constant) interval size for
each category is calculated as (vmax − vmin)/n, where n is the number of classes
chosen by the user. This classification is useful in revealing the distribution pat-
terns as it determines the number of features in each category.
Equal frequency technique This technique is also known as quantile classifica-
tion. The objective is to create categories with roughly equal numbers of features
per category. The total number of features is determined first and by the re-
quired number of categories, the number of features per category is calculated.
The class break points are then determined by counting off the features in order
of classification parameter value.
Both techniques are illustrated on a small 5× 5 raster in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Example of
two automatic classifica-
tion techniques: (a) the
original raster with cell
values; (b) classification
based on equal intervals;
(c) classification based on
equal frequencies. Be-
low, the respective classi-
fication tables, with a tally
of the number of cells in-
volved.
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5.3 Overlay functions
In the previous section, we saw various techniques of measuring and selecting
spatial data. We also discussed the generation of a new spatial data layer from
an old one, using classification. In this section, we look at techniques of com-
bining two spatial data layers and producing a third one from them. The binary
operators that we discuss are known as spatial overlay operators. We will first
discuss vector forms, and then raster overlay operators.
Standard overlay operators take two input data layers, and assume they are
georeferenced in the same system, and overlap in study area. If either condition
is not met, the use of an overlay operator is senseless. The principle of spatial
overlay is to compare the characteristics of the same location in both data layers,
and to produce a new characteristic for each location in the output data layer.
Which characteristic to produce is determined by a rule that the user can choose.
In raster data, as we shall see, these comparisons are carried out between
pairs of cells, one from each input raster. In vector data, the same principle
of comparing locations pairwise applies, but the underlying computations rely
on determining the spatial intersections of features, one from each input vector
layer, pairwise.
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5.3.1 Vector overlay operators
In the vector domain, the overlaying of data layers is computationally more de-
manding than in the raster domain. We will discuss here only overlays from
polygon data layers, but remark that most of the ideas carry over to overlaying
with point or line data layers.
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Figure 5.12: The polygon
intersect overlay operator.
Two polygon layers A and
B produce a new polygon
layer (with associated at-
tribute table) that contains
all intersections of poly-
gons fromA andB. Figure
after [9].
The standard overlay operator for two layers of polygons is the polygon inter-
section operator. It is fundamental, as many other overlay operators proposed in
the literature or implemented in systems can be defined in terms of it. The prin-
ciples are illustrated in Figure 5.12. The result of this operator is the collection
of all possible polygon intersections; the attribute table result is a join—in the
relational database sense of Chapter 3—of the two input attribute tables. This
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output attribute table only contains a tuple for each intersection polygon found,
and this explains why we call this operator sometimes a spatial join.
A more practical example is provided in Figure 5.13, which was produced by
polygon intersection of the ward polygons with land use polygons classified as
in Figure 5.10. This has allowed us to select the residential areas in Ilala District.
Figure 5.13: The residen-
tial areas of Ilala District,
obtained from polygon in-
tersection. Input for the
polygon intersection oper-
ator were (a) a polygon
layer with all Ilala wards,
(b) a polygon layer with
the residential areas, as
classified in Figure 5.10.
Data source: Division of
Urban Planning and Man-
agement, ITC.
Two more polygon overlay operators are illustrated in Figure 5.14. The first
is known as the polygon clipping operator. It takes a polygon data layer and
restricts its spatial extent to the generalized outer boundary obtained from all
polygons in a second input layer. Besides this generalized outer boundary, no
other polygon boundaries from the second layer play a role in the result.
A second overlay operator is polygon overwrite. The result of this binary op-
erator is defined as a polygon layer with the polygons of the first layer, except
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Figure 5.14: Two more
polygon overlay operators:
(a) polygon clip overlay
clips down the left hand
polygon layer to the gener-
alized spatial extent of the
right hand polygon layer;
(b) polygon overwrite over-
lay overwrites the left hand
polygon layer with the
polygons of the right hand
layer.
where polygons existed in the second layer, as these take priority. The principle
is illustrated in the lower half of Figure 5.14.
Most GISs do not force the user to apply overlay operators to the full polygon
data set. One is allowed to first select relevant polygons in the data layer, and
then use the selected set of polygons as operator argument.
The really fundamental operator of all these is polygon intersection. The
others can be defined in terms of it, usually in combination with polygon selec-
tion and/or classification. For instance, the polygon overwrite of A by B can be
defined as polygon intersection between A and B, followed by a (well-chosen)
classification that prioritizes polygons in B, followed by a merge. The reader is
asked to verify this.
Vector overlays are also defined usually for point or line data layers. Their
definition parallels the definitions of operators discussed above. Different GISs
use different names for these operators, and one is advised to carefully check the
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documentation before applying any of these operators.
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5.3.2 Raster overlay operators
Vector overlay operators are useful, but geometrically complicated, and this
sometimes results in poor operator performance. Raster overlays do not suf-
fer from this disadvantage, as most of them perform their computations cell by
cell, and thus they are fast.
GISs that support raster processing—as do most—usually have a full lan-
guage to express operations on rasters. We could call such a language a raster
calculus, as it allows to compute new rasters from existing ones, using a range
of functions and operators. Unfortunately, raster calculi come disguised under
various names, and not all offer the same functionality. ILWIS’s raster calculus
is known as the map algebra, for instance. The discussion below is to a large
extent based on ILWIS’s raster calculus, though in general terminology.
When producing a new raster wemust provide a name for it, and define how
it is computed. This is done in an assignment statement of the following format:
Output raster name := Raster calculus expression.
The expression on the right is evaluated by the GIS, and the raster in which
it results is then stored under the name on the left. The expression may contain
references to existing rasters, operators and functions; the format is made clear
below. The raster names and constants that are used in the expression are called
its operands. When the expression is evaluated, the GIS will perform the calcu-
lation on a pixel by pixel basis, starting from the first pixel in the first row, and
continuing until the last pixel in the last row.
There is a wide range of operators and functions that can be used in raster
calculus.
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Arithmetic operators
Various arithmetic operators are supported. The standard ones are multiplica-
tion (×), division (/), subtraction (−) and addition (+). Obviously, these arith-
metic operators should only be used on appropriate data values, and for in-
stance, not on classification values.
Other arithmetic operators may include modulo division (MOD) and integer
division (DIV ). Modulo division returns the remainder of division: for instance,
10MOD 3will return 1 as 10− 9 = 1. Similarly, 10 DIV 3will return 3. More op-
erators are goniometric: sine (sin), cosine (cos), tangent (tan), and their inverse
functions asin, acos , and atan, which return radian angles as real values.
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Figure 5.15: Examples of
arithmetic raster calculus
expressions
Some simple raster calculus assignments are illustrated in Figure 5.15. The
assignment
C1 := A+ 10
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will add a constant factor of 10 to all cell values of raster A and store the result
as output raster C1. The assignment
C2 := A+B
will add the values of A and B cell by cell, and store the result as raster C2.
Finally, the assignment
C3 := (A−B)/(A+B)× 100
will create output raster C3, as the result of the subtraction (cell by cell, as usual)
of B cell values from A cell values, divided by their sum. The result is multi-
plied by 100. This expression, when carried out on AVHRR channel 1 (red) and
AVHRR channel 2 (near infrared) of NOAA satellite imagery, is known as the
NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index). It has proven to be a good indica-
tor of the presence of green vegetation.
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Comparison and logical operators
Raster calculus also allows to compare rasters, cell by cell. To this end, we may
use the standard comparison operators (<, <=, =, >=, > and<>) that we intro-
duced before.
A simple raster comparison assignment is
C := A <> B.
It will store truth values—either true or false—in the output raster C. A cell
value in C will be true if the cell’s value in A differs from that cell’s value in B.
It will be false if they are the same.
Logical connectives are also supported in many raster calculi. We have al-
ready seen the connectives of AND , OR and NOT in Section 5.2.2. Another con-
nective that is commonly offered in raster calculus is exclusive OR (XOR). The
expression a XOR b is true if either a or b is true, but not both.
Examples of the use of these comparison operators and connectives are pro-
vided in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17. The latter figure provides various raster
computations in search of forests at specific elevations.
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Figure 5.16: Examples
of logical expressions in
raster calculus. Green
cells represent true val-
ues, white cells represent
false values.
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Figure 5.17: Examples of
complex logical expres-
sions in raster calculus.
Raster A is a classified
raster for land use, raster
B one with elevation val-
ues. Raster D1 indi-
cates where is forest be-
low 500 m, raster D2 indi-
cates areas below 500 m
and forests, raster D3 ar-
eas that are either forest
or below 500 m (but not at
the same time), and raster
D4 indicates forests above
500 m.
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Conditional expressions
The above comparison and logical operators produce rasters with the truth val-
ues true and false. In practice, we often need a conditional expression with
them that allows to test whether a condition is fulfilled. The general format is:
Output raster := IFF (condition, then expression, else expression).
Here, condition is the tested condition, then expression is evaluated if condition
holds, and else expression is evaluated if it does not hold. This means that an
expression like IFF (4 = 5, “land”, “lake”) will evaluate to “lake” since 4 = 5 is
not true, so the else expression is evaluated. More examples of are provided in
Figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.18: Examples of
conditional expressions in
raster calculus. A is
a classified raster holding
land use data, and B is
an elevation value raster.
The expression indicated
as ‘?’ represents an ‘un-
known’ truth value, and is
depicted in light green.
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5.3.3 Overlays using a decision table
Conditional expressions are powerful tools in cases where multiple criteria must
be taken into account. A small size example may illustrate this. Consider a
suitability study in which a land use classification and a geological classification
must be used. The respective rasters are illustrated in Figure 5.19 on the left. Do-
main expertise dictates that some combinations of land use and geology result
in suitable areas, whereas other combinations do not. In our example, forests
on alluvial terrain and grassland on shale are considered suitable combinations,
while the others are not.
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Figure 5.19: The use of
a decision table in raster
overlay. The overlay is
computed in a suitability
study, in which land use
and geology are impor-
tant factors. The mean-
ing of values in both input
rasters, as well as the out-
put raster can be under-
stood from the decision ta-
ble.
We could produce the output raster of Figure 5.19 with a longish raster cal-
culus expression like
Suitability := IFF ((Landuse = “Forest” AND Geology = “Alluvial”) OR
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(Landuse = “Grass” AND Geology = “Shale”),
“Suitable”, “Unsuitable”)
and consider ourselves lucky that there are only two ‘suitable’ cases. In practice,
many more cases must usually be covered, and then writing up a complex IFF
expression is not an easy task.
To this end, some GISs accommodate setting up a separate decision table that
will guide the raster overlay process. This extra table carries domain expertise,
and dictates which combinations of input raster cell values will produce which
output raster cell value. This gives us a raster overlay operator using a decision
table, as illustrated in Figure 5.19. The GIS will have supporting functions to
generate the additional table from the input rasters, and to enter appropriate
values in the table.
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5.4 Neighbourhood functions
In our section on overlay operators, the guiding principle was to compare or
combine the characteristic value of a location from two data layers, and to do so
for all locations. This is what raster calculus, for instance, gave us: cell by cell
calculations, with the results stored in a new raster.
There is another guiding principle in spatial analysis that can be equally use-
ful. The principle here is to find out the characteristics of the vicinity, here called
neighbourhood, of a location. After all, many suitability questions, for instance,
depend not only on what is at the location, but also on what is near the location.
Thus, the GIS must allow us ‘to look around locally’.
To perform neighbourhood analysis, we must
1. state which target locations are of interest to us, and what is their spatial
extent,
2. define how to determine the neighbourhood for each target,
3. define which characteristic(s) must be computed for each neighbourhood.
For instance, our target can be a medical clinic. Its neighbourhood can be
defined as
• an area within 2 km distance, as the crow flies, or
• an area within 2 km travel distance, or
• all roads within 500 m travel distance, or
• all other clinics within 10 minutes travel time, or
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• all residential areas, for which the clinic is the closest clinic.
Then, in the third step we indicate what characteristics to find out about the
neighbourhood. This could simply be its spatial extent, but it might also be
statistical information like
• how many people live in the area,
• what is their average household income, or
• are any high-risk industries located in the neighbourhood.
The above are typical questions in an urban setting. When our interest is
more in natural phenomena, different examples of locations, neighbourhoods
and neighbourhood characteristics arise. Since raster data are the more com-
monly used then, neighbourhood characteristics often are obtained via statistical
summary functions that compute values such as average, minimum, maximum,
and standard deviation of the cells in the identified neighbourhood.
To select target locations, one can use the selection techniques that we dis-
cussed in Section 5.2.2. To obtain characteristics from an eventually identified
neighbourhood, the same techniques apply. So what remains to be discussed
here is the proper determination of a neighbourhood.
Oneway of determining a neighbourhood around a target location is bymak-
ing use of the geometric distance function. We discuss some of these techniques
in Section 5.4.1. Geometric distance does not take into account direction and cer-
tain phenomena can only be studied by doing so. Think of pollution spread by
rivers, ground water flow, or prevailing weather systems. The more advanced
techniques for these are covered as spread computations in Section 5.4.2. Spread
functions are based on the assumption that the phenomenon spreads in all di-
rections, though not necessarily equally easily in all directions. Hence, it uses
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local terrain characteristics to compute the local resistance against spreading. In
seek computations, the assumption is that the phenomenon will choose a least-
resistance path, and not spread in all directions. This, as we will see, involves
the computation of preferred local direction of spread. Spread and seek compu-
tations take local characteristics into account, and thus are better performed in
raster data.
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5.4.1 Proximity computation
In proximity computations, we use geometric distance to define the neighbour-
hood of one or more target locations. The most common and useful technique
is buffer zone generation. Another technique based on geometric distance that we
discuss is Thiessen polygon generation.
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Buffer zone generation
The principle of buffer zone generation is simple: we select one or more target
locations, and then determine the area around them, within a certain distance.
In Figure 5.20(a), a number of main and minor roads were selected as targets,
and a 75 m (resp., 25 m) buffer was computed from them.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.20: Buffer zone
generation: (a) around
main and minor roads. Dif-
ferent distances were ap-
plied: 25 metres for minor
roads, 75 metres for main
roads. (b) Zonated buffer
zones around main roads.
Three different zones were
obtained: at 100 metres
from main road, at 200,
and at 300 metres.
In some case studies, zonated buffers must be determined, for instance in
assessments of traffic noise effects. Most GIS support this type of zonated buffer
computations. An illustration is provided in Figure 5.20(b).
In vector-based buffer generation, the buffers themselves become polygon
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features, usually in a separate data layer, that can be used in further spatial anal-
ysis.
Buffer generation on rasters is a fairly simple function. The target location or
locations are always represented by a selection of the raster’s cells, and geomet-
ric distance is defined, using cell resolution as the unit. The distance function
applied is the Pythagorean distance between the cell centres. The distance from
a non-target cell to the target is the minimal distance one can find between that
non-target cell and any target cell.
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Figure 5.21: Thiessen
polygon construction
from a Delaunay trian-
gulation: perpendiculars
of the triangles form
the boundaries of the
polygons.
Thiessen polygon generation
Another technique that makes use of geometric distance for determining neigh-
bourhoods is useful if we have a spatially distributed set of points as target lo-
cations, and we want to know for each location in the study to which target it is
closest. This technique will generate a polygon around each target location that
identifies all those locations that ‘belong to’ that target.
A partitioning of the plane into polygons that have this characteristic—con-
taining all the locations that are closer to the polygon’s ‘midpoint’ than to any
other ‘midpoint’—is called a Thiessen polygon partition. Given an input point
set that will be the polygon’s midpoints, it is not difficult to construct such a
partition. It is even much easier to construct if we already have a Delaunay
triangulation for the same input point set (see Section 2.2.3 on TINs).
Figure 4.18(a) repeats the Delaunay triangulation of Figure 2.8(b). The Thies-
sen polygon partition constructed from it is in part (b). The construction first
creates the perpendiculars of all the triangle sides; observe that a perpendicular
of a triangle side that connect point A with point B is the divide between the
area closer to A and the area closer to B. The perpendiculars become part of the
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boundary of each Thiessen polygon.
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5.4.2 Spread computation
The determination of neighbourhood of one or more target locations may de-
pend not only on distance—cases which we discussed above—but also on di-
rection and differences in the terrain in different directions. This typically is the
case when the target location contains a ‘source material’ that spreads over time.
This ‘source material’ may be air, water or soil pollution, commuters exiting a
train station, people from an opened-up refugee camp, a water spring uphill, or
the radio waves emitted from a radio relay station.
In all these cases, one will not expect the spread to occur evenly in all di-
rections. There will be local terrain factors that influence the spread, making it
easier or more difficult. Many GIS provide support for this type of spread compu-
tation, and we discuss some of its principles, in the context of raster data, here.
Spread computation involves one or more target locations, which are better
called source locations in this context. They are the locations of the source of what-
ever spreads. Spread computation also involves a local resistance raster, which for
each cell provides a value that indicates how difficult it is for the ‘source mate-
rial’ to pass by that cell. The value in the cell must be normalized: i.e., valid for
a standardized length, usually the cell’s width, of spread path.
From the source location(s) and the local resistance raster, the GIS will be
able to compute a new raster that indicates how much minimal total resistance
the spread has witnessed for reaching a raster cell. All of this is illustrated in
Figure 5.22.
While computing total resistances, the GIS takes proper care of correct spread
path lengths. Obviously, the spread from a cell csrc to its neighbour cell to the east
ce is shorter than to the cell that is its northeast neighbour cne. The distance ratio
between these two cases is 1 :
√
2. If val(c) indicates the local resistance value for
cell c, the GIS computes the total incurred resistance for spreading from csrc to
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Figure 5.22: Spread com-
putations on a raster. The
lower left green cell is the
source location, indicated
in the local resistance
raster (a). The raster in
(b) is the minimal total re-
sistance raster computed
by the GIS. (The GIS will
work in higher precision
real arithmetic than what is
illustrated here.)
ce as 12(val(csrc) + val(ce)), while the same for csrc to cne is
1
2
(val(csrc) + val(cne))×√
2. The accumulated resistance along a path of cells is simply the sum of these
incurred resistances from pairwise neighbour cells.
Since ‘source material’ has the habit of taking the easiest route to spread, we
must determine at what minimal cost (i.e., at what minimal resistance) it may
have arrived in a cell. Therefore, we are interested in the minimal cost path. To
determine the minimal total resistance along a path from the source location csrc
to an arbitrary cell cx, the GIS determines all possible paths from csrc to cx, and
then determines which one has the lowest total resistance. This value is found,
for each cell, in the raster of Figure 5.22(b).
For instance, there are three paths from the green source location to its north-
east neighbour cell (with local resistance 5). We can define them as path 1 (N–E),
path 2 (E–N) and path 3 (NE), using compass directions to define the path from
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the green cell. For path 1, the total resistance is computed as:
1
2
(4 + 4) +
1
2
(4 + 5) = 8.5.
Path 2, in similar style, gives us a total value of 6.5. For path 3, we find
1
2
(4 + 5)×√2 = 6.36,
and thus it obviously is the minimal cost path. The reader is asked to verify one
or two other values of minimal cost paths that the GIS has produced.
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5.4.3 Seek computation
Spread computations determine how a phenomenon spreads over the area, in
principle in all directions, though with different difficulty or resistance. There
are, however, also cases where a phenomenon does not spread in all directions,
but only along a chosen, least-cost path, determined again by local terrain char-
acteristics. The typical case arises when we want to determine the drainage pat-
terns in a catchment: the rainfall water ‘chooses’ a way to leave the area. This is
when we use seek computations.
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Figure 5.23: Seek compu-
tations on a raster: (a) the
original elevation raster,
(b) the flow direction raster
computed from it, (c) accu-
mulated flow count raster.
We illustrate the principles with a simple elevation raster, provided in Fig-
ure 5.23(a). For each cell in that raster, the steepest downward slope to a neigh-
bour cell is computed, and its direction stored in a new raster (Figure 5.23(b)).
This computation determines the elevation difference between the cell and a
neighbour cell, and takes into account cell distance—1 for neighbour cells in N–
S or W–E direction,
√
2 for cells in NE–SW or NW-SE direction. Among its eight
neighbour cells, it picks the one with the steepest path to it. The directions in
raster (b), thus obtained, are encoded in integer values, and we have ‘decoded’
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them for the sake of illustration. Raster (b) can be called the flow direction raster.
From raster (b), the GIS can compute the accumulated flow count raster, a raster
that for each cell indicates how many cells have their water flow into the cell.
Cells with a high accumulated flow count represent areas of concentrated
flow, and thus may belong to a stream. By using some appropriately chosen
threshold value in a raster calculus expression, we may decide whether they do.
Cells with an accumulated flow count of zero are local topographic highs, and
can be used to identify ridges.
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5.5 Network analysis
A completely different set of analytic functions in GIS consists of computations
on networks. A network is a connected set of lines, representing some geographic
phenomenon, typically of the transportation type. The ‘goods’ transported can
be almost anything: people, cars and other vehicles along a road network, com-
mercial goods along a logistic network, phone calls along a telephone network,
or water pollution along a stream/river network.
Network analysis can be done using either raster or vector data layers, but
they are more commonly done in the latter, as line features can be associated
with a network naturally, and can be given typical transportation characteris-
tics like capacity and cost per unit. One crucial characteristic of any network
is whether the network lines are considered directed or not. Directed networks
associate with each line a direction of transportation; undirected networks do not.
In the latter, the ‘goods’ can be transported along a line in both directions. We
discuss here vector network analysis, and assume that the network is a set of
connected line features that intersect only at the lines’ nodes, not at internal ver-
tices. (But we do mention under- and overpasses.)
For many applications of network analysis, a planar network, i.e., one that is
embeddable in a two-dimensional plane, will do the job. Many networks are
naturally planar, like stream/river networks. A large-scale traffic network, on
the other end, is not planar: motorways have multi-level crossings and are con-
structed with underpasses and overpasses. Planar networks are easier to deal
with computationally, as they have simpler topological rules. Not all GISs ac-
commodate non-planar networks, or can do so only using trickery.
Such trickery may involve to split overpassing lines at the intersection vertex
and create four out of the two original lines. Without further attention, the net-
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work will then allow to make a turn onto another line at this new intersection
node, which in reality would be impossible. Some GIS allow to associate a cost
with turning at a node—see our discussion on turning costs below—and that
cost, in the case of the overpass trick, can be made infinite to ensure it is prohib-
ited. But, as we said, this is trickery to fit a non-planar situation into a data layer
that presumes planarity.
The above is a good illustration of geometry not fully determining the net-
work’s behaviour. Additional application-specific rules are usually required to
define what can and cannot happen in the network. Most GIS provide rule-
based tools that allow the definition of these extra application rules.
Various classical spatial analysis functions on networks are supported by GIS
software packages. The most important ones are:
Optimal path finding which generates a least cost-path on a network between
a pair of predefined locations using both geometric and attribute data.
Network partitioning which assigns network elements (nodes or line segments)
to different locations using predefined criteria.
We discuss these two typical functions in the sections below.
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Optimal path finding
Optimal path finding techniques are used when a least-cost path between two
nodes in a network must be found. The two nodes are called origin and desti-
nation, respectively. The aim is to find a sequence of connected lines to traverse
from the origin to the destination at the lowest possible cost.
The cost function can be simple: for instance, it can be defined as the total
length of all lines on the path. The cost function can also be more elaborate and
take into account not only length of the lines, but also their capacity, maximum
transmission (travel) rate and other line characteristics, for instance to obtain a
reasonable approximation of travel time. There can even be cases in which the
nodes visited add to the cost of the path as well. These may be called turning
costs, which are defined in a separate turning cost table for each node, indicating
the cost of turning at the node when entering from one line and continuing on
another. This is illustrated in Figure 5.24.
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Figure 5.24: Network
neighbourhood of node
N with associated turning
costs at N . Turning at
N onto c is prohibited
because of direction, so
no costs are mentioned for
turning onto c. A turning
cost of infinity (∞) means
that it is also prohibited.
The attentive reader will notice that it is possible to travel on line b in Fig-
ure 5.24, then take a U-turn at node N , and return along a to where one came
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from. The question is whether doing this makes sense in optimal path finding.
After all, to go back to where one comes from will only increase the total cost.
In fact, there are situations where it is optimal to do so. Suppose it is node M
that is connected by line b with node N , and that we actually wanted to travel
to another node L from M . The turn at M towards node L coming via another
line may be prohibitively expensive, whereas turning towards L atM returning
toM along bmay not be so expensive.
Problems related to optimal path finding are ordered optimal path finding
and unordered optimal path finding. Both have as extra requirement that a num-
ber of additional nodes needs to be visited along the path. In ordered optimal
path finding, the sequence in which these extra nodes are visited matters; in
unordered optimal path finding it does not. An illustration of both types is pro-
vided in Figure 5.25. Here, a path is found from nodeA to nodeD, visiting nodes
B and C. Obviously, the length of the path found under non-ordered require-
ments is at most as long as the one found under ordered requirements. Some
GIS provide support for these more complicated path finding problems.
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Figure 5.25: Ordered (a)
and unordered (b) opti-
mal path finding. In both
cases, a path had to be
found from A to D, in (a)
by visiting B and then C,
in (b) both nodes also but
in arbitrary order.
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Network partitioning
In network partitioning, the purpose is to assign lines and/or nodes of the net-
work, in a mutually exclusive way, to a number of target locations. Typically,
the target locations play the role of service centre for the network. This may be
any type of service: medical treatment, education, water supply. This type of
network partitioning is known as a network allocation problem.
Another problem is trace analysis. Here, one wants to determine that part
of the network that is upstream (or downstream) from a given target location.
Such problems exist in pollution tracing along river/stream systems, but also in
network failure chasing in energy distribution networks.
Network allocation In network allocation, we have a number of target loca-
tions that function as resource centres, and the problem is which part of the net-
work to exclusively assign to which service centre. This may sound like a simple
allocation problem, in which a service centre is assigned those line (segments)
to which it is nearest, but usually the problem statement is more complicated.
These further complications stem from the requirements to take into account
(a) the capacity with which a centre can produce the resources (whether they are
medical operations, school pupil positions, kilowatts, or bottles of milk), and
(b) the consumption of the resources, which may vary amongst lines or line seg-
ments. After all, some streets havemore accidents, more children who live there,
more industry in high demand of electricity or just more thirsty work(wo)men.
The service area of any centre is a subset of the distribution network, in fact,
a connected part of the network. Various techniques exist to assign network
lines, or their segments, to a centre. In Figure 5.26(a), the green star indicates a
primary school and the GIS has been used to assign streets and street segments
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.26: Network al-
location on a pupil/school
assignment problem. In
(a), the street segments
within 2 km of the school
are identified; in (b), the
selection of (a) is further
restricted to accommodate
the school’s capacity for
the new year.
to the closest school within 2 km distance, along the network. Then, using de-
mographic figures of pupils living along the streets, it was determined that too
many potential pupils lived in the area for the school’s capacity. So in part (b),
the already selected part of the network was reduced to accommodate precisely
the school’s pupil capacity for the new year.
Trace analysis Trace analysis is performedwhenwewant to understandwhich
part of a network is ‘conditionally connected’ to a chosen node on the network,
known as the trace origin. For a node or line to be conditionally connected, it
means that a path exists from the node/line to the trace origin, and that the con-
necting path fulfills the conditions set. What these conditions are depends on
the application, and they may involve direction of the path, capacity, length,
resource consumption along it, et cetera. The condition typically is a logical ex-
pression, as we have seen before, for instance:
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• the path must be directed from the node/line to the trace origin,
• its capacity (defined as the minimum capacity of the lines that constitute
the path) must be above a given threshold, and
• the path’s length must not exceed a given maximum length.
Tracing is the computation that the GIS performs to find the paths from the
trace origin that obey the tracing conditions. It is a rather useful function for
many network-related problems.
Figure 5.27: Tracing
functions on a network:
(a) tracing upstream,
(b) tracing downstream,
(c) tracing without condi-
tions on direction.
In Figure 5.27 our trace origin is indicated in red. In part (a), the tracing
conditions were set to trace all the way upstream; in part (b), we traced all the
way downstream, and in part (c) we set no conditions on direction of the path,
thereby tracing all connected lines from the trace origin. More complicated con-
ditions are certainly possible in tracing.
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Summary
In this chapter, we looked at various ways of manipulating spatial data sets, both
of the raster and of the vector type. An important distinction is whether our
manipulations generate new spatial data sets or not. Throughout the chapter,
we have attempted to strike a balance between vector and raster manipulations,
trying to give them equal attention, but it is certainly true that some types of
manipulations are better accommodated in one, and not so well in the other.
But this is not an applicability contest between these two data formats. Usually,
one chooses the format to work with on the basis of many more parameters,
including source data availability.
A first class of spatial data manipulations does not generate new spatial
data, but rather extracts—i.e., ‘makes visible’—information from existing data
sets. Amongst these are the measurement functions. These allow us to determine
scalar values such as length, distance, and area size of selected features. Another
prominent data extraction type are the spatial selections, which allow to selective
identify features on the basis of conditions, which may be spatial in character.
The second class of spatial data manipulations does generate new spatial
data sets. Classification functions come first to mind: they assign a new charac-
teristic value to each feature in a set of (previously selected) features. This then
allows to lump features with the same characteristic value together.
Spatial overlay functions go a step further and combine two spatial data sets
by location. What is produced as output spatial data set depends on user re-
quirements, and the data format with which one works. Most of the vector spa-
tial overlays are based on polygon/polygon intersection, or polygon/line inter-
sections. In the raster domain, we have seen the powerful tool of raster calculus,
which allows all sorts of spatial overlay conditions and output expressions, all
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based on cell by cell comparisons and computations.
Going beyond spatial overlays are the neighbourhood functions. Their princi-
ple is not ‘equal location comparison’ but they instead focus on the definition
of the vicinity of one or more features. This is useful for applications that at-
tempt to assess the effect of some phenomenon on its environment. The sim-
plest neighbourhood functions are insensitive to direction, i.e., will deal with
all directions equally. Good examples are buffer computations on vector data.
More advanced neighbourhood functions take into account local factors of the
vicinity, and therefore are sensitive to direction. Since such local factors are more
easily represented in raster data, this is then the preferred format. Spread and
seek functions are examples.
We finally also looked at special type of spatial data, namely (line) networks,
and the functions that are needed on these. Optimal path finding is one such func-
tions, useful in routing problems. The use of this function can be constrained or
unconstrained. Another function often needed on networks is network partition-
ing: how to assign which parts of the network to which resource locations.
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Questions
1. On page 283, we discussed the measurement function of distance between
vector features. Draw six diagrams, each of which contains two arbitrary
vector features, being either a point, a polyline, or a polygon. Then, in-
dicate the minimal distance, and provide a short description of how this
could have been computed.
2. On page 283, we mentioned that two polygons can only intersect when
their minimal bounding boxes overlap. Provide a counter-example of the
inverted statement, in other words, show that if their minimal bounding
boxes overlap, the two polygons may still not intersect (or meet, or have
one contained in the other).
3. In Figure 5.11 we provided an example of automatic classification. Rework
the example and show what the results would be for three (instead of five)
classes, both with equal interval classification and equal frequency classi-
fication.
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4. A small puzzle on measurements on raster data. Suppose we have a raster
with cell area size 15 × 15 m, and that the raster uses a Cartesian coor-
dinate system. What then is the distance between the cell with ‘matrix
coordinates’ (12, 113) and the cell with coordinates (84, 556)? What is the
size in reality of the area covered by the minimal bounding box of a line
from the first to the second cell?
5. What is themore natural user-controlled classification technique for a raster
data set that has not yet been classified?
6. In Figure 5.9, we provided a classification of average household income
per ward in the city of Dar es Salaam. Provide a (spatial) interpretation of
that figure.
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7. Observe that the equal frequency technique applied on the raster of Figure 5.11
does not really produce categories with equal frequencies. Explain why
this is. Would we expect a better result if our raster had been 5,000× 5,000
cells?
8. When discussing vector overlay operators, we observed that the one fun-
damental operator was polygon intersection, and that other operators were
expressible in terms of it. The example we gave showed this for poly-
gon overwrite. Draw up a series of sketches that illustrates the procedure.
Then, devise a technique of how polygon clipping can be expressed and
illustrate this too.
9. Argue why spread computations are much more naturally supported by
raster data than by vector data.
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10. In Figure 5.22(b), each cell was assigned the minimum total resistance of
a path from the source location to that cell. Verify the two values of 14.50
and 14.95 of the top left cells by doing the necessary computations.
11. In Figure 5.23, we illustrated drainage pattern computations on the basis
of an elevation raster. Pick two arbitrary cells, and determine how water
from those cells will flow through the area described by the raster. Which
raster cell can be called the ‘water sink’ of the area?
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Data visualization
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 Figure 6.1: Maps and
location—“Where did
ITC cartography students
come from?” Map scale is
1 : 200, 000, 000.
6.1 GIS and maps
The relation between maps and GIS is rather intense. Maps can be used as in-
put for a GIS. They can be used to communicate results of GIS operations, and
maps are tools while working with GIS to execute and support spatial analysis
operations. As soon as a question contains a phrase like “where?” a map can be
the most suitable tool to solve the question and provide the answer. “Where do
I find Enschede?” and “Where did ITC’s students come from?” are both exam-
ples. Of course, the answers could be in non-map form like “in the Netherlands”
or “from all over the world.” These answers could be satisfying. However, it will
be clear these answers do not give the full picture. Amapwould put the answers
in a spatial perspective. It could show where in the Netherlands Enschede is to
be found and how it is located with respect to Schiphol–Amsterdam airport,
where most students arrive. A world map would refine the answer “from all
over the world,” since it reveals that most students arrive from Africa and Asia,
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and only a few come from the Americas, Australia and Europe as can be seen in
Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.2: Maps and
characteristics—“What is
the predominant land use
in southeast Twente?”
As soon as the location of geographic objects (“where?”) is involved a map is
useful. However, maps can domore then just providing information on location.
They can also inform about the thematic attributes of the geographic objects lo-
cated in the map. An example would be “What is the predominant land use in
southeast Twente?” The answer could, again, just be verbal and state “Urban.”
However, such an answer does not reveal patterns. In Figure 6.2, a dominant
northwest-southeast urban buffer can be clearly distinguished. Maps can an-
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swer the “What?” question only in relation to location (the map as a reference
frame). A third type of question that can be answered from maps is related to
“When?” For instance, “When did the Netherlands have its longest coastline?”
The answer might be “1600,” and this will probably be satisfactory to most peo-
ple. However, it might be interesting to see how this changed over the years. A
set of maps could provide the answer as demonstrated in Figure 6.3. Summa-
rizing, maps can deal with questions/answers related to the basic components
of spatial or geographic data: location (geometry), characteristics (thematic at-
tributes) and time, and their combination.
  
Figure 6.3: Maps and
time—“When did the
Netherlands have its
longest coastline?”
As such, maps are the most efficient and effective means to transfer spatial
information. The map user can locate geographic objects, while the shape and
colour of signs and symbols representing the objects inform about their charac-
teristics. They reveal spatial relations and patterns, and offer the user insight in
and overview of the distribution of particular phenomena. An additional char-
acteristic of on-screen maps is that these are often interactive and have a link to
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a database, and as such allow for more complex queries.
Looking at the maps in this paragraph’s illustrations demonstrates an im-
portant quality of maps: the ability to offer an abstraction of reality. A map
simplifies by leaving out certain details, but at the same time it puts, when well-
designed, the remaining information in a clear perspective. The map in Fig-
ure 6.1 only needs the boundaries of countries, and a symbol to represent the
number of students per country. In this particular case there is no need to show
cities, mountains, rivers or other phenomena.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: Comparing an
aerial photograph (a) and
a map (b). Source: Fig-
ure 5–1 in [36].
This characteristic is well illustrated when one puts the map next to an aerial
photograph or satellite image of the same area. Products like these give all infor-
mation observed by the capture devices used. Figure 6.4 shows an aerial photo-
graph of the ITC building and amap of the same area. The photographs show all
objects visible, including parked cars, small temporary buildings et cetera. From
the photograph, it becomes clear that the weather as well as the time of the day
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influenced its contents: the shadow to the north of the buildings obscures other
information. The map only gives the outlines of buildings and the streets in the
surroundings. It is easier to interpret because of selection/omission and classifi-
cation. The symbolization chosen highlights our building. Additional informa-
tion, not available in the photograph, has been added, such as the name of the
major street: Hengelosestraat. Other non-visible data, like cadastral boundaries
or even the sewerage system, could have been added in the sameway. However,
it also demonstrates that selection means interpretation, and there are subjective
aspects to that. In certain circumstances, a combination of photographs andmap
elements can be useful.
Apart from contents, there is a relationship between the effectiveness of a
map for a given purpose and the map’s scale. The Public Works department of a
city council cannot use a 1 : 250, 000 map for replacing broken sewer-pipes, and
the map of Figure 6.1 cannot be reproduced at scale 1 : 10, 000. The map scale is
the ratio between a distance on the map and the corresponding distance in real-
ity. Maps that show much detail of a small area are called large-scale maps. The
map in Figure 6.4 displaying the surroundings of the ITC-building is an exam-
ple. The world map in Figure 6.1 is a small-scale map. Scale indications on maps
can be given verbally like ‘one-inch-to-the-mile’, or as a representative fraction
like 1 : 200, 000, 000 (1 cm on the map equals 200, 000, 000 cm (or 2, 000 km) in
reality), or by a graphic representation like a scale bar as given in the map in
Figure 6.4(b). The advantage of using scale bars in digital environments is that
its length changes also when the map zoomed in, or enlarged before printing.1
Sometimes it is necessary to convert maps from one scale to another, but this
may lead to problems of (cartographic) generalization.
Having discussed several characteristics of maps it is now necessary to pro-
1And this explains why many of the maps in this book do not show a map scale.
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vide a definition. Board [8] defines a map as
“a representation or abstraction of geographic reality. A tool for pre-
senting geographic information in a way that is visual, digital or tac-
tile.”
The first sentence in this definition holds three key words. The geographic re-
ality represents the object of study, our world. Representation and abstraction
refer to models of these geographic phenomena. The second sentence reflects
the appearance of the map. Can we see or touch it, or is it stored in a database.
In other words, a map is a reduced and simplified representation of (parts of)
the Earth’s surface on a plane.
Traditionally, maps are divided in topographic and thematic maps. A topo-
graphic map visualizes, limited by its scale, the Earth’s surface as accurately as
possible. This may include infrastructure (e.g., railroads and roads), land use
(e.g., vegetation and built-up area), relief, hydrology, geographic names and a
reference grid. Figure 6.5 shows a small scale topographic map of Overijssel, the
Dutch province in which Enschede is located. Thematic maps represent the dis-
tribution of particular themes. One can distinguish between socio-economic themes
and physical themes. The map in Figure 6.6(a), showing population density in
Overijssel, is an example of the first and the map in Figure 6.6(b), displaying the
province’s drainage areas, is an example of the second. As can be noted, both
thematic maps also contain information found in a topographic map, so as to
provide a geographic reference to the theme represented. The amount of topo-
graphic information required depends on the map theme. In general, a physical
map will need more topographic data than most socio-economic maps, which
normally only need administrative boundaries. The map with drainage areas
should have added rivers and canals, while adding relief would make sense as
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Figure 6.5: A topographic
map of the province of
Overijssel. Geographic
names and a reference
grid have been omitted for
reasons of clarity.
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well. Today’s digital environment has diminished the distinction between to-
pographic and thematic maps. Often, both topographic and thematic maps are
stored in the database as separate data layers. Each layer contains data on a
particular topic, and the user is able to switch layers on or off at will.
(a)
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(b)
Figure 6.6: Thematic
maps: (a) socio-economic
thematic map, showing
population density of
province of Overijssel
(higher densities in darker
tints); (b) physical thematic
map, showing watershed
areas of Overijssel.
The design of topographic maps is mostly based on conventions, of which
some date back to centuries ago. Examples are water in blue, forests in green,
major roads in red, urban areas in black, et cetera. The design of thematic maps,
however, should be based on a set of cartographic rules, also called cartographic
grammar, which will be explained in Section 6.4 and 6.5 (but see also [37]).
Nowadays, maps are often produced through a GIS. If one wants to use a
GIS to tackle a particular geo-problem, this often involves the combination and
integration of many different data sets. For instance, if one wants to quantify
land use changes, two data sets from different periods can be combined with an
overlay operation. The result of such a spatial analysis can be a spatial data layer
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from which a map can be produced to show the differences. The parameters
used during the operation are based on computation models developed by the
application at hand. It is easy to imagine that maps can play a role during this
process of working with a GIS. From this perspective, maps are no longer only
the final product they used to be. They can be created just to see which data are
available in the spatial database, or to show intermediate results during spatial
analysis, and of course to present the final outcome.

	

Figure 6.7: The dimen-
sions of spatial data:
(a) 2D, (b) 3D, (c) 3D with
time.
The users of GIS also try to solve problems that deal with three-dimensional
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reality or with change processes. This results in a demand for other than just
two-dimensional maps to represent geographic reality. Three-dimensional and
even four-dimensional (namely, including time) maps are then required. New
visualization techniques for these demands have been developed. Figure 6.7
shows the dimensionality of geographic objects and their graphic representa-
tion. Part (a) provides a map of the ITC building and its surroundings, while
part (b) shows a three-dimensional view of the building. Figure 6.7(c) shows the
effect of change, as twomoments in time during the construction of the building.
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6.2 The visualization process
The characteristic of maps and their function in relation to the spatial data han-
dling process was explained in the previous section. In this context the carto-
graphic visualization process is considered to be the translation or conversion
of spatial data from a database into graphics. These are predominantly map-
like products. During the visualization process, cartographic methods and tech-
niques are applied. These can be considered to form a kind of grammar that
allows for the optimal design, the production and use of maps, depending on
the application (see Figure 6.8).
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Figure 6.8: The carto-
graphic visualization pro-
cess. Source: Figure 2–1
in [36].
The producer of these visual products may be a professional cartographer,
but may also be a discipline expert mapping, for instance, vegetation stands us-
ing remote sensing images, or health statistics in the slums of a city. To enable the
translation from spatial data into graphics, we assume that the data are available
and that the spatial database is well-structured.
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The visualization process can vary greatly depending on where in the spa-
tial data handling process it takes place and the purpose for which it is needed.
visualizations can be, and are, created during any phase of the spatial data han-
dling process as indicated before. They can be simple or complex, while the
production time can be short or long.
Some examples are the creation of a full, traditional topographic map sheet,
a newspaper map, a sketch map, a map from an electronic atlas, an animation
showing the growth of a city, a three-dimensional view of a building or a moun-
tain, or even a real-time map display of traffic conditions. Other examples in-
clude ‘quick and dirty’ views of part of the database, the map used during the
updating process or during a spatial analysis. However, visualization can also be
used for checking the consistency of the acquisition process or even the database
structure. These visualization examples from different phases in the process of
spatial data handling demonstrate the need for an integrated approach to geoin-
formatics. The environment in which the visualization process is executed can
vary considerably. It can be done on a stand-alone personal computer, a network
computer linked to an intranet, or on the World Wide Web (WWW/Internet).
In any of the examples just given, as well as in the maps in this book, the
visualization process is guided by the question “How do I say what to whom?”
“How” refers to cartographicmethods and techniques. “I” represents the cartog-
rapher or map maker, “say” deals with communicating in graphics the seman-
tics of the spatial data. “What” refers to the spatial data and its characteristics,
(for instance, whether they are of a qualitative or quantitative nature). “Whom”
refers to the map audience and the purpose of the map—a map for scientists
requires a different approach than a map on the same topic aimed at children.
This will be elaborated upon in the following sections.
In the past, the cartographer was often solely responsible for the whole map
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compilation process. During this process, incomplete and uncertain data often
still resulted in an authoritative map. The maps created by a cartographer had to
be accepted by the user. Cartography, for a long time, was very much driven by
supply rather than by demand. In some respects, this is still the case. However,
nowadays one accepts that just making maps is not the only purpose of cartog-
raphy. The visualization process should also be tested on its efficiency. To the
proposition “How do I say what to whom” we have to add “and is it effective?”
Based on feedback from map users, we can decide whether the map needs im-
provement. In particular, with all the modern visualization options available,
such as animated maps, multimedia and virtual reality, it remains necessary to
test cartographic products on their effectiveness.
The visualization process is always influenced by several factors, as can be
illustrated by just looking at the content of a spatial database:
• Are we dealing with large- or small-scale data? This introduces the prob-
lem of generalization. Generalization addresses the meaningful reduction
of the map content during scale reduction.
• Are we dealing with topographic or thematic data? These two categories
traditionally resulted in different design approaches as was explained in
the previous section.
• More important for the design is the question of whether the data to be
represented are of a quantitative or qualitative nature.
We should understand that the impact of these factors may become even big-
ger since the compilation of maps by spatial data handling is often the result of
combining different data sets of different quality and fromdifferent data sources,
collected at different scales and stored in different map projections.
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Cartographers have all kind of tools available to visualize the data. These
tools consist of functions, rules and habits. Algorithms to classify the data or
to smoothen a polyline are examples of functions. Rules tell us, for instance,
to use proportional symbols to display absolute quantities or to position an ar-
tificial light source in the northwest to create a shaded relief map. Habits or
conventions—or traditions as some would call them—tell us to colour the sea in
blue, lowlands in green and mountains in brown. The efficiency of these tools
will partly depend on the above-mentioned factors, and partly on what we are
used to.
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6.3 Visualization strategies: present or explore
Traditionally the cartographer’s main task was the creation of good cartographic
products. This is still true today. The main function of maps is to communicate
geographic information, meaning, to inform the map user about location and
nature of geographic phenomena and spatial patterns. This has been the map’s
function throughout history. Well-trained cartographers are designing and pro-
ducing maps, supported by a whole set of cartographic tools and theory as de-
scribed in cartographic textbooks [55, 37].
During the last decades, many others have become involved inmakingmaps.
The widespread use of GIS has increased the number of maps tremendously
[42]. Even the spreadsheet software used commonly in office today hasmapping
capabilities, although most users are not aware of this. Many of these maps
are not produced as final products, but rather as intermediaries to support the
user in her/his work dealing with spatial data. The map has started to play a
completely new role: it is not only a communication tool, but also has become
an aid in the user’s (visual) thinking process.
This thinking process is accelerated by the continued developments in hard-
and software. These went along with changing scientific and societal needs for
georeferenced data and, as such, for maps. New media like CD-ROMs and the
WWW allow dynamic presentation and also user interaction. Users now expect
immediate and real-time access to the data; data that have become abundant in
many sectors of the geoinformation world. This abundance of data, seen as a
paradise by some sectors, is a major problem in other sectors. We lack the tools
for user-friendly queries and retrieval when studying the massive amount of
data produced by sensors, which is now available via the WWW. A new branch
of science is currently evolving to solve this problem of abundance. In the geo-
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disciplines, it is called visual spatial data mining.
The developments have given the word visualization an enhanced meaning.
According to the dictionary, it means ‘to make visible’ and it can be argued that,
in the case of spatial data, this has always been the business of cartographers.
However, progress in other disciplines has linked the word to more specific
ways in which modern computer technology can facilitate the process of ‘mak-
ing visible’ in real time. Specific software toolboxes have been developed, and
their functionality is based on two key words: interaction and dynamics. A sepa-
rate discipline, called scientific visualization, has developed around it [44], and
this has an important impact on cartography as well. It offers the user the possi-
bility of instantaneously changing the appearance of a map. Interaction with the
map will stimulate the user’s thinking and will add a new function to the map.
As well as communication, it will prompt thinking and decision-making.
Developments in scientific visualization stimulated DiBiase [18] to define a
model for map-based scientific visualization, also known as geovisualization.
It covers both the presentation and exploration functions of the map (see Fig-
ure 6.9). Presentation is described as ‘public visual communication’ since it con-
cerns maps aimed at a wide audience. Exploration is defined as ‘private visual
thinking’ because it is often an individual playing with the spatial data to de-
termine its significance. It is obvious that presentation fits into the traditional
realm of cartography, where the cartographer works on known spatial data and
creates communicative maps. Such maps are often created for multiple use. Ex-
ploration, however, often involves a discipline expert who creates maps while
dealing with unknown data. These maps are generally for a single purpose, ex-
pedient in the expert’s attempt to solve a problem. While dealing with the data,
the expert should be able to rely on cartographic expertise, provided by the soft-
ware or some other means. Essentially, also here the problem of translation of
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Figure 6.9: Visual thinking
and visual communication.
Source: Figure 2–2 in [36].
spatial data into cartographic symbols needs to be solved.
The above trends have all to do with what has been called the ‘democratiza-
tion of cartography’ by Morrison [47]. He explains it as
“using electronic technology, no longer does the map user depend
on what the cartographer decides to put on a map. Today the user
is the cartographer . . . users are now able to produce analyses and
visualizations at will to any accuracy standard that satisfies them.”
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Exploration means working with unknown patterns in data. However, what
is unknown for one is not necessarily unknown to others. For instance, brows-
ing in Microsoft’s Encarta World Atlas CD-ROM is an exploration for most of us
because of its wealth of information. With products like these, such exploration
takes place within boundaries set by the producers. Cartographic knowledge is
incorporated in the program, resulting in pre-designed maps. Some users may
feel this to be a constraint, but those same users will no longer feel constrained
as soon as they follow the web links attached to this electronic atlas. It shows
that the environment, the data and the users influence one’s view of what explo-
ration entails.
To create a map about a topic means that one selects the relevant geographic
phenomena according to some model, and converts these into meaningful sym-
bols for the map. Paper maps (in the past) had a dual function. They acted
as a database of the objects selected from reality, and communicated informa-
tion about these geographic objects. The introduction of computer technology
and databases in particular, has created a split between these two functions of
the map. The database function is no longer required for the map, although
each map can still function like it. The communicative function of maps has not
changed.
The sentence “How do I say what to whom, and is it effective?” guides the
cartographic visualization process, and summarizes the cartographic commu-
nication principle. Especially when dealing with maps that are created in the
realm of presentation cartography (Figure 6.9), it is important to adhere to the
cartographic design rules. This is to guarantee that they are easily understood
by the map users.
How does this communication process work? Figure 6.10 forms an illustra-
tion. It starts with information to be mapped (the ‘What’ from the sentence).
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Figure 6.10: The carto-
graphic communication
process, based on “How
do I say what to whom,
and is it effective?”
Source: Figure 5–5 in
[36].
Before anything can be done, the cartographer should get a feel for the nature
of the information, since this determines the graphical options. Cartographic in-
formation analysis provides this. Based on this knowledge, the cartographer can
choose the correct symbols to represent the information in the map. S/he has a
whole toolbox of visual variables available to match symbols with the nature of
the data. For the rules, we refer to Section 6.4.
In 1967, the French cartographer Bertin developed the basic concepts of the
theory of map design, with his publication Se´miologie Graphique [6]. He provided
guidelines for making good maps. If ten professional cartographers were given
the same mapping task, and each would apply Bertin’s rules, this would still
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result in ten different maps. For instance, if the guidelines dictate the use of
colour, it is not stated which colour should be used. Still, all ten maps could be
of good quality.
Returning to the scheme, the map (the ‘say’ in the sentence) is read by the
map users (the ‘whom’ from the sentence). They extract some information from
the map, represented by the box entitled ‘retrieved information’. From the fig-
ure it becomes clear that the boxes with ‘information’ and ‘retrieved Informa-
tion’ do not overlap. This means the information derived by the map user is
not the same as the information that the cartographic communication process
started with. There may be several causes. Possibly, the original information
was partly lost or additional information has been added during the process.
Loss of information could be deliberately caused by the cartographer, with the
aim to emphasize remaining information. Another possibility is that the map
user did not understand the map fully. Information gained during the commu-
nication process could be due to the cartographer, who added extra information
to strengthen the already available information. It is also possible that the map
user has some prior knowledge on the topic or area, which allows the user to
combine this prior knowledge with the knowledge retrieved from the map.
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6.4 The cartographic toolbox
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6.4.1 What kind of data do I have?
To find the proper symbology for a map one has to execute a cartographic data
analysis. The core of this analysis process is to access the characteristics of the
data to find out how they can be visualized, so that the map user properly inter-
prets them. The first step in the analysis process is to find a common denomina-
tor for all the data. This common denominator will then be used as the title of
the map. For instance, if all data are related to geomorphology the title will be
Geomorphology of . . . Secondly, the individual component(s), such as those that
relate to the origin of the land forms, should be accessed and their nature de-
scribed. Later, these components should be visible in the map legend. Analysis
of the components is done by determining their nature.
Data will be of a qualitative or quantitative nature. The first type of data is
also called nominal data. Nominal data exist of discrete, named values without
a natural order amongst the values. Examples are the different languages (e.g.,
English, Swahili, Dutch), the different soil types (e.g., sand, clay, peat) or the
different land use categories (e.g., arable land, pasture). In the map, qualitative
data are classified according to disciplinary insights such as a soil classification
system. Basic geographic units are homogeneous areas associated with a single
soil type, recognized by the soil classification.
Quantitative data can be measured, either along an interval or ratio scale. For
data measured on an interval scale, the exact distance between values is known,
but there exists no absolute zero on the scale. Temperature is an example: 40 ◦C
is not twice as warm as 20 ◦C, and 0 ◦C is not an absolute zero. Quantitative data
with a ratio scale have a known absolute zero. An example is income: someone
earning $100 earns twice as much as someone with an income of $50. In the
maps, quantitative data are often classified into categories according to some
mathematical method.
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In between qualitative and quantitative data, one can distinguish ordinal data.
These data are measured along an ordinal scale, based on hierarchies. For in-
stance, one knows that one value is ‘more’ than another value, such as ‘warm’
versus ‘cool’. Another example is a hierarchy of road types: ‘highway’, ‘main
road’, ‘secondary road’ and ‘track’. The different types of data are summarized
in Table 6.1.
Measurement scale Nature of data
Nominal Data of different nature / identity of
things (qualitative)
Ordinal Data with a clear element of order,
though not quantitatively determined
(ordered)
Interval Quantitative information with arbitrary
zero
Ratio Quantitative data with absolute zero
Table 6.1: Differences in
the nature of data and their
measurement scales
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6.4.2 How can I map my data?
The contents of a map, irrespective of the medium on which it is displayed, can
be classified in different basic categories. A map image consists of point sym-
bols, line symbols, area symbols, and text. The symbols’ appearance can vary
depending on their nature. Most maps in this book show symbols in different
size, shape and colour. Points can represent individual objects such as the loca-
tion of shops or can refer to values that are representative for an administrative
area. Lines can vary in colour to show the difference between administrative
boundaries and rivers, or vary in shape to show the difference between railroads
and roads. Areas follow the same principles: difference in colour distinguishes
between different vegetation stands.
Although the variations are only limited by fantasy they can be grouped to-
gether in a few categories.
Bertin [6] distinguished six categories, which he called the visual variables and
which may be applied to point, line and area symbols. They are
• size,
• (lightness) value,
• texture,
• colour,
• orientation and
• shape.
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These visual variables can be used to make one symbol different from another.
In doing this, map makers in principle have free choice, provided they do not
violate the rules of cartographic grammar. They do not have that choice when
deciding where to locate the symbol in the map. The symbol should be located
where features belong. Visual variables stimulate the map user’s perception
in different ways. What is perceived depends on the human capacity to see
what belongs together (e.g., all red symbols represent danger), to see order (e.g.,
the population density varies from low to high—represented by light and dark
colour tints, respectively), to perceive quantities (e.g., symbols changing in size
with small symbols for small amounts), or to get an instant overview of the
mapped theme. The next section will discuss some typical mapping problems
and demonstrate the above.
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6.5 How to map . . . ?
The subsections in this How to map . . . section deal with characteristic mapping
problems. We first describe a problem and briefly discuss a solution based on
cartographic rules and guidelines. The need to follow these rules and guidelines
is illustrated by some maps that have been wrongly designed but are commonly
found.
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6.5.1 How to map qualitative data
If one, after a long fieldwork period, has finally delineated the boundaries of a
province’s watersheds, one likely is interested in amap showing these areas. The
geographic units in the mapwill have to represent the individual watersheds. In
such a map, each of the watersheds should get equal attention, and none should
stand out above the others.
Figure 6.11: A good ex-
ample of mapping qualita-
tive data
The application of colour would be the best solution since is has character-
istics that allow one to quickly differentiate between different geographic units.
However, since none of the watersheds is more important than the others, the
colours used have to be of equal visual weight or brightness. Figure 6.11 gives
an example of a correct map. The readability is influenced by the number of dis-
played geographic units. In this example, there are about 15. When this number
is over one hundred, the map, at the scale displayed here, will become too clut-
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tered. The map can also be made with different black and white patterns—as an
application of the visual variable shape—to distinguish between thewatersheds.
The amount of geographic units that can be displayed is even more critical then.
Figure 6.12 shows two examples of how not to create such a map. In (a), sev-
eral tints of black are used—as application of the visual variable lightness value.
Looking at the map may cause perceptual confusion since the map image sug-
gests differences in importance that are not there. In Figure 6.12(b), colours are
used instead. However, where most watersheds are represented in pastel tints,
one of them stands out by its bright colour. This gives the map an unbalanced
look. The viewer’s eye will be distracted by the bright colours, resulting in an
unjustified weaker attention for other areas.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.12: Two exam-
ples of wrongly designed
qualitative maps: (a) mis-
use of tints of black;
(b) misuse of bright
colours
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6.5.2 How to map quantitative data
When, after executing a census, one would for instance like to create a map with
the number of people living in each municipality, one deals with absolute quan-
titative data. The geographic units will logically be the municipalities. The final
map should allow the user to determine the amount per municipality and also
offer an overview of the geographic distribution of the phenomenon. To reach
this objective, the symbols used should have quantitative perception properties.
Symbols varying in size fulfil this demand. Figure 6.13 shows the final map for
the province of Overijssel.
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Figure 6.13: Mapping ab-
solute quantitative data
That it is easy to make errors can be seen in Figure 6.14. In 6.14(a), different
tints of green have been used to represent absolute population numbers. The
reader might get a reasonable impression of the individual amounts but not
of the actual geographic distribution of the population, as the size of the ge-
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Figure 6.14: Poorly de-
signed maps displaying
absolute quantitative data:
(a) wrong use of green
tints for absolute popula-
tion figures; (b) incorrect
use of colour
ographic unit will influence the perceptional properties too much. Imagine a
small and a large unit having the same number of inhabitants. The large unit
would visually attract more attention, giving the impression there are more peo-
ple than in the small unit. Another argument is that the population is not neces-
sarily homogeneously distributed within the geographic units. Colour has also
been misused in Figure 6.14(b). The applied four-colour scheme makes it is im-
possible to say whether red represents more populated areas than blue. It is
impossible to instantaneously answer a question like “Where do most people in
Overijssel live?”
On the basis of absolute population numbers per municipality and their ge-
ographic size, we can also generate a map that shows population density per
municipality. We then deal with relative quantitative data. The numbers now have
a clear relation with the area they represent. The geographic unit will again be
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Figure 6.15: Mapping rel-
ative quantitative data
municipality. Aim of the map is to give an overview of the distribution of the
population density. In the map of Figure 6.15, value has been used to display the
density from low (light tints) to high (dark tints). The map reader will automat-
ically and in a glance associate the dark colours with high density and the light
values with low density. Figure 6.16(a) shows the effect of incorrect application
of the visual variable value. In this map, the value tints are out of sequence. The
user has to go through quite some trouble to find out where in the province the
high-density areas can be found. Why should mid-red represent areas with a
higher population density then dark-red? In Figure 6.16(b) colour has been used
in combination with lightness value. The first impression of the map reader
would be to think the brown areas represent the areas with the highest density.
A closer look at a legend would tell that this is not the case, and that those areas
are represented by another colour that did not speak for itself.
If one really studies the badly designed maps carefully, the information can
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(b)
Figure 6.16: Badly de-
signed maps representing
relative quantitative data:
(a) lightness values used
out of sequence; (b) colour
should not be used
be derived, in oneway or another, but it would take quite some effort. Proper ap-
plication of cartographic guidelines will guarantee that this will go much more
smoothly (e.g., faster and with less chance of misunderstanding).
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6.5.3 How to map the terrain elevation
Terrain elevation can be mapped using different methods. Often, one will have
collected an elevation data set for individual points like peaks, or other charac-
teristic points in the terrain. Obviously, one can map the individual points and
add the height information as text. However, a contour map, in which the lines
connect points of equal elevation, is generally used. To visually improve the in-
formation content of such a map, usually only at small scales, the space between
the contour lines can be filled with colours following a convention: green for
low and brown for high elevation areas. Even more advanced is the addition
of shaded relief. This will improve the impression of the three-dimensional relief
(see Figure 6.17).
The shaded relief map also uses the full three-dimensional information to
create shading effects. This map, represented on a two-dimensional surface, can
be floated in three-dimensional space to give it a real three-dimensional appear-
ance, as shown in Figure 6.17(d). Looking at such a representation one can im-
mediately imagine that it will not always be effective. Certain objects in the map
will easily disappear behind other objects. Interactive functions to manipulate
the map in three-dimensional space so as to look behind some objects are re-
quired. These manipulations include panning, zooming, rotating and scaling.
Scaling is needed, particularly along the z-axis, since some maps require small-
scale elevation resolution, while others require large-scale resolution. One can
even imagine that other geographic, three-dimensional objects (for instance, the
built-up area of a city and individual houses) have been placed on top of the
terrain model. Of course, one can also visualize objects below the surface in a
similar way, but this is more difficult because the data to describe underground
objects are sparsely available.
Thematic data can also be viewed in three dimensions. This may result in
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dramatic images, which will be long remembered by the map user. Figure 6.18
shows the absolute population figures of Overijssel in three dimensions. Instead
of a proportional symbol that depicts the number of people living in a munici-
pality (as we did in Figure 6.13) the height at a municipality now indicates total
population. Since data in two-dimensional maps are often classified in a few
categories only, the relations among the geographic objects are easier to under-
stand. The image clearly shows that Enschede (the large column in the lower
right) is by far the biggest town.
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Figure 6.17: visualiza-
tion of terrain elevation:
(a) contour map; (b) map
with layer tints; (c) shaded
relief map; (d) 3D view of
the terrain
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Figure 6.18: Quantitative
data visualized in three di-
mensions
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6.5.4 How to map time series
Advances in spatial data handling have not only made the third dimension part
of daily GIS routines. Nowadays, the manipulation of time-dependent data is
also part of these routines. This has been caused by the increasing availability of
data captured at different periods in time. Next to this data abundance, the GIS
community wants to analyse changes caused by real world processes. To that
end, single time slice data are no longer sufficient, and the visualization of these
processes cannot be supported with static paper maps only.
Mapping time means mapping change. This may be change in a feature’s ge-
ometry, in its attributes or both. Examples of changing geometry are the evolv-
ing coastline of the Netherlands as displayed in Figure 6.3, the location of Eu-
rope’s national boundaries, or the position of weather fronts. The changes of
a parcel’s owner or changes in road traffic intensity are examples of changing
attributes. Urban growth is a combination of both. The urban boundaries ex-
pand and simultaneously the land use shifts from rural to urban. If maps have
to represent events like these they should be suggestive of such change.
This implies the use of symbols that are perceived as representing change.
Examples of such symbols are arrows that have an origin and a destination.
They are used to showmovement and their size can be an indication of the mag-
nitude of change. Also, specific point symbols such as ‘crossed swords’ (battle)
or ‘lightning’ (riots) can be used to represent dynamics. Another alternative is
the use of value (expressed as tints). In a map showing the development of a
town, dark tints represent old built-up areas, while new built-up areas are rep-
resented by light tints (see Figure 6.19(a)).
It is possible to distinguish between three temporal cartographic techniques
(see Figure 6.19):
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Figure 6.19: Mapping
change; example of
the urban growth of the
city of Maastricht, The
Netherlands: (a) single
map, in which tints rep-
resent age of the built-up
area; (b) series of maps;
(c) (simulation of an)
animation.
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Single static map Specific graphic variables and symbols are used to indicate
change or to represent an event. Figure 6.19(a) applies colour tints to rep-
resent the age of the built-up areas;
Series of static maps A single map in the series represents a ‘snapshot’ in time.
Together, the maps depict a process of change. Change is perceived by the
succession of individual maps depicting the situation in successive snap-
shots. It could be said that the temporal sequence is represented by a spa-
tial sequence, which the user has to follow, to perceive the temporal varia-
tion. The number of images is, however, limited since it is difficult for the
human eye to follow long series of maps (Figure 6.19(b));
Animated map Change is perceived to happen in a single image by display-
ing several snapshots after each other just like a video cut with successive
frames. The difference with the series of maps is that the variation is de-
duced not from a spatial sequence but from real ‘change’ in the image itself
(Figure 6.19(c)).
For the user of a cartographic animation, it is important to have tools avail-
able that allow for interaction while viewing the animation. Seeing the anima-
tion play will often leave users with many questions about what they have seen.
Just replaying the animation is not sufficient to answer questions like “What was
the position of the coastline in the north during the 15th century?” Most of the
general software packages for viewing animations already offer facilities such as
‘pause’ (to look at a particular frame) and ‘(fast-)forward’ and ‘(fast-)backward’,
or ‘slowmotion’. More options have to be added, such as a possibility to directly
go to a certain frame based on a task like: ‘Go to 1850’.
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6.6 Map cosmetics
Most maps in this chapter are correct from a cartographic grammar perspective.
However, many of them lack the information needed to be fully understood.
Each map should have, next to the map image, a title, informing the user about
the topic visualized. A legend is necessary to understand how the topic is de-
picted. Additional marginal information to be found on a map is a scale indi-
cator, a north arrow for orientation, the map projection used, and some biblio-
graphic data. The bibliographic data should give the user an idea when the map
was created, how old the data used are, who has created the map and even what
tools were used. All this information allows the user to obtain an impression of
the quality of themap. This information is comparable withmetadata describing
the contents of a database. Figure 6.20 illustrates these map elements. On paper
maps, these elements have to appear next to the map face itself. Maps presented
on screen often go without marginal information, partly because of space con-
straints. However, on-screen maps are often interactive, and clicking on a map
element may reveal additional information from the database. Legends and title
are often available on demand as well.
Themap in Figure 6.20 is one of the first in this chapter that has text included.
Figure 6.21 is another example. Text is used to transfer information in addition
to the symbols used. This can be done by the application of the visual variables
to the text as well. In Figure 6.21 more variation can be found. Italics—cf. the
visual variable of orientation—have been used for building names to distinguish
them from road names. The text should also be placed in a proper position with
respect to the object it refers to.
Maps constructed via the basic cartographic guidelines are not necessarily
appealing maps. Although well-constructed, they might still look sterile. The
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Figure 6.20: The paper
map and its (marginal) in-
formation. Source: Fig-
ure 5–10 in [36].
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Figure 6.21: Text in the
map
design aspect of creating appealing maps has to be included in the visualization
process as well. ‘Appealing’ does not only mean having nice colours. One of
the keywords here is contrast. Contrast will increase the communicative role of
the map since it creates a hierarchy in the map contents, assuming that not all
information has equal importance. This design trick is known as visual hierarchy
or the figure-ground relation. The need for visual hierarchy in a map is best
understood when looking at the map in Figure 6.22(a), which just shows lines.
The map of the ITC building and surroundings in part (b) is an example of a
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map that has visual hierarchy applied. The first object to be noted will be the
ITC building (the darkest patches in the map) followed by other buildings, with
the road on a lower level and the parcels at the lowest level.


Figure 6.22: Visual hierar-
chy and the location of the
ITC building: (a) hierarchy
not applied; (b) hierarchy
applied
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6.7 Map output
The map design will not only depend on the nature of the data to be mapped
or the intended audience (the ‘what’ and ‘whom’ from “How do I say What to
Whom, and is it Effective”) but also on the output medium. Traditionally, maps
were produced on paper, and many still are.
Currently, most maps are presented on screen, for a quick view, for an inter-
nal presentation or for presentation on the WWW. Compared to maps on paper,
on-screen maps have to be smaller, and therefore its contents should be carefully
selected. This might seem a disadvantage, but presenting maps on-screen offers
very interesting alternatives. In one of the previous paragraphs, we discussed
that the legend only needs to be a mouse click away. A mouse click could also
open the link to a database, and reveal muchmore information than a papermap
could ever offer. Links to other than tabular or map data could be made avail-
able. Maps and multimedia (sound, video, animation) become one, especially in
an environment such as the WWW.
On-screen maps should use the opportunities for interaction and dynamics.
Blinking and moving map symbols can now be applied to enhance the message
of the map. Multimedia allows for interactive integration of sound, animation,
text and (video) images. Some of today’s electronic atlases, such as the Encarta
Worldatlas are good examples of how multimedia elements can be integrated
with the map. Pointing to a country on a world map starts the national anthem
of the country or shows its flag. It can be used to explore a country’s language;
moving the mouse would start a short sentence in the region’s dialects.
The World Wide Web is one of the latest media to present and disseminate
spatial data, especially in combination with multimedia elements. In this pro-
cess, the map plays a key role, and has multiple functions. Maps can play their
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traditional role, for instance to provide insight in spatial patterns and relations.
But because of the nature of the WWW, the map can also function as an interface
to additional information. Geographic locations on the map can be linked to
photographs, text, sound or other maps, perhaps even functions such as on-line
booking services, somewhere in cyberspace. Maps can also be used as previews
of spatial data products to be acquired.
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See also Division of Cartography’s website on maps on the web
Figure 6.23: Classifica-
tion of maps on the WWW.
Source: Figure 1–2 in [36].
How can maps be used on the WWW? We can distinguish several meth-
ods that differ in terms of necessary technical skills from both the user’s and
provider’s perspective. The overview given here (see Figure 6.23) can only be a
current state of affairs, since developments on the WWW are tremendously fast.
An important distinction is the one between static and dynamic maps.
Most static maps on the web are view-only. Many organizations, such as map
libraries or tourist information providers, make their maps available in this way.
This form of presentation can be very useful, for instance, to make historical
maps more widely accessible. Static, view-only maps can also serve to give web
surfers a preview of the products that are available from organizations, such as
National Mapping Agencies.
When static maps offer more than view-only functionality, they may present
an interactive view to the user by offering zooming, panning, or hyperlinking
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to other information. The much-used ‘clickable map’ is an example of the latter
and is useful to serve as an interface to spatial data. Clicking on geographic
objects may lead the user to quantitative data, photographs, sound or video or
other information sources on the Web.
The user may also interactively determine the contents of the map, by choos-
ing data layers, and even the visualization parameters, by choosing symbology
and colours. Dynamic maps are about change; change in one or more of the
spatial data components. On the WWW, several options to play animations are
available. The so-called animated-GIF can be seen as a view-only version of a
dynamic map. A sequence of bitmaps, each representing a frame of an anima-
tion, are positioned one after another, and the WWW-browser will continuously
repeat the animation. This can be used, for example, to show the change of
weather over the last day.
Slightly more interactive versions of this type of map are those to be played
by media players, for instance those in Quicktime format. Plug-ins to the WWW-
browser define the interaction options, which are often limited to simple pause,
backward and forward play. Such animations do not use any specific WWW-en-
vironment parameters and have equal functionality in the desktop-environment.
The WWW also allows for the fully interactive presentation of 3D models. The
Virtual Reality Markup Language (VRML), is used for this, for instance. It stores
a true 3D model of the objects, not just a series of 3D views.
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Summary
Maps are the most efficient and effective means to inform us about spatial infor-
mation. They locate geographic objects, while the shape and colour of signs and
symbols representing the objects inform about their characteristics. They reveal
spatial relations and patterns, and offer the user insight in and overview of the
distribution of particular phenomena. An additional characteristic of particular
on-screen maps is that they are often interactive and have a link to a database,
and as such allow for more complicated queries.
Maps are the result of the visualization process. Their design is guided by
“How do I say what to whom and is it effective?” Executing this sentence will
inform themapmaker about the characteristics of the data to be mapped, as well
as the purpose of the map. This is necessary to find the proper symbology. The
purpose could be to present the data to a wide audience or to explore the data
to obtain better understanding. Cartographers have all kind of tools available
to create appropriate visualizations. These tools consist of functions, rules and
habits, together called the cartographic grammar.
This chapter discusses some characteristic mapping problems from the per-
spective of “How to map . . . ” First, the problem is described followed by a brief
discussion of the potential solution based on cartographic rules and guidelines.
The need to follow these rules and guidelines is illustrated by some maps that
have been wrongly designed but are commonly found. The problems dealt with
are “How to map qualitative data”—think of, for instance, soil or geological
maps; “How to map quantitative data”—such as census data; “How to map the
terrain”—dealing with relief, and informing about three-dimensional mapping
options; “How to map time series”—such as urban growth presented in anima-
tions. Animations are well suited to display spatial change.
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The map design will not only depend on the nature of the data to be mapped
or the intended audience but also on the output medium. Traditionally, maps
were produced on paper, andmany still are. Currently, most maps are presented
on screen, for a quick view, for an internal presentation or for presentation on
the WWW. Each output medium has its own specific design criteria. All maps
should have an appealing design and , next to the map image, have accessible a
title, informing the user about the topic visualized.
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Questions
1. Suppose one has two maps, one at scale 1 : 10, 000, and another at scale
1 : 1, 000, 000. Which of the two maps can be called a large-scale map, and
which a small-scale map?
2. Describe the difference between a topographic map and a thematic map.
3. Describe in one sentence, or in one question, the main problem of the car-
tographic visualization process.
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4. Explain the content of Figure 6.8 in terms of that of Figure 3.1.
5. Which four main types of thematic data can be distinguished on the basis
of their measurement scales?
6. Which are the six visual variables that allow to distinguish cartographic
symbols from each other?
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7. Describe a number of ways in which a three-dimensional terrain can be
represented on a flat map display.
8. On page 383, we discussed three techniques for mapping changes over
time. We already discussed the issue of change detection, and illustrated it
in Figure 2.24. What technique was used there? Elaborate on how appro-
priate the two alternative techniques would have been in that example.
9. Describe different techniques of cartographic output from the user’s per-
spective.
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10. Explain the difference between static maps and dynamic maps.
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Data quality and metadata
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7.1 Basic concepts and definitions
The purpose of any GIS application is to provide information to support plan-
ning and management. As this information is intended to reduce uncertainty
in decision-making, any errors and uncertainties in spatial databases and GIS
output products may have practical, financial and even legal implications for
the user. For these reasons, those involved in the acquisition and processing of
spatial data should be able to assess the quality of the base data and the derived
information products.
Most spatial data are collected and held by individual, specialized organiza-
tions. Some ‘base’ data are generally the responsibility of the various govern-
mental agencies, such as the National Mapping Agency, which has the mandate
to collect topographic data for the entire country following pre-set standards.
These organizations are, however, not the only sources of spatial data. Agencies
such as geological surveys, energy supply companies, local government depart-
ments, and many others, all maintain spatial data for their own particular pur-
poses. If this data is to be shared among different users, these users need to know
not only what data exists, where and in what format it is held, but also whether
the data meets their particular quality requirements. This ‘data about data’ is
known as metadata.
This chapter has four purposes:
• to discuss the various aspects of spatial data quality,
• to explain how location accuracy can be measured and assessed,
• to introduce the concept of error propagation in GIS operations, and
• to explain the concept and purpose of metadata.
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7.1.1 Data quality
The International Standards Organization (ISO) considers quality to be “the to-
tality of characteristics of a product that bear on its ability to satisfy a stated and
implied need” (Godwin, 1999). The extent to which errors and other shortcom-
ings of a data set affect decision making depends on the purpose for which the
data is to be used. For this reason, quality is often define as ‘fitness for use’.
Traditionally, errors in paper maps are considered in terms of
1. attribute errors in the classification or labelling of features, and
2. errors in the location, or height of features, known as the positional error.
In addition to these two aspects, the International Cartographic Association’s
Commission on Spatial Data Quality, along with many national groups, has
identified lineage (the history of the data set), temporal accuracy, completeness and
logical consistency as essential aspects of spatial data quality.
In GIS, this wider view of quality is important for several reasons.
1. Even when source data, such as official topographic maps, have been sub-
ject to stringent quality control, errors are introduced when these data are
input to GIS.
2. Unlike a conventional map, which is essentially a single product, a GIS
database normally contains data from different sources of varying quality.
3. Unlike topographic or cadastral databases, natural resource databases con-
tain data that are inherently uncertain and therefore not suited to conven-
tional quality control procedures.
4. Most GIS analysis operations will themselves introduce errors.
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7.1.2 Error
In day-to-day usage, the word error is used to convey that something is wrong.
When applied to spatial data, error generally concerns mistakes or variation in
the measurement of position and elevation, in the measurement of quantitative
attributes and in the labelling or classification of features. Some degree of error
is present in every spatial data set. It is important, however, to make a distinc-
tion between gross errors (blunders or mistakes), which ought to be detected
and removed before the data is used, and the variation caused by unavoidable
measurement and classification errors.
In the context of GIS, it is also useful to distinguish between errors in the
source data and processing errors resulting from spatial analysis and modelling
operations carried out by the system on the base data. The nature of positional
errors that can arise during data collection and compilation, including those oc-
curring during digital data capture, are generally well understood. A variety of
tried and tested techniques is available to describe and evaluate these aspects of
quality (see Section 7.2).
The acquisition of base data to a high standard of quality does not guaran-
tee, however, that the results of further, complex processing can be treated with
certainty. As the number of processing steps increases, it becomes difficult to
predict the behaviour of this error propagation. With the advent of satellite re-
mote sensing, GPS and GIS technology, resource managers and others who for-
merly relied on the surveying and mapping profession to supply high quality
map products are now in a position to produce maps themselves. There is there-
fore a danger that uninformed GIS users introduce errors by wrongly applying
geometric and other transformations to the spatial data held in their database.
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7.1.3 Accuracy and precision
Measurement errors are generally described in terms of accuracy. The accuracy
of a single measurement is
“the closeness of observations, computations or estimates to the true values
or the values perceived to be true” [48].
In the case of spatial data, accuracy may relate not only to the determination
of coordinates (positional error) but also to the measurement of quantitative at-
tribute data. In the case of surveying andmapping, the ‘truth’ is usually taken to
be a value obtained from a survey of higher accuracy, for example by comparing
photogrammetric measurements with the coordinates and heights of a number
of independent check points determined by field survey. Although it is useful
for assessing the quality of definite objects, such as cadastral boundaries, this
definition clearly has practical difficulties in the case of natural resource map-
ping where the ‘truth’ itself is uncertain, or boundaries of phenomena become
fuzzy. This type of uncertainty in natural resource data is elaborated upon in
Section 7.2.4.
If location and elevation are fixed with reference to a network of control
points that are assumed to be free of error, then the absolute accuracy of the survey
can be determined. Prior to the availability of GPS, however, resource surveyors
working in remote areas sometimes had to be content with ensuring an accept-
able degree of relative accuracy among the measured positions of points within
the surveyed area.
Accuracy should not be confused with precision, which is a statement of the
smallest unit of measurement to which data can be recorded. In conventional
surveying and mapping practice, accuracy and precision are closely related. In-
struments with an appropriate precision are employed, and surveying methods
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chosen, to meet specified accuracy tolerances. In GIS, however, the numerical pre-
cision of computer processing and storage usually exceeds the accuracy of the
data. This can give rise to so-called spurious accuracy, for example calculating
area sizes to the nearest m2 from coordinates obtained by digitizing a 1 : 50, 000
map.
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7.1.4 Attribute accuracy
The assessment of attribute accuracy may range from a simple check on the la-
belling of features—for example, is a road classified as a metalled road actually
surfaced or not?—to complex statistical procedures for assessing the accuracy of
numerical data, such as the percentage of pollutants present in the soil.
When spatial data are collected in the field, it is relatively easy to check on
the appropriate feature labels. In the case of remotely sensed data, however,
considerable effort may be required to assess the accuracy of the classification
procedures. This is usually done by means of checks at a number of sample
points. The field data are then used to construct an error matrix that can be
used to evaluate the accuracy of the classification. An example is provided in
Table 7.1, where three land use types are identified. For 62 check points that
are forest, the classified image identifies them as forest. However, two forest
check points are classified in the image as agriculture. Vice versa, five agriculture
points are classified as forest. Observe that correct classifications are found on
the main diagonal of the matrix, which sums up to 92 correctly classified points
out of 100 in total. For more details on attribute accuracy, the student is referred
to Chapter 11 of Principles of Remote Sensing [30].
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Classified image Reference data
Forest Agriculture Urban total
Forest 62 5 0 67
Agriculture 2 18 0 20
Urban 0 1 12 13
total 64 24 12 100
Table 7.1: Example of a
simple error matrix for as-
sessing map attribute ac-
curacy. The overall accu-
racy is (62+18+12)/100 =
92%.
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7.1.5 Temporal accuracy
In recent years, the amount of spatial data sets and archived remotely sensed
data has increased enormously. These data can provide useful temporal infor-
mation such as changes in land ownership and the monitoring of environmental
processes such as deforestation. Analogous to its positional and attribute com-
ponents, the quality of spatial data may also be assessed in terms of its temporal
accuracy.
This includes not only the accuracy and precision of time measurements (for
example, the date of a survey), but also the temporal consistency of different
data sets. Because the positional and attribute components of spatial data may
change together or independently, it is also necessary to consider their temporal
validity. For example, the boundaries of a land parcel may remain fixed over
a period of many years whereas the ownership attribute changes from time to
time.
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7.1.6 Lineage
Lineage describes the history of a data set. In the case of published maps, some
lineage information may be provided in the form of a note on the data sources
and procedures used in the compilation (for example, the date and scale of aerial
photography, and the date of field verification). Especially for digital data sets,
however, lineage may be defined more formally as:
“that part of the data quality statement that contains information that de-
scribes the source of observations or materials, data acquisition and compi-
lation methods, conversions, transformations, analyses and derivations that
the data has been subjected to, and the assumptions and criteria applied at
any stage of its life.” [15]
All of these aspects affect other aspects of quality, such as positional accuracy.
Clearly, if no lineage information is available, it is not possible to adequately
evaluate the quality of a data set in terms of ‘fitness for use’.
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7.1.7 Completeness
Data completeness is generally understood in terms of omission errors. The com-
pleteness of a map is a function of the cartographic and other procedures used
in its compilation. The Spatial Data Transfer Standard (SDTS), and similar stan-
dards relating to spatial data quality, therefore includes information on classifi-
cation criteria, definitions and mapping rules (for example, in generalization) in
the statement of completeness.
Spatial data management systems—GIS, DBMS—accommodate some forms
of incompleteness, and these forms come in two flavours. The first is a situa-
tion in which we are simply lacking data, for instance, because we have failed
to obtain a measurement for some location. We have seen in previous chapters
that operations of spatial inter- and extrapolation still allow us to come up with
values in which we can have some faith.
The second type is of a slightly more general nature, and may be referred to
as attribute incompleteness. It derives from the simple fact that we cannot know
everything all of the time, and sometimes have to accept not knowing them.
As this situation is so common, database systems allow to administer unknown
attribute values as being null-valued. Subsequent queries on such (incomplete)
data sets take appropriate action and treat the null values ‘correctly’. Refer to
Chapter 3 for details.
A form of incompleteness that is detrimental is positional incompleteness:
knowing (measurement) values, but not, or only partly, knowing to what po-
sition they refer. Such data are essentially useless, as neither GIS nor DBMS
systems accommodate them well.
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7.1.8 Logical consistency
Completeness is closely linked to logical consistency, which deals with “the logi-
cal rules for spatial data and describes the compatibility of a datum with other
data in a data set” [31]. Obviously, attribute data are also involved in a consis-
tency question.
In practice, logical consistency is assessed by a combination of completeness
testing and checking of topological structure as described in Section 2.2.4.
As previously discussed under the heading of database design, setting up a
GIS and/or DBMS for accepting data involves a design of the data store. Part
of that design is a definition of the data structures that will hold the data, ac-
companied by a number of rules of data consistency. These rules are dictated by
the specific application, and deal with value ranges, and allowed combinations
of values. Clearly, they can relate to both spatial and attribute data or arbitrary
combinations of them. Important is that the rules are defined before any data is
entered in the system as this allows the system to guard over data consistency
from the beginning.
A few examples of logical consistency rules for a municipality cadastre ap-
plication with a history subsystem are the following
• The municipality’s territory is completely partitioned by mutually non-
overlapping parcels and street segments. (A spatial consistency rule.)
• Any date stored in the system is a valid date that falls between January 1,
1900 and ‘today’. (A temporal consistency rule.)
• The entrance date of an ownership title coincides with or falls within a
month from the entrance date of the associated mortgage, if any. (A legal
rule with temporal flavour.)
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• Historic parcels do not mutually overlap in both valid time and spatial ex-
tent. (A spatio-temporal rule.)
Observe that these rules will typically vary from country to country—which
is whywe call them application-specific—but also that we can organize our system
with data entry programs that will check all these rules automatically.
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7.2 Measures of location error on maps
The surveying and mapping profession has a long tradition of determining and
minimizing errors. This applies particularly to land surveying and photogram-
metry, both of which tend to regard positional and height errors as undesirable.
Cartographers also strive to reduce geometric and semantic (labelling) errors in
their products, and, in addition, define quality in specifically cartographic terms,
for example quality of linework, layout, and clarity of text.
All measurements made with surveying and photogrammetric instruments
are subject to error. These include:
• human errors in measurement (e.g., reading errors),
• instrumental errors (e.g., due to misadjustment), and
• errors caused by natural variations in the quantity being measured.
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7.2.1 Root mean square error
Location accuracy is normally measured as a root mean square error (RMSE). The
RMSE is similar to, but not to be confused with, the standard deviation of a
statistical sample. The value of the RMSE is normally calculated from a set of
check measurements. The errors at each point can be plotted as error vectors,
as is done in Figure 7.1 for a single measurement. The error vector can be seen
as having constituents in the x- and y-directions, which can be recombined by
vector addition to give the error vector.
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Figure 7.1: The positional
error of a measurement
can be expressed as a
vector, which in turn can
be viewed as the vector
addition of its constituents
in x- and y-direction, re-
spectively δx and δy.
For each checkpoint, a vector can represent its location error. The vector has
components δx and δy. The observed errors should be checked for a systematic
error component, which may indicate a, possibly repairable, lapse in the method
of measuring. Systematic error has occurred when
∑
δx 6= 0 or∑ δy 6= 0.
The systematic error δx in x is then defined as the average deviation from the
true value:
δx =
1
n
n∑
i=1
δxi.
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Analogously to the calculation of the variance and standard deviation of a
statistical sample, the root mean square errors mx and my of a series of coor-
dinate measurements are calculated as the square root of the average squared
deviations:
mx =
√√√√ 1
n
n∑
i=1
δx2i and my =
√√√√ 1
n
n∑
i=1
δy2i ,
where δx2 stands for δx · δx. The total RMSE is obtained with the formula
mtotal =
√
m2x +m
2
y,
which, by the Pythagorean rule, is indeed the length of the average (root squared)
vector.
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7.2.2 Accuracy tolerances
The RMSE can be used to assess the likelihood or probability that a particular set
of measurements does not deviate too much from, i.e., is within a certain range
of, the ‘true’ value.
In a normal (or Gaussian) distribution of a one-dimensional variable, 68.26%
of the observed values lie within one standard deviation distance of the mean
value. In the case of two-dimensional variables, like coordinates, the probabil-
ity distribution takes the form of a bell-shaped surface (Figure 7.2). The three
standard probabilities associated with this distribution are:
• 50% at 1.1774mx (known as circular error probable, CEP);
• 63.21% at 1.412mx (known as root mean square error, RMSE);
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Figure 7.2: Probability
of a normally distributed,
two-dimensional variable
(also known as a normal,
bivariate distribution).
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• 90% at 2.146mx (known as circular map accuracy standard, CMAS).
The RMSE provides an estimate of the spread of a series of measurements
around their (assumed) ‘true’ values. It is therefore commonly used to assess the
quality of transformations such as the absolute orientation of photogrammetric
models or the spatial referencing of satellite imagery. The RMSE also forms the
basis of various statements for reporting and verifying compliance with defined
map accuracy tolerances. An example is the American National Map Accuracy
Standard, which states that:
“No more than 10% of well-defined points on maps of 1 : 20, 000 scale or
greater may be in error by more than 1/30 inch.”
Normally, compliance to this tolerance is based on at least 20 well-defined
checkpoints.
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7.2.3 The epsilon band
As a line is composed of an infinite number of points, confidence limits can be
described by a so-called epsilon (ε) or Perkal band at a fixed distance on either
side of the line (Figure 7.3). The width of the band is based on an estimate of the
probable location error of the line, for example to reflect the accuracy of manual
digitizing. The epsilon band may be used as a simple means for assessing the
likelihood that a point receives the correct attribute value (Figure 7.4).

Figure 7.3: The ε- or
Perkal band is formed by
rolling an imaginary circle
of a given radius along a
line.
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Figure 7.4: The ε-band
may be used to assess the
likelihood that a point falls
within a particular polygon.
Source: [50].
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7.2.4 Describing natural uncertainty in spatial data
There are many situations, particularly in surveys of natural resources, where,
according to Burrough, “practical scientists, faced with the problem of dividing
up undividable complex continua have often imposed their own crisp structures
on the raw data” [10, p. 16]. In practice, the results of classification are normally
combined with other categorical layers and continuous field data to identify,
for example, areas suitable for a particular land use. In a GIS, this is normally
achieved by overlaying the appropriate layers using logical operators.
Particularly in natural resource maps, the boundaries between units may not
actually exist as lines but only as transition zones, across which one area con-
tinuously merges into another. In these circumstances, rigid measures of carto-
graphic accuracy, such as RMSE, may be virtually insignificant in comparison to
the uncertainty inherent in, for example, vegetation and soil boundaries.
In conventional applications of the error matrix to assess the quality of nomi-
nal (categorical) coverages, such as land use, individual samples are considered
in terms of Boolean set theory. The Boolean membership function is binary, i.e.,
an element is either member of the set (membership is true) or it is not member
of the set (membership is false). Such a membership notion is well-suited to
the description of spatial features such as land parcels where no ambiguity is in-
volved and an individual ground truth sample can be judged to be either correct
or incorrect. As Burrough notes, “increasingly, people are beginning to realize
that the fundamental axioms of simple binary logic present limits to the way we
think about the world. Not only in everyday situations, but also in formalized
thought, it is necessary to be able to deal with concepts that are not necessarily
true or false, but that operate somewhere in between.”
Since its original development by Zadeh [64], there has been considerable
discussion of fuzzy, or continuous, set theory as an approach for handling im-
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precise spatial data. In GIS, fuzzy set theory appears to have two particular
benefits:
• the ability to handle logical modelling (map overlay) operations on inexact
data, and
• the possibility of using a variety of natural language expressions to qualify
uncertainty.
Unlike Boolean sets, fuzzy or continuous sets have a membership function,
which can assign to a member any value between 0 and 1 (see Figure 7.5). The
membership function of the Boolean set of Figure 7.5(a) can be defined as MFB
follows:
MFB(x) =
{
1 if b1 ≤ x ≤ b2
0 otherwise
(a)




 





	 	
   (b)
Figure 7.5: (a) Crisp
(Boolean) and (b) uncer-
tain (fuzzy) membership
functions MF. After
Heuvelink [25]
The crisp and uncertain set membership functions of Figure 7.5 are illus-
trated for the one-dimensional case. Obviously, in spatial applications of fuzzy
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set techniques we typically would use two-dimensional sets (and membership
functions).
The continuous membership function of Figure 7.5(b), in contrast to function
MFB above, can be defined as a functionMFC , following Heuvelink in [25]:
MFC(x) =

1
1+
(
x−b1
d1
)2 if x < b1
1 if b1 ≤ x ≤ b2
1
1+
(
x−b2
d2
)2 if x > b2
The parameters d1 and d2 denote the width of the transition zone around the
kernel of the class such that MFC(x) = 0.5 at the thresholds b1 − d12 and b2 + d22 ,
respectively. If d1 and d2 are both zero, the functionMFC reduces toMFB.
An advantage of fuzzy set theory is that it permits the use of natural lan-
guage to describe uncertainty, for example, “near,” “east of” and “about 23 km
from,” as such natural language expressions can be more faithfully represented
by appropriately chosen membership functions.
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7.3 Error propagation in spatial data processing
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7.3.1 How errors propagate
In the previous section, we discussed a number of sources of error that may be
present in source data. When these data are manipulated and analysed in a GIS,
these various errors may affect the outcome of spatial data manipulations. The
errors are said to propagate through themanipulations. In addition, further errors
may be introduced during the various processing steps (see Figure 7.6).
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Figure 7.6: Error propa-
gation in spatial data han-
dling
For example, a land use planning agency may be faced with the problem of
identifying areas of agricultural land that are highly susceptible to erosion. Such
areas occur on steep slopes in areas of high rainfall. The spatial data used in a
GIS to obtain this information might include:
• A land use map produced five years previously from 1 : 25, 000 scale aerial
photographs,
• A DEM produced by interpolating contours from a 1 : 50, 000 scale topo-
graphic map, and
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• Annual rainfall statistics collected at two rainfall gauges.
The reader is invited to consider what sort of errors are likely to occur in this
analysis.
One of the most commonly applied operations in geographic information
systems is analysis by overlaying two or more spatial data layers. As discussed
above, each such layer will contain errors, due to both inherent inaccuracies in
the source data and errors arising from some form of computer processing, for
example, rasterization. During the process of spatial overlay, all the errors in the
individual data layers contribute to the final error of the output. The amount
of error in the output depends on the type of overlay operation applied. For
example, errors in the results of overlay using the logical operator AND are not
the same as those created using the OR operator.
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7.3.2 Error propagation analysis

Twomain approaches can be employed to assess the nature and amount of error
propagation:
1. testing the accuracy of each state by measurement against the real world,
and
2. modelling error propagation, either analytically or by means of simulation
techniques.
Because “the ultimate arbiter of cartographic error is the real world, not a math-
ematical formulation” [14], there is much to recommend the use of testing pro-
cedures for accuracy assessment.
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Models of error and error propagation
Modelling of error propagation has been defined by Veregin [62] as: “the ap-
plication of formal mathematical models that describe the mechanisms whereby
errors in source data layers are modified by particular data transformation op-
erations.” Thus, we would like to know how errors in the source data behave
under manipulations that we subject them to in a GIS. If we somehow know
to quantify the error in the source data as well as their behaviour under GIS
manipulations, we have a means of judging the uncertainty of the results.
It is important to distinguish models of error from models of error propagation
in GIS. Various perspectives, motives and approaches to dealing with uncer-
tainty have given rise to a wide range of conceptual models and indices for the
description and measurement of error in spatial data.
Initially, the complexity of spatial data led to the development of mathemat-
ical models describing only the propagation of attribute error [25, 62]. More re-
cent research has addressed the spatial aspects of error propagation and the de-
velopment of models incorporating both attribute and locational components [3,
33]. All these approaches have their origins in academic research and have
strong theoretical bases in mathematics and statistics. Although such techni-
cal work may eventually serve as the basis for routine functions to handle error
and uncertainty, it may be argued that it is not easily understood by many of
those using GIS in practice.
For the purpose of our discussion, we may look at a simple, arbitrary geo-
graphic field as a function A such that A(x, y) is the value of the field in locality
with coordinates (x, y). This field Amay represent any continuous field: ground
water salinity, soil fertility, or elevation, for instance. Now, when we discuss er-
ror, there is difference between what the actual value is, and what we believe it to
be. What we believe is what we store in the GIS. As a consequence, if the actual
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field is A, and our believe is the field B, we can write
A(x, y) = B(x, y) + V (x, y),
where V (x, y) is the error in our approximationB at the locality with coordinates
(x, y). This will serve as a basis for further discussion below. Observe that all that
we know—and therefore have stored in our database or GIS—is B; we neither
know A nor V .
Now, when we apply some GIS operator g—usually an overlay operator—on
a number of geographic fields A1, . . . , An, in the ideal case we obtain an error-
free output Oideal:
Oideal = g(A1, . . . , An). (7.1)
Note that Oideal itself is a geographic field. We have, however, just observed that
we do not know the Ai’s, and consequently, we cannot compute Oideal. What we
can compute is Oknown as
Oknown = g(B1, . . . , Bn),
with the Bi being the approximations of the respective Ai. The field Oknown will
serve as our approximation of Oideal.
We wrote above that we do not know the actual field A nor the error field V .
In most cases, however, we are not completely in the dark about them. Obvi-
ously, for A we have the approximation B already, while also for the error field
V we commonly know at least a few characteristics. For instance, we may know
with 90% confidence that values for V fall inside a range [c1, c2]. Or, we may
know that the error field V can be viewed as a stochastic field that behaves in
each locality (x, y) as having a normal distribution with a mean value V (x, y)
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and a variance σ2(x, y). The variance of V is a commonly used measure for data
quality: the higher it is, the more variable the errors will be. It is with knowledge
of this type that error propagation models may forecast the error in the output.
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Models of error propagation based on first-order Taylor methods
It turns out that, unless drastically simplifying assumptions are made about the
input fields Ai and the GIS function g, purely analytical methods for computing
error propagation involve too high computation costs. For this reason, approx-
imation techniques are much more practical. We discuss one of the simplest of
these approximation techniques.
A well-known result from analytic mathematics, put in simplified words
here, is the Taylor series theorem. It states that a function f(z), if it is differ-
entiable in an environment around the value z = a, can be represented within
that environment as
f(z) = f(a) + f ′(a)(z − a) + f
′′(a)
2!
(z − a)2 + f
′′′(a)
3!
(z − a)3 + · · · (7.2)
Here, f ′ is the first, f ′′ the second derivative, and so on.
In this section, we use the above theorem for computing Oideal, which we
defined in Equation 7.1. Our purpose is not to find the Oideal itself, but rather to
find out what is the effect on the resulting errors.
In the first-order Taylor method, we deliberately make an approximation error,
by ignoring all higher-order terms of the form ···
n!
(z−a)n for n ≥ 2, assuming that
they are so small that they can be ignored. We apply the Taylor theorem with
function g for placeholder f , and the vector of stored data sets (B1, . . . , Bn) for
placeholder a in Equation 7.2. As a consequence, we can write
Oideal = g(B1, . . . , Bn) +
n∑
i=1
(Ai −Bi)g′i(B1, . . . , Bn),
Under these simplified conditions, it can be shown that the mean value for
Oideal, viewed as a stochastic field, is g(B1, . . . , Bn). In other words, we can use
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the result of the g computation on the stored data sets as a sensible predictor for
Oideal.
It has also been shown, what the above assumptions mean for the variance
of stochastic field Oideal, denoted by τ 2. The formula that [25] derives is:
τ 2 =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
ρijσiσjg
′
i(B1, . . . , Bn)g
′
j(B1, . . . , Bn),
where ρij denotes the correlation between input data sets Bi and Bj and σ2i , as
before, is the variance of input data set Bi.
The variance of Oideal (under all mentioned assumptions) can be computed
and depends on a number of factors: the correlations between input data sets,
their inherent variances, as well as the steepness of the function g. It is especially
this steepness that may cause our resulting error to be ‘worse’ or not.
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7.4 Metadata and data sharing
Over the past 25 years, spatial data has been collected in digital form at increas-
ing rate, and stored in various databases by the individual producers for their
own use and for commercial purposes. These data sets are usually in miscella-
neous types of store that are not well-known to many.
The rapid development of information technology—with GIS as an impor-
tant special case—has led to an increased pressure on the people that are in-
volved in analysing spatial data and in providing such data to support decision
making processes. This prompted these data suppliers to start integrating al-
ready existing data sets to deliver their products faster. Processes of spatial data
acquisition are rather costly and time consuming, so efficient production is of a
high priority.
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7.4.1 Data sharing and related problems
Geographic data exchange and sharing means the flow of digital data from one
information system to the other. Advances in technology, data handling and
data communication allow the users to think of the possibility of finding and ac-
cessing data that has been collected by different data providers. Their objective
is to minimize the duplication of effort in spatial data collection and processing.
Data sharing as a concept, however, has many inherent problems, such as
• the problem of locating data that are suitable for use,
• the problem of handling different data formats,
• other heterogeneity problems, such as differences in software (versions),
• institutional and economic problems, and finally
• communication problems.
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Data distribution
Spatial data are collected and kept in a variety of formats by the producers them-
selves. What data exists, and where and in what format and quality the data is
available is important knowledge for data sharing. These questions, however,
are difficult to answer in the absence of a utility that can provide such informa-
tion. Some base data are well known to be the responsibility of various govern-
mental agencies, such as national mapping agencies. They have the mandate
to collect topographic data for the entire country, following some standard. But
they are not the only producers of spatial data.
Questions concerning quality and suitability for use require knowledge about
the data sets and such knowledge usually is available only inside the organiza-
tion. But if data has to be shared among different users, the above questions need
to be addressed in an efficient way. This data about data is what is commonly
referred to as ‘metadata’.
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Data standards
The phrase ‘data standard’ refers to an agreed upon way of representing data
in a system in terms of content, type and format. Exchange of data between
databases is difficult if they support different data standards or different query
languages. The development of a common data architecture and the support for
a single data exchange format, commonly known as standard for data exchange
may provide a sound basis for data sharing. Examples of these standards are
the Digital Geographic Information Exchange Standard (DIGEST), Topologically
IntegratedGeographic Encoding and Referencing (TIGER), Spatial Data Transfer
Standard (SDTS).
The documentation of spatial data, i.e. the metadata, should be easy to read
and understand by different discipline professionals. So, standards for metadata
are also required.
These requirements do not necessarily impose changing the existing systems,
but rather lead to the provision of additional tools and techniques to facilitate
data sharing. A number of tools have been developed in the last two decades to
harmonize various national standards with international standards. We devote
a separate section (Section 7.4.2) to data standards below.
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Heterogeneity
Heterogeneity means being different in kind, quality or character. Spatial data
may exist in a variety of locations, are possibly managed by a variety of database
systems, were collected for different purposes and by different methods, and are
stored in different structures. This brings about all kinds of inconsistency among
these data sets (heterogeneity) and creates many problems when data is shared.
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Institutional and economic problems
These problems arise in the absence of policy concerning pricing, copyright, pri-
vacy, liability, conformitywith standards, data quality, etc. Resolving these prob-
lems is essential to create the right environment for data sharing.
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Communication problems
With advances in computer network communication and related technology, lo-
cating relevant information in a network of distributed information sources has
become more important recently. The question is which communication tech-
nology is the best suitable for transfer of ‘bulk’—i.e., huge amounts of—spatial
data in a secure and reliable way. Efficient tools and communication protocols
are necessary to provide search, browse and delivery mechanisms.
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7.4.2 Spatial data transfer and its standards
The need to exchange data among different systems leads to the definition of
standards for the transfer of spatial data. The purpose of these transfer stan-
dards is to move the contents of one GIS database to a different GIS database
with a minimal loss of structure and information. Since the early 1980s, many
efforts have been made to develop such standards on a local, national and inter-
national level. Today, we have operational transfer standards that support the
dissemination of spatial data.
In a transfer process, data is always physically moved from one system to
the other. A completely different approach to data sharing is interoperability
of GIS. Here, GIS software accesses data on different systems (connected via a
computer network) through standardized interfaces. Data does not need to be
physically converted and transferred. The Open GIS Consortium is the leading
organization that coordinates these activities. It is a consortium of major GIS
and database software vendors, academia and users.
When we transfer data between systems, we might encounter various prob-
lems: transfer media are not compatible, physical and logical file formats could
be different, or we might not have any information concerning the quality of
the data set. Moreover, we need translators from and into every format that
we might have to deal with. In the worst case, for n different systems we need
n(n − 1) translators. The solution to these problems is to exchange spatial data
in a standardized way thereby keeping as much as possible of the structure and
relationships among the features in the data set. Using a standard reduces the
number of required translators to 2n, because we need one translator—from the
GIS database to the standard, and back—for each system.
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Figure 7.7: Spatial data
transfer process
The spatial data transfer process
Adata transfer standard defines a datamodel for the transfer as well as a transla-
tion mechanism from a GIS to the exchange format and into the exchange mech-
anism. In transferring data from system X to system Y, we need a translator that
converts the contents of the database in system X into the model of the spatial
data transfer standard (SDTS).1 The components of the model are represented by
modules that are converted into a computer readable format. A standard often
used for this exchange format is the ISO 8211 Data Descriptive File.
On the receiving end, system Y needs a translator that converts the data from
the transfer standard into the database. In the ideal case, after the transfer is
completed, no further processing is needed. The data are ready to use (Fig-
ure 7.7).
1Here, we use SDTS as the abbreviation for the generic term spatial data transfer standard.
This should not be confused with the FIPS 173 SDTS, the federal spatial data transfer standard
of the United States of America.
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Examples of spatial data transfer standards
Standards are accepted either as industry and de facto standards, or as authorita-
tive national or international standards. Industry standards are frequently used
standards that were introduced by a company or organization but which are not
accepted as national or federal standards. Examples of such standards are the
USGS DLG (digital line graph of the United States Geological Survey), or the
DXF file formats (AutoCAD Format).
Authoritative standards are accepted as federal or national standards based
on international ISO standards. The following Table 7.2 gives an overview of
some transfer standards in different countries and organizations.
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NATO DIGEST (Digital Geographic Exchange
Standard) of the Digital Geographic
Information Working Group (DGIWG);
members are Belgium, Canada, Denmark,
France, Germany, Italy, The Netherlands,
Norway, Spain, United Kingdom, USA
Europe Geographic information – Data description –
Transfer (CEN ENV 12658:1998)
United
Kingdom
NTF (National Transfer Format), Electronic
transfer of geographic information, UK, BS
7567, 1992
USA SDTS (Spatial Data Transfer Standard), FIPS
173, 1992
France Echanges de Donne´es Informatise´s dans le
domaine de l’information Ge´Ographique -
EDIGe´O (AFNOR, Z 13-150, 1992)
Table 7.2: Examples of
spatial data transfer stan-
dards
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7.4.3 Geographic information infrastructure and clearinghouses
The design of an infrastructure that facilitates the discovery of sources of geo-
graphic information is the focus of action in many countries. Geographic informa-
tion infrastructure (GII), also referred to as Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI), can
be defined as a collection of institutional, economic and technical tools arranged
in a way that improves the timely accessibility to required information. These
tools should help to resolve the problems listed above.
A formal data resource is an integrated, comprehensive data source that makes
data readily identifiable and easily accessible. Looking at the world today, a
clearinghouse plays such a role of formal data resource.
A (spatial data) clearinghouse is a distributed network of spatial data produc-
ers, managers and users that are linked electronically together. It is a system
of software and institutions that are to facilitate the discovery, evaluation, and
downloading of digital spatial data and provides means to inventory, document
and data sharing. The clearinghouse concept is a useful one in building a GII. The
objective is to minimize unnecessary duplication of effort for data capture, and
to maximize the benefit of geographic information sharing.
Data providers nowadays are fully aware of the importance of advertising
and making available their metadata describing their databases, to facilitate the
use of their products. This explains the current level of activity of building these
clearinghouses.
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How does a clearinghouse work?
A clearinghouse allows data providers to register their geographic data sets, the
quality of these data and also the instructions for accessing them. Each data
provider provides an electronic description of each spatial data set. In addition,
the provider may also provide access to the spatial data set itself. The clearing-
house thus functions as a detailed catalogue service with support for links to
spatial data and browsing capabilities. The data described in the clearinghouse
may be located at the site of the data producers or at sites of designated data
disseminators located elsewhere in the country. Obviously, computer networks
facilities are the key factor to success.
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7.4.4 Metadata concepts and functionality
The Information Age has, in the past decades, produced a new vocabulary of
terms and concepts by which to describe data and information. Discussions on
metadata focus on issues of adequate description, standardized format and ease
of locating. Such issues must conform to international standards.
Metadata is defined as background information that describes the content,
quality, condition and other appropriate characteristics of the data. Metadata is
a simple mechanism to inform others of the existence of data sets, their purpose
and scope. In essence, metadata answer who, what, when, where, why, and how
questions about all facets of the data made available.
Metadata can be used internally by the data provider to monitor the status
of data sets, and externally to advertise to potential users through a national
clearinghouse. Metadata are important in the production of a digital spatial data
clearinghouse, where potential users can search for the data they need.
Metadata play a variety of informative roles:
Availability: information needed to determine the data sets that exist for a geo-
graphic location,
Fitness for use: information needed to determine whether a data set meets a
specified need,
Access: information needed to acquire an identified data set,
Transfer: information needed to process and use a data set,
Administration: information needed to document the status of existing data
(data model, quality, completeness, temporal validity, et cetera) to define
internal policy for update operations from different data sources.
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The metadata should be flexible enough to describe a wide range of data
types. Details of the metadata vary with the purpose of their use, so certain
levels of abstraction are required.
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Metadata standards
For metadata to be easily read and understood, standards create a common lan-
guage for users and producers. Metadata standards provide appropriate and
adequate information for the design of metadata.
Key developments in metadata standards are the ISO STANDARD 15046-
15 METADATA, the Federal Geographic Data Committee’s content standard for
Digital GeospatialMetadata FGDC, CSDGM, the European organization respon-
sible for standards CEN/TC 287 and others. Several studies have been con-
ducted to show how data elements from one standard map into others.
A standard provides a common terminology and definitions for the docu-
mentation of spatial data. It establishes the names of data elements and groups
of data elements to be used for these purposes, the definitions of these data ele-
ments and groups, and information about the values that can be assigned to the
data elements. Information about terms that are mandatory, mandatory under
certain conditions, or optional (provided at the discretion of the data provider)
also are defined in the standard.
The choice of which metadata standard to use depends on the organization,
the ease of use and the intended purpose.
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Definitions of data elements
The FGDC standard specifies the structure and expected content of more than
220 items. These are intended to describe digital spatial data sets adequately for
all purposes. They are grouped into seven categories:
Identification Information: basic information about the data set. Examples in-
clude the title, the geographic area covered, currentness, and rules for ac-
quiring or using the data.
Data Quality Information: an assessment of the quality of the data set. Ex-
amples include the positional and attribute accuracy, completeness, con-
sistency, the sources of information, and methods used to produce the
data. Recommendations on information to be reported and tasks to be
performed are in the Spatial Data Transfer Standard (Federal Information
Processing Standard 173).
Spatial Data organization Information: the mechanism used to represent spa-
tial information in the data set. Examples include the method used to rep-
resent spatial positions directly (such as raster or vector) and indirectly
(such as street addresses or county codes) and the number of spatial ob-
jects in the data set.
Spatial Reference Information: description of the spatial reference frame for,
and means of, encoding coordinates in the data set. Examples include the
name of and parameters for map projections or grid coordinate systems,
horizontal and vertical datums, and the coordinate system resolution.
Entity and Attribute Information: information about the content of the data set,
including the entity types and their attributes and the domains fromwhich
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attribute values may be assigned. Examples include the names and defini-
tions of features, attributes, and attribute values.
Distribution Information: information about how the data set can be acquired.
For instance, a contact address of the distributor, available formats, infor-
mation about how to obtain data sets on-line or on physical media (such
as cartridge tape or CD-ROM), and fees for the data.
Metadata Reference Information: information on the currentness of the meta-
data information and the responsible party.
The standard has sections that specify contact information for organizations
or individuals that developed or distribute the data set, temporal information
for time periods covered by the data set, and citation information for the data
set and information sources from which the data set was derived.
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Metadata management and update
Just like ordinary data, metadata has to be kept up-to-date. The main concerns
in metadata management include what to represent, how to represent it, how to
capture and how to use it; and all these depend on the purpose of the metadata:
For internal (data provider) use, we will refer to ‘local metadata’, which con-
tains the detailed information about data sets stored on local hardware andman-
aged by the data provider. For external use, we refer to ’global metadata’, which
contains a short description of the data sets (an abstraction of the local metadata)
as advertised in the clearinghouse to allow users to find relevant data efficiently.
Data providers should register their data holding with the clearinghouse.
Whenever changes occur in their data, each data provider reports the changes to
the clearinghouse authority. Updating the global metadata is the responsibility
of the clearinghouse.
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7.4.5 Structure of metadata
Metadata can be structured or unstructured. Unstructured metadata consist
of free-form textual descriptions of data and processes. Structured metadata
consist mainly of relationship definitions among the data elements. Structured
metadata is important as it can be indexed and searched, moreover, its is much
easier to exchange with others.
All proposed standards for metadata provide well defined items that can be
used to judge fitness for use, to order and to use the data sets.
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Summary
The essential function of a GIS is to produce information with the aim of re-
ducing uncertainty in management and decision making. Reliable information
implies that the base data meets defined standards of quality. Quality is there-
fore defined as ‘fitness for use.’ A quality statement for a spatial data set should
include information on:
• Lineage (the history of the data set),
• Positional accuracy, for example, the RMSE of check measurements,
• Attribute accuracy, such as an error matrix based on field checking of maps
made from remotely sensed sources,
• Completeness of the data set, and
• Logical consistency of the data set.
Quality information is an important component of metadata, that is ‘data
about data’. Metadata is increasingly important as digital data are shared among
different agencies and users. Metadata include basic information about:
• What data exist (the content and coverage of a data set),
• The quality of the data,
• The format of the data, and
• Details about how to obtain the data, its cost, and restrictions on its use.
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Questions
1. List three source errors and three processing errors. (See page 402.)
2. The following data show the surveyed coordinates of twelve points and
their ‘true’ values as obtained from check measurements of a higher order
of accuracy. Assume the values given below are in metres.
Easting (x) Measured Northing (y) Measured
21215 21216 18785 18785
21235 21233 18787 18786
21233 21230 18765 18763
21265 21266 18783 18782
21291 21291 18770 18769
21217 21219 18746 18746
21254 21253 18753 18752
21287 21286 18748 18747
21224 21226 18727 18725
21235 21237 18717 18718
21254 21253 18726 18724
21276 21276 18717 18715
(a) Calculate the error at each point.
(b) Check if there is a systematic error.
(c) Calculatemx,my and the total RMSE.
(d) Plot the positions of the points at a scale of 1 : 1000.
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(e) Plot the error vectors at a scale of 1 : 100.
3. In which situations are spatial data transfer standards relevant for a GIS
application? When does one need to know about these standards?
4. Try to find—on the Internet—a spatial data clearinghouse, and identify
what sort of data can be obtained through it. In a second stage, reverse the
search, and first identify a spatial data set that you would like to obtain,
then try find it. The more specific your requirements, the more difficult
obviously the search. Relax the requirements if necessary, but pay attention
to which relaxations pay off.
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General GIS sites
• Institut Ge´ographique National, France (in French)
• Geoplaza Netherlands (in Dutch)
• United States Geological Survey (USGS)
• GISLinx.com, list of GIS sites
• University of Iowa, Center for Global and Regional Environmental Re-
search
• L’Institut Lorrain de Ge´nie Urbain (ILGU), Nancy, France
• Oddens’ Bookmarks, Faculty of Geographical Sciences, Utrecht University,
The Netherlands
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Spatial data sources
• Digital Chart of the World, at Pennsylvania State University, U.S.A.
• Pennsylvania State University Libraries, Maps Library
• U.S.A. Federal Geographic Data Committee Clearinghouse
• United States Geological Survey (USGS) Geospatial Data Clearinghouse
• ESRI’s Data Repository
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Spatial reference systems and frames
• Geometric Aspects of Mapping; Division of Cartography, ITC.
• Active GPS Reference System for the Netherlands (AGRS.NL)
• SAtelliten POsitionierung System (SAPOS)
• Deutsches Geoda¨tisches Forschungsinstitut (DGFI), Bayerische Akademie
der Wissenschaften. Geodetic Reference System 1980 (GRS80).
• Office of the Surveyor General of Land Information New Zealand (LINZ).
A Proposal for Geodetic Datum Development. OSG TR2.1, 1998
• Ordnance Survey of Great Britain. A Guide to Coordinate Systems in Great
Britain, 2000.
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Abbreviations & Foreign words
2D two-dimensional. Typically applied to (aspects of) GIS applications
that view their phenomena in a two-dimensional space (a plane), where
coordinates are pairs (x, y).
21
2
D two-and-a-half-dimensional. Typically applied to (aspects of) GIS ap-
plications that view their phenomena in a two-dimensional space (a
plane), where coordinates are pairs (x, y), but where some coordi-
nates are associated also with a single elevation value z. This is dif-
ferent from 3D GIS because with any (x, y) coordinate pair, a 21
2
D
system can at most associate only one elevation. A TIN structure, for
instance, is a typical 21
2
D structure, as it only determines single eleva-
tion values for single locations.
3D three-dimensional. Typically applied to (aspects of) GIS applications
that view their phenomena in a three-dimensional space, where coor-
dinates are triplets (x, y, z).
ADSL Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Lines. A new technology of data trans-
mission used to deliver high-rate digital data over existing ordinary
phone-lines. ADSL facilitates the simultaneous use of normal tele-
phone services, ISDN, and high speed data transmission, e.g., video.
a posteriori in retrospect; when looking back.
a priori (assumed known) beforehand.
ArcInfo A GIS software package developed in the 1980s and 90s at ESRI. As
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the name indicates (‘Arc’), historically more vector-based than raster-
based.
ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange; an encoding
of text characters into integer values represented as bytes. So-called
‘plain text’ files usually are encoded in ASCII.
AVHRR Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer; a broad-band scanner,
sensing in the visible, near-infrared, and thermal infrared portions
of the electromagnetic spectrum, carried on NOAA’s Polar Orbiting
Environmental Satellites (POES).
bps bits per second. The unit in which data transmission rates are mea-
sured. Eight bits constitute a byte, which is used to represent a single
character in a text document. The usual unit is nowMbps: million bits
per second. A data rate of 1Mbps allows to transmit about 40 pages
of plain text per second.
DBMS Database Management System.
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) Special case of a DTM. A DEM stores terrain
elevation (surface height) by means of a raster. The word ‘elevation’
refers to a height expressed with respect to a specific reference.
Digital Terrain Model (DTM) Term indicating a digital description of the ter-
rain relief. A DTM can be stored in different manners (contour lines,
TIN, raster) and may also contain semantic, relief-related information
(breaklines, saddlepoints).
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dpi dots per inch; the unit of scanner (or printer) resolution, expressed as
how many pixels can be read (printed) per inch.
e.g. for example, ; (exempli gratia).
ESRI Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc. The American com-
pany that sells ArcInfo and ArcView.
GII Geographic Information Infrastructure; sometimes also known as Spa-
tial Data Infrastructure (SDI).
GIS Geographic Information System.
i.e. that is, ; meaning, ; (id est).
ILWIS Integrated Land andWater Information System. AGIS software pack-
age developed in the 1980s and 1990s at ITC. Historically more raster-
based than vector-based.
in situ on the spot; in the terrain.
ISO International Standards Organization.
ITRF International Terrestrial Reference Frame.
ITRS International Terrestrial Reference System.
NOAA National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration; an institute falling
under the U.S. Department of Commerce, aiming, amongst others
through satellite imagery, at monitoring the Earth’s environment.
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RMSE Root Mean Square Error.
SDI Spatial Data Infrastructure; see GII.
SQL Structured Query Language; the query language implemented in all
relational database management systems.
SRF Spatial Reference Frame.
SRS Spatial Reference System.
SST Sea Surface Temperature; as used in examples of Chapter 1.
TIN Triangulated Irregular Network.
viz. namely, ; (videlicet).
WS Wind Speed; as used in examples of Chapter 1.
WWW World-wide Web. In a broad sense, the global internet with all the
information and services that can be found there.
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Terms
accuracy closeness (i.e., degree ofmatch) ofmeasurements, observations, com-
putations or estimates to the (perceived to be) true values.
attribute the name of a column in a database table; it should suggest what the
values in that column stand for. These values are known as attribute
values.
base data spatial data prepared for different uses. Typically, large-scale topo-
graphic data at the regional or national level, as prepared by a na-
tional mapping organization. Sometimes also known as foundation
data.
buffer area surrounding a selected set of features. May be defined in terms
of a fixed distance, or by a more complicated relationship that the
features may have on their surroundings.
cartography the whole of scientific, technological and artistic activities di-
rected to the conception, production, dissemination and use of map
displays.
centroid informally, a geometric object’s midpoint; more formally, can be de-
fined as the centre of the object’s mass, i.e., that point at which it
would balance under a homogeneously applied force like gravity.
concave A2Dpolygon or 3D solid is said to be concave if there exists a straight
line segment having its two end points in the object that does not lie
entirely within the object. A terrain slope is concave, analogously, is
concave if it (locally) has the shape of a concave solid. See also convex.
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contour map map in which contour lines are used to represent terrain eleva-
tion.
convex A 2D polygon or 3D solid is said to be convex if every straight line
segment having its two end points in the object lies entirely within the
object. A terrain slope is convex, analogously, is convex if it (locally)
has the shape of a convex solid. See also concave.
database An integrated, usually large, collection of data stored with the help
of a DBMS.
database management system A software package that allows its users to
define and use databases. Commonly abbreviated to DBMS. A generic
tool, applicable to many different databases.
database schema The design of a database laid down in definitions of the
database’s structure, integrity rules and operations. Stored also with
the help of a DBMS.
Delaunay triangulation A partitioning of the plane using a given set of points
as the triangles’ corners that is in a sense optimal. The optimality
characteristic makes the resulting triangles come out as equilateral
as possible. The circle going through the three corner points of any
triangle will not contain other points of the input set.
dynamic map (also: cartographic animation); map with changing contents,
and/or changing ways of representation of these contents, whether
triggered by the user or not.
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epoch (precise) date and time. Used to register at what moment a measure-
ment took place, in this book, the moment at which the measure-
ments took place for fixing (‘freezing’) the positions of the fundamen-
tal polyhedron of a spatial reference frame.
Euclidean space A space inwhich locations are identified by coordinates, and
with which usually the standard, Pythagorean distance function be-
tween locations is associated. Other functions, such as direction and
angle, can also be present. Euclidean space is n-dimensional, and we
must make a choice of n, being 1, 2, 3 or more. The case n = 2 gives us
the Euclidean plane, which is the commonest Euclidean space in GIS
use.
Evapotranspiration (sometimes erroneously written as evapotransporation);
the process by which surface water, soils, and plants release water
vapour to the atmosphere through evaporation (surface water, solis)
and transpiration (plants).
exploratory cartography interactive cartographic visualization of not well-
understood spatial data by an individual to stimulate visual thinking
and to create insight in and overview of the spatial data.
feature collective noun to indicate either a point, polyline or polygon vector
object, when the distinction is not important.
geographic dimension Spatial phenomena exist in space and time. The ge-
ographic dimension is the space factor in this existence, and deter-
mines where the phenomenon is present.
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geographic field Ageographic phenomenon that can be viewed as a—usually
continuous—function in the geographic space that associates with
each location a value. Continuous examples are elevation or depth,
temperature, humidity, fertility, pH et cetera. Discrete examples are
land use classifications, and soil classifications.
geographic information Information derived from spatial data. Strictly speak-
ing, information is derived by humans using mental processes, so ge-
ographic information too is made of mental ‘matter’ only. Day-to-day
use of the term, however, allows us to exchange it with ‘spatial data’.
geographic information system A software package that accommodates the
capture, analysis, manipulation and presentation of georeferenced
data. It is a generic tool applicable to many different types of use
(GIS applications).
geographic phenomenon Any man-made or natural phenomenon (that we
are interested in).
geographic space Space in which locations are defined relative to the Earth’s
surface. The usual space that GIS applications work with.
georeferenced Data is georeferenced when coordinates from a geographic
space have been associated with it. The georeference (spatial refer-
ence) tells us where the object represented by the data is (or was or
will be). (As such, an abbreviation of ‘geographically referenced’.).
geospatial data Data that includes positions in geographic space. In this book,
usually abbreviated to ‘spatial data’.
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geovisualization making spatial data ‘visible’ by means of maps generated
through interactive and dynamic software tools.
GIS application Software specifically developed to support the study of geo-
graphic pheneomena in some application domain in a specific project.
A spatial data set as stored in a GIS, together with functions on the
data. Serves a well-defined purpose, making use of GIS functional-
ity. Distinguished from the software—the GIS package, the database
package—that can be applied generically.
granularity The level of detail with which something is represented.
grid A regularly spaced set of points with associated (field) values, defined
as the intersections of perpendicular gridlines.
Figure A.1: A grid is a col-
lection of regularly spaced
points. The associated
values with each point are
not illustrated.
In contrast to a raster, the associated values represent point values, not
cell values. This subtlety is often—and can often be—glossed over,
especially when point distances are small relative to the variation in
the represented phenomenon. By default a grid is two-dimensional,
but we can think of three-dimensional grids.
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integer any ‘whole’ number in the set {. . . ,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . .}; computers can-
not represent arbitrarily large numbers, and some maximum (and
minimum) integer is usually indicated.
interval data data values that have some natural ordering amongst them, and
that allow simple forms of arithmetic computations like addition and
subtraction, but not multiplication or division. Temperature mea-
sured in centigrades is an example.
isoline A line in the map of a spatial field that identifies all locations with
the same field value. This value should be used as tag of the line, or
should be derivable from tags of other lines.
line A computer representation of a geographic object that is perceived as
a one-dimensional, i.e., curvilinear entity. The line determines two
end nodes plus a, possibly empty, list of internal points, known as
vertices. Other words for ‘line’ are polyline (emphasising themultiple
linear segments), arc or edge.
lineage the recorded history of a spatial data set or spatial data product, in-
cluding where relevant details about the production process that al-
low to assess characteristics of data quality.
man-made phenomenon An object, occurrence or event that was created by
humans. This is a difficult to define and large population of entities:
anything that can be georeferenced and originates from man can be a
‘man-made phenomenon’.
map originally, a reduced and simplified representation of a chosen set of
geographic phenomena in a planar display; nowadays, still that, but
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new technical possibilities allow to look at more generic map notions,
for instance, including virtual reality and time awareness.
map generalisation the meaningful reduction of map content to accommo-
date scale decrease.
map projection the functional mapping of a curved horizontal reference sur-
face onto a flat 2D plane, using mathematical equations.
map scale ratio between a distance on the map and the corresponding dis-
tance in reality.
metadata Data that characterises other, usually large, data sets. For spatial
data sets, this information may include volume, ownership, data for-
mat applied, spatial resolution, date of production, quality character-
istics like accuracy and much more.
natural phenomenon An object, occurrence or event that originated naturally.
This is a difficult to define and large population: see also ‘man-made
phenomenon’ as a contrast.
nominal data data values that serve to identify or name something, but that
do not allow arithmetic computations; sometimes also called categor-
ical data.
oblate ellipsoid the solid (i.e., a three-dimensional object) produced by rotat-
ing an ellipse (i.e., a two-dimensional object) about its minor axis.
It is also known as spheroid, because it resembles a sphere flattened
(squashed) at the poles.
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ordinal data data values that serve to identify or name something, and for
which some natural ordering of the values exists. No arithmetic is
possible on these data values.
polygon A computer representation of a geographic object that is perceived as
a two-dimensional, i.e., area entity. The polygon is determined by a
closed line that describes its boundary. Because a line is a piece-wise
straight entity, a polygon is only a finite approximation of the actual
area.
polyhedron a solid bounded by planar facets, i.e., a three-dimensional feature
of which the sides are flat surfaces. The fundamental polyhedron of the
ITRF is a mesh of foundation stations around the globe that are used
to define the ITRS.
presentation cartography cartographic visualization of spatial data for pre-
sentation to a group of users (public visual communication).
raster A regularly spaced set of cells with associated (field) values.
Figure A.2: A raster is
a regularly spaced set of
cells. The associated val-
ues with each cell are not
illustrated.
In contrast to a grid, the associated values represent cell values, not
point values. This means that the value for a cell is assumed to be
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vald for all locations within the cell. This subtlety is often—and can
often be—glossed over, especially when the cell size is small relative
to the variation in the represented phenomenon. By default a raster
is two-dimensional, but we can think of three-dimensional rasters as
well.
ratio data data values that allow most, if not all, forms of arithmetic computa-
tion, including multiplication, division, and interpolation. Typically
used for cell values in raster representations of continuous fields.
simplex A primitive spatial feature as recognized in topology. A 0-simplex is
a point, 1-simplex an arc, a 2-simplex an area and a 3-simplex a body.
See simplicial complex.
simplicial complex A combination, i.e. spatial arrangement, of a number of
simplices, possibly of different dimension.
solid a true three-dimensional object.
spatial data In the precise sense, spatial data is any data with which position
is associated. In this book, we use the phrase mostly as ‘geospatial
data’, meaning that geographic position data is part of it.
spatial data layer a collection of data items that belong together, and that can
be spatially interpreted. A raster is a spatial data layer, and so are
a collection of polygons, a collection of polylines, or a collection of
point features. Principles of correct data organization dictate that the
raster’s cells (or the polygons, polylines or points) represent phenom-
ena of the same kind.
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spatial database A database that, amongst others, stores georeferenced data.
spatial interpolation Any technique that allows to infer some unknown prop-
erty value of a spatial phenomenon from values for the same property
of nearby spatial phenomena. The underlying principle is that nearby
things are most likely rather similar. Many spatial interpolation tech-
niques exist.
spatial reference frame A physical realisation of a spatial reference system,
consisting of real point objects (ground stations) with their coordi-
nates in the used SRS. In fact, next to the coordinates for each object
also of the object’s motion in time, due to tectonic plate movement, is
recorded.
spatial reference system A3D reference coordinate systemwithwell-defined
origin and orientation of the coordinate axes. Amathematical system.
spatial relationship Amathematically defined relationship between two sim-
plicial complices (objects), usually defining whether they are disjoint,
meet, overlap et cetera. Spatial relationships are the object of study in
topology.
sphere the solid (i.e., a three-dimensional object) produced by rotating a cir-
cle.
static map fixed map (e.g., a paper map, possibly scanned for dissemination
through theWorldWideWeb) of which the contents and/or their car-
tographic representation cannot be changed by the user.
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string any sequence of characters chosen from the alphabet plus a set of
other characters like interpunction symbols (‘?’, ‘!’, ‘;’ et cetera) and
numbers. When typed to a computer, a string is usually surrounded
by a pair of double quotes.
temporal dimension Spatial phenomena exist in space and time. The tempo-
ral dimension is the time factor in this existence, and determineswhen
the phenomenon is present.
tessellation (also known as ‘tiling’); a partition of space into mutually dis-
joint cells that together form the complete study area. A raster is a
regular tessellation example, meaning that its constituent cells have
the same shape and size. In irregular tessellations, the cells differ in
shape and/or in size.
thematic map a map in which the distribution, quality and/or quantity of a
phenomenon (or the relationship among several phenomena) is pre-
sented on a topographic base.
Thiessen polygons A partitioning of the plane using a given set of points
and resulting in a set of polygons. Each polygon contains just one
point and is the area defined by those locations that are closest to this
point, and not another point in the input set. There is a natural corre-
spondence with the Delaunay triangulation obtained from the same
points.
topographic map a map that gives a general, realistic and complete, but sim-
plified representation to scale of the terrain (roads, rivers, buildings
and settlements, vegetation, relief, geographical names, et cetera.).
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topological consistency The set of rules that determines what are valid spa-
tial arrangements of simplicial complices in a spatial data represen-
tation. A typical rule is for instance that each 1-simplex must be
bounded by two 0-simplices, which are its end nodes.
topology The mathematical study of the properties of space(s) and invariance
characteristics under space transformations.
trend surface a 2D curved surface that is fitted through a number of point
measurements, as an approximation of the continuous field that is
measured.
triangulated irregular network (TIN); a data structure that allows to repre-
sent a continuous spatial field through a finite set of (location, value)
pairs and triangles made from them. Commonly in use as digital
terrain model, but can be used for geographic fields other than ele-
vation. The underlying principle is that the locations constitute the
corner points of a collection of triangles that is a spatial partition of
the study area. The field value for an arbitrary location is interpolated
from the values of the corner points of the triangle inside which that
location falls.
triangulation A complete partition of the study space into mutually non-over-
lapping triangles, usually on the basis of georeferencedmeasurements.
tuple a record or row in a database table; it will have several attribute val-
ues. Pronounce as ‘tapl’.
visual variable (also: graphic variable); an elementary way in which graphic
symbols are distinguished from each other. Commonly, the follow-
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ing six visual variables are recognized: size, (lightness) value, texture,
colour, orientation and shape.
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accumulated flow count raster, 320
accuracy, 38, 199, 206, 228, 229, 392–
396
attribute, 394
location, 402
temporal, 390, 396
animated map, 374
application model, 266
area object, 87
area size, 271, 274
attribute, 40, 75, 111, 118, 119, 121,
136, 145, 147, 151, 157, 160,
162, 224, 278–281, 394
azimuthal map projection, 213
base data, 230
boundary, 87, 88, 92, 95
crisp, 71
fuzzy, 71
buffer zone, 152, 311–313, 330
cartographic generalization, 151
cartographic grammar, 343, 360
cartography, 335–381
categorical data, 66
centroid, 76, 271
change detection, 114
classification, 267, 288–292
automatic, 292
equal frequency, 292
equal interval, 292
user-controlled, 290
classification operator
GIS, 151
classification parameter, 288
clearinghouse, 194, 431–432
completeness, 390
complex
simplicial, 93
conformal map projection, 214
conical map projection, 213
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connectivity, 86, 109, 153, 321–328
consistency
logical, 390, 399
temporal, 396
topological, 96
contour line, 104
contour map, 368
control point, 186
coordinate thinning, 150
cylindrical map projection, 213
data
geospatial, 32
spatial, 32, 45, 72–112
spatiotemporal, 114–123
thematic, 84
data layer, 267
data completeness, 398
data layer, 87, 111, 234, 242, 267, 290,
294, 313, 343, 413
data quality, 388–413
data standards, 423, 427–429
database, 36, 39–46
spatial, 42–43
database schema, 40, 42, 49
datum, 200–219
datum transformation, 208–211
Delaunay triangulation, 314
digitizing, 186–193
automatic, 187
point mode, 186
semi-automatic, 187
stream mode, 186
dimension
geographic, 20
temporal, 20
dissolve, 221
distance, 274
dynamic map, 372–374
edge matching, 149, 232
ellipsoid, 203–207
epoch, 198
equidistant map projection, 215
equivalent map projection, 215
error, 103
facet, 99
field
continuous, 60, 63, 76, 81, 102, 143,
233, 234, 237, 238
differentiable, 63, 241
discrete, 60, 63, 143, 233–235
geographic, 60, 63–64
filter, 253
filtering, 253–254
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flow direction raster, 320
fundamental polyhedron, 198
generalisation
cartographic, 340
geographic information system, seeGIS
geoid, 201–204
geoinformatics, 134
geometric transformation, 149
georeferenced, 27, 31, 32, 58
GII, 431
GIS, 19, 20, 23, 31, 33, 45–46, 133–153
GIS application, 31, 33, 34, 43, 53
institutional, 34
project-based, 34
granularity, 27
grid, 75
height, 200, 203–207, 368, 390
hillshading, 62, 250
horizontal datum, 203–207
image, 185
information
geographic, 19, 31–32
interior, 92, 95
International Terrestrial Reference Frame,
197
International Terrestrial Reference Sys-
tem, 197
interpolation, 26, 28, 52, 73, 76, 83,
103, 153, 234, 237, 248
interval data, 66, 357
inverse distance weighting, 246
isoline, 30, 104, 234, 237, 242, 248
large-scale, 100
length
of polyline, 271, 274
line object, 85
line segment, 85
lineage, 390, 397
local resistance raster, 316
location, 271, 274
object, 67
location error, 401–410
logical consistency, 399
manual digitizing, 186
map, 336–345, 359–381
large-scale, 340
small-scale, 340
thematic, 341
topographic, 341, 343
map generalization, 348
map legend, 375
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map output, 379–381
map projection, 149, 212–219
map scale, 38, 43, 100, 340
map theme
physical, 341, 343
socio-economic, 341, 343
map title, 375
mapping
topological, 91
mapping equation, 217
forward, 217
inverse, 217
mean sea level, 201
measurement, 267, 269–274
metadata, 389, 420–439
metric, 92
minimal bounding box, 272
minimal cost path, 317
model generalization, 151
moving window averaging, 244–247
multi-representation spatial data, 231
multi-scale spatial data, 70, 230
neighbourhood function, 268, 308–320
GIS, 152
network allocation, 326–327
network analysis, 153, 321–328
network direction, 321
network function, 268
network partitioning, 322, 326–328
network trace analysis, 327–328
Nin˜a, La, 20, 21, 29
Nin˜o, El, 20–22, 24, 29, 35, 37, 39, 40,
51
nominal data, 66, 357
normal map projection, 214
object
geographic, 61, 67–70, 106
oblique map projection, 214
optimal path finding, 323–324
ordinal data, 66, 358
orientation
object, 67
overlay function, 267, 294–307
on raster data, 299–307
on vector data, 295–298
overlay operator
GIS, 152
overshoot, 221
phenomenon
geographic, 20, 42, 43, 58, 60–70
man-made, 33
natural, 33
pixel, 185
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plane
Euclidean, 42
point object, 84
polygon clipping operator, 296
polygon intersection, 295
polygon overwrite operator, 296
polyhedron, 99
positional error, 390
precision, 392
predictive model, 266
prescriptive model, 266
proximity function, 309, 311–315
Pythagorean distance, 271
quadtree, 78, 102
qualitative data, 357
quantitative data, 357, 365
query, 160
raster, 75, 102, 185
raster calculus, 299
raster cell, 185
raster resolution, 245
rasterization, 225–226
ratio data, 66, 357
reclassification, 288
redundancy
data, 88
regression, 238
relation, 157, 160, 162
relational data model, 160–173
relationship
topological, 95
retrieval operator
GIS, 151
root mean square error, 402
SDI, 431
secant surface, 213
seek function, 310, 319–320
selected object, 276
selection object, 276
shape
object, 67
simplex, 93
size
object, 67
sliver line, 221
sliver polygon, 230
slope convexity, 250
slope angle, 250, 255
slope aspect, 250, 255, 257
slope gradient, 255
small-scale, 100
snapshot, 119
solid, 98
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space, 18, 42
Euclidean, 42, 53, 92
geographic, 17–19, 43, 45, 50
metric, 92
topological, 92
spatial aggregation, 289
spatial autocorrelation, 73, 79
spatial dissolving, 289
spatial information theory, 136
spatial join, 296
spatial merging, 289
spatial query, 267
spatial reference frame, 197
spatial reference surface, 200–207
spatial reference system, 27, 197
spatial selection, 275–287
interactive, 276
using distance, 285
using topology, 282
spatio-temporal, 20
spread function, 309, 316–318
static map, 374, 380
tangent surface, 213
Taylor series theorem, 418
tessellation, 73, 75–79
irregular, 78
regular, 75
Thiessen polygon, 314
tie point, 186
time unit, 115
TIN, 81, 103
tolerance, 405
topology, 227
spatial, 90–97
transverse map projection, 214
trend surface, 238–242
triangulation, 82, 248
Delaunay, 83
tuple, 157, 160, 162
turning cost table, 323
undershoot, 221
universe of discourse, 265
vector, 73, 106
vectorization, 187, 190, 225–226
vertex, 85
vertical datum, 201–202
visibility function
GIS, 153
visual hierarchy, 377
visual variable, 359
visualization, 335–381
WWW, 379
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x-gradient filter, 256
y-gradient filter, 256
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